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ABSTRACT
A system of computer programs (routines) for processing and analyz-
ing battery and other time-dependent data is presented. The first sections
describe the format of the data on punched cards and the mechanism for
converting the cards to magnetic storage tape. The third and major sec-
tion describes the individual analysis routines, instructions to the analyst
and computer operator on their use, and the type of output from each.
These routines include a means for reducing data, performing mathematical
operations, listing, plotting in graphical form, and statistically analyzing
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INTRODUCTION
A System of Battery Analysis Programs (SBAP) has performed satisfactorily in the processing
and the analyzing of battery performance data. This report which describes the programs was
specifically written so that the battery engineer or analyst with little or no knowledge in computer
operations can put the system into practical use.
The need for the SBAP became evident when evaluating the test results of the nickel-cadmium
battery research project (NAS-5-3027) initiated by GSFC in 1963. In this project twelve 10-cell
nickel cadmium batteries were tested for prolonged periods in related but different types of oper-
ations. Performance characteristics such as current, cell voltages and average power were
measured during the charge and discharge phases. Because of the complexity of the test, an IBM
1710 computer was used to control the operations and record the measurements. To reduce the
volume of data, measurements made during the charge and discharge phases were recorded only
when certain parameters were exceeded. Measurements representing compiled data were recorded
at the end of every phase.
The mathematical and statistical data evaluation using the SBAP assists in the determination
of relationships between battery operation and battery life, which is the primary objectives of the
Battery Research Project. In writing the SBAP, an effort was made to make it flexible enough to
be used by anyone with battery data or for any data of a similar time-dependent nature.
The first part of this report describes the arrangement (format) of the battery test data on
the punched cards. The information provided in this section should be considered by the battery
engineer before designing a battery test if he intends to utilize a computer program for subsequent
analysis of the resulting data. The second part describes the SBAP, the five routines comprising
it, what the functions of the routines are, how they are used, and what instructions should be given
to thecomputeroperatorin order to processthem. AppendixA suppliesinformationneededto
transfer raw datafrom cardsto magnetictapes. AppendicesB andC containprogrammingin-
formationsuchassourcestatementsandflowcharts for all routinesmentioned.
The programs were written for the IBM 7094 computer system at GSFC and are usable with
other computers containing a comparable storage capacity, and the ability to utilize FORTRAN II
language. The computer time required for each processing depends on the routines used, the
quantity of data extracted from the raw data tapes, and the operations to be performed. The
average time for each routine is given under operator instructions.
INPUT DATA AND FORMAT REQUIRED
In order to analyze battery performance or similar types of time-dependent data, the data
must be punched onto cards in a specific order (format) so the computer can process and store
the data on magnetic storage tape. In the process, the data is sorted, edited, and brought up to
date. The raw data on tape in binary form are then ready to be used as input data to the SBAP.
There are two types of data available from a performance test: outcard data, obtained during
the charge and discharge phase, and endcard data, taken at the end of the phase and representing
a compilation of the data. A separate tape is required for each type. Depending on the analyst's
request an endcard raw data tape, an outcard raw data tape, or a combination of the two is supplied
as input to the battery analysis program.
Outcard Format
An outcard is divided into 21 groups, and each represents a specific measurement. The name
of the group, the number of digits allowed, the location of the decimal point, and a sample and its
meaning are given in Figure 1. An important consideration for those who are designing a test
is to decide which information should be included. Any outcard type measurement can be punched
into the card in a space allotted for a group with an asterisk, provided that the number of digits
and the position of the decimal point are the same as in the group it replaced. For example, if
ten temperature measurements are made on one cell using thermocouples, the millivolt values
can be punched into the spaces reserved for V0 to V9.
Endcard Format
Examples of endcards are given in Figures 2 and 3. Two endcards are provided to accom-
modate additional data. Included are the group names, the number of digits allowed, the location
of the decimal point, and the sample and its meaning. As with outcards, any measurements of
endcard data can be punched into the spaces reserved for the asterisked groups. The number of
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Digit and decimal Units or
No. Groups des ignation Sample meaning
1 Battery No. XX 01 Battery 1
2 Cycle No. XXXX 2765 Cycle 2765
3 Year X 6 1966
4 Day XXX 365 Dec. 31
5 Time XX.XXXX Hours
6 Delta Elapsed Time X.XXXX Hours
7 Avg. Instantaneous power* XX.XXX Watts
8 Phase X 0 Charge
9 Current* XX.XXX Amperes
10 Press ure* X X.XX Millivolts
11 Voltage of cell O* X.XXX Volts
12 Voltage of cell 1" X.XXX Volts
13 Voltage of cell 2* X.XXX Volts
14 Voltage of cell 3* X.XXX Volts
15 Voltage of cell 4* X.XXX Volts
16 Voltage of cell 5* X.XXX Volts
17 Voltage of cell 6* X.XXX Volts
18 Voltage of cell 7* X.XXX Volts
19 Voltage of cell 8* X.XXX Volts
20 Voltage of cell 9* X.XXX Volts
21 Sequence No. XXXX 0032 32nd Card.
Note 1:
Note 2:
Each of the groups labeled with an asterisk can be replaced by another group if the new data has the same number
of digits and the same decimal point location. The new group must also be anoutcard data group (described in text).
The sequence numbers for outcards must start with "0000" or "3000." The card to tape editing program checks these
numbers to assure that outcard data is put on an outcard data tape.
































































Each of the groups designated with an asterisk can be replaced by another group if the new data has the
same number of digits and same decimal point'ocation. The new group must be endcard data.
The sequence numbers for endcards must start ,vith "6000 _ or "8000. m The card to tape editing program
checks these numbers to assure that the endrard data is put on an endcard data tape.

















Digit and decimal Unit or
Group. des igna ti0n Sample Mean ing
Battery No. XX 05 Battery 5
Cycle No. XXXX 2765 Cycle 2765
Year X 6 1966
Date XXX 365 Dec. 31
• v awrag_
E/I raho-- average coefficient* X.XXX Coef. Resistance
Cycle count cell _0" XXXX.
Cycle count cell #1" XXXX.
Cycle count cell _2" XXXX.
Cycle count cell #3" XXXX.
Cycle count cell _4" XXXX.
Cycle count cell _5" XXXX.
Cycle count cell _6" XXXX.
Cycle count cell _7" XXXX.
Cycle count cell _8" XXXX.
Cycle count cell _9" XXXX.
Maximum variance XX.XXX
Cell activity XXXXXXXXXX All cells
Real time phase completion* XX.XXX 1322 Hours
Endcard No. X 2 Endcard 2
Phase X 0 Charge
Sequence No. XXXX 8004 4th Card
Note 1:
Note 2:
Each of the groups labeled with an asterisk can be replaced by another group if the new data has the same
number of digits and the same decimal point location.
The sequence numbers for endcards must start with a "6000" or "8000." The card to tape editing program
checks these numbers to assure that the endcard data is put on an endcard data tape.
Figure 3--Format of endcard 2
CARD TO TAPE CONVERSION
In order to use the data on outcards and/or endcards in the SBAP, it must be stored on mag-
netic storage tape in a binary form. This is done by processing the outcards and endcards sepa-
rately, using a set of card-to-tape editing routines. The routines are listed in Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1












Delete and duplicator elimination routine
BCD to binary routine
Binary merge routine
Table 2








Card to tape - rough routine
(Endcard 1 and endcard 2 separately)
Sort routine
(Endcard I and 2 separately)
Alpha check routine
(Endeards 1 and 2 separately)
Preliminary analysis routine
(Endcard 1 only)
Delete and duplication elimination routine
(Endcard I only)
BCD to binary routine
(Endcard 1 and 2 separately)
Binary merge routine
(Endcard 1 and 2 together)
The objective of these routines is to transfer the data to magnetic tape, sort it, arrange it in
the proper sequence, test it for validity, code the invalid or incomplete data, and merge the data
in binary form with existing data. The routines, instructions, flow charts, and source deck state-
ments appear in appendix A.
qOutcard Raw Data Tape Format
When the conversion from outcards to an outcard raw-data tape is completed, the tape will con-
tain the same information as the cards but in a slightly different arrangement of groups and in a
particular sequence as illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 4--Outcard data tape format
The tape at the top of the page shows the data arranged in sequence by battery. Thus, all data
pertinent to the first battery (battery 00) is recorded first on the tape, all data pertinent to the
second battery (battery 01) is recorded next, and etc. Data recorded for each battery are divided
into cycles; each cycle is subdivided into a charge or discharge phase. The data from each phase
are subdivided into approximately 25 data groups. Groups 11 to 25 (designated fields 1 to 15) are
abstracted from the outcard raw-data tape at the request of the analyst and used in the analysis.
Groups 1-10 are only checked as the computer processes the data and are never abstracted
from the tape.
Endcard Raw Data Tape Format
The endcard data is arranged on the endcard raw-data tape by battery, by cycle, and by phase,
respectively (Figure 5).
ENDCARD
" ° - " _'I ":-'-'L_ol'_'Ic'l_'l_l_l_'l_l_'i_".,."
GROUP NO. 1 2 3 4 $ 6 7 8 9 10 tl 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
FIELDNO. 01 02 03 0_ 05 06 07 08 09 l0 I1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
Figure 5--Endcard data tape format
The data from endcard 1 and endcard 2 were merged to form one large endcard on the tape.
There are 36 groups on this endcard, and each group contains one item of information. As in the
case of outcards, the first 10 groups are checked by the program while the computer is processing
the data but never retrieved. The rest of the groups (11-36) are designated fields 1 to 26. These
fields are specified by the analyst when requesting data to be abstracted from the raw-data tapes
and are used in the analysis.
SYSTEM OF BATTERY ANALYSIS PROGRAMS (SBAP)
The SBAP consists of five programs which are used to process raw data input and to print-
out desired information in a suitable form. The overall program sequence is illustrated in
Figure 6.
As pointed out in the first part of this volume, raw data input consists of outcard and endcard
data tapes which contain encoded measurements made during battery charge and discharge cycles.
Outcard data are obtained during a charge or discharge phase, endcard data are taken at the end























Figure 6--Battery analysis program functional flow diagram
The five routines are:
1. A Retrieve-Formatter Routine to extract specified data from the endcard and outcard data
tapes, and to record it in a more suitable form on a retrieved-data tape.
2. A Pseudo Generator Routine for mathematical operations on the retrieved-formatted data
which records the results on a pseudo-data tape.
3. A Data List Routine to obtain a listing (printout) of the data as it appears on the retrieve
Or pseudo tape.
4. A Statistical Analysis Routine for the data using such results as mean, variance, standard
deviation, linear correlation, and multiple stepwise linear regression.
5. A Printed Plot Routine which presents data in graphical form.
In order to process a routine, a tape containing the data and the routine card deck must be
supplied. The decks are complete except for control cards which must be added by the program
user. The control cards determine the results obtained by specifying the type of data to be
abstracted, and the statistical and mathematical operations to be performed.
Recordeddatawhich might be incomplete because the cycle was cut short or might contain
errors but are still usable can be requested and will be coded with a flag word describing what the
problem is. However, it will not be supplied unless specifically requested.
The time required for a run of one routine depends on the amount of data requested and the
operations to be performed. The average request for one routine is 2 minutes.
Data Retrieve- Formatter Routine
The retrieve-formatter routine whose functional diagram appears in Figure 7 is the first step
Ln the analysis. The purpose is to select specific data fields from endcard or outcard raw data
tapes and record this data on a retrieved data tape. The format of the retrieved data will be suit-
able for processing in the other routines of the program. An off-line history tape is simultaneously
prepared which can be listed -- to ascertain error or data loss.
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Figure 7--Retrleve formatter routine functional flow diagram
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An endcard raw data tape is the only input tape required as an input when the endcard data is
desired in the analysis. If outcard data is desired, both tapes are required because the outcard
data on a particular phase (charge or discharge) is referenced to the total number of ampere
hours (field 9) and the total time duration (field 5) of that phase appearing on the endcard data
tape. If total ampere hours and total time duration are identical for the same phase on every
cycle, an additional control card with the proper information can be added to the routine deck and
only the outcard raw data tape is needed.
The retrieve-formatter routine deck, with one or more control cards added, is used to con-
trol the computer program so that only the fields requested are retrieved from the input data
(raw data) tape. If one raw data endcard or outcard tape does not contain all the data available, a
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The cards are arranged in the sequence shown in Figure 8. The
Description
Analyst identification card -- asterisk in column 1 and any appropriate state-
ment in columns 7-72
Pause card -- asterisk in column 1 and the letters PAUSE in columns 7-11
Execute card -- asterisk in column 1 and the letters XEQ in columns 7-9
Binary routine deck




Types 2-5 are the same for every retrieve-formatter request. Type 1 can be changed at the
descretion of the analyst. Types 6-8 contain the request, and will control the routine.
Control cards. Each request requires from one to three control cards. The first card selects
the batteries and fields to be retrieved, the cycle range and increments, and raw data input tape.
The second card provides six additional cycle ranges, and the third is used when the outcard raw
data tape is processed by itself. In order to process more than one request on a single computer
run, additional sets of control cards can be added to the end of the deck. A description of each
control card is given below.
Control card 1. The information punched into this card contains the request of the analyst for
abstracting data from the endcard data and/or outcard data tape. It can be used without control
card 2 if no additional cycle ranges are required, and without control card 3 if the outcard data
tape only is not required.






A "1" punch in column 1 of the control card will select endcard data. A
"0" punch in this column will select outcard data. Figure 9 shows
the selection of outcard data.
2 2-13 A selection of data on one or more batteries is obtained by entering a
"1" punch in the appropriate battery identification columns 2-13. The
illustration shows the selection of batteries 4, 8 and 9.
3 14-17 Items 3, 4, and 5 are listed separately but are used in conjunction with
one another. Item 3 specifies the first cycle number requested. Cycle




























Outcard data tape only




Cell cycle (outcard only)
Expired day













The minimum distance between cycles specifies the minimum number
of cycles between the actual desired cycles. Starting with cycle 2500
and the minimum distance between cycles of 10, the following cycles
if found would appear on the retrieved data tape: 2500, 2510, 2520...
when a cycle cannot be found the closest higher cycle is used.
Item 5 specifies the maximum number of cycles desired. As illus-
trated, 21 increments of 10 cycles each would appear on the retrieved
data tape: 2500, 2510, 2530... 2690, 2700. The cycle range is be-
tween 2500 and 2700. The program will extract data only within this
range, even though the data may be sparse and cycle 2700 is reached
before 21 cycles have been retrieved.
The half cycle specification is actually a specification of charge or
discharge phase. A "0" punch in this column denotes the charge
phase of the cycle. A 'T' punch denotes the discharge phase (Figure
9), and a "2" punch denotes that the requested fields will be extracted
for both phases. A negative cycle appearing on the retrieval tape in-
dicates data is extracted from the discharge phase.
The time code columns of the card, columns 26 through 28, apply only
to the outcards. The digit in column 26 may be "0", "1", "2" or "3".
A "0" specifies all data is requested for those cycles. A 'T' specifies
a request for a third order least squares polynomial fit of the selected
fields corresponding to Y = Ax s + Bx 2 + Cx + D. Delta time will al-
ways be the x-coordinate and must never be one of the requested fields.
The Y-coordinate may be any of the fields (maximum of 5), except delta
time. The output from a least squares fit request will contain standard
deviation and four coefficients (A, B, C and D) for each field requested.
In order for this to occur a "1" must also be punched in column 65
(item 10). A "2" or "3" in column 26 is used in conjunction with
columns 27 and 28. Columns 27 and 28 specify the actual percentage
of the cycle (time duration) that data are desired. The illustration
shows 91 percent of the cycle. A "2" in column 26 would specify the
first 91 percent of the cycle and a "3" in this column would specify
the last 91 percent of the cycle. A "0" in column 26 would specify 100
percent of data in the cycle. The last 91 percent of the cycle is illus-
trated. When there is a 'T' in column 65 there will be a least squares
polynomial fit of the specified percentage of the cycle requested.
The various fields of the endcard and outcard data tapes are called out
by field number (Table 3). There are 15 separate outcard fields and
14
Table 3
Definition of field numbers for retrieve formatter routine




















Voltage of cell 0
Voltage of cell 1
Voltage of cell 2
Voltage of cell 3
Voltage of cell 4
Voltage of cell 5
Voltage of cell 6
Voltage of cell 7
















F15 Voltage of cell 9 Cycle of cell













Cycle of cell 2
Cycle of cell 3
Cycle of cell 4
Cycle of cell 5
Cycle of cell 6
Cycle of cell 7
Cycle of cell 8







26 endcard fields noted in the table. To select any parameter such as
voltage, pressure or current it will be necessary to specify its two-
digit numbered field. The first field illustrated on the sample control
card is field 11, "voltage" for cell 5. All remaining fields desired, up
to 16, are likewise selected by 2 digit numbers. The fields desired
need not be sequentially numbered. Endcard fields differ from outcard
fields and can only be distinguished in the retrieve-formatter routine
by requesting the outcard raw data tape (0 in column 1 of control card














A "0" in column 64 is required when only an outcard raw data tape is
supplied as input. It requires that control card 3, which contains total
ampere hours and total time duration for charge and discharge, be
included in the deck. A "1" or blank in this column will require both
endcard and outcard raw data tape input for an outcard data request,
and an endcard raw data tape only as input for an endcard data request.
A "1" in column 65 is used in conjunction with item 7 (column 26) to
specify a least squares polynomial fit. A "0" or blank in this column
is a request for the actual raw data.
Column 66 can be used to describe a statistical ('T') or nonstatistical
("0") request. A 'T' in this column will cause the retrieve routine to
stop abstracting data when a blank or -0 value is found on the raw data
tape. A "0" in this column will allow the routine to continue to abstract
until the cycle range request is satisfied.
A digit "1" in column 67 indicates that additional "cycle ranges" are
necessary. Control card 2 must be included with the routine deck.
The illustration shows additional cycle ranges are necessary.
A digit 'T' in column 68 of the control card will cause all invalid data
within the request to be written on the retrieved data tape, otherwise,
all invalid data will be bypassed.
In certain cases it may be desirable to specify a particular cell cycle
instead of a battery cycle. A 'T' punch in column 69 will give the
analyst this option. The actual cell desired (01 - 09) will be punched
in the first field definition (Columns 29 and 30).
To provide for later checking or sorting, the analyst will enter the
expired day of the year in columns 70, 71 and 72.
Control card 2 (Figure 10)
The first cycle range is requested on control card 1 from columns 14-24 (items 3-5).
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Figure lO--Retrleve formatter routine control card 2
Description
This is the starting cycle number. It has the same description as item
3 on control card 1, except that it is the second range.
The increment desired is punched into columns 5-7. Item 17 has the
same description as item 4 in control card 1, except that it refers to
the second cycle range.
The number of increments is punched into columns 8-11. It has the











Same as items 16-18 except cycle range 3
Same as items 16-18 except cycle range 4
Same as items 16-18 except cycle range 5
Same as items 16-18 except cycle range 6
Same as Items 16-18 except cycle range 7
Control card 3 (Figure 11)
Item Description
34 Columns 1-10 contain the total ampere hours of charge. The value can appear

















Columns 11-20. Same as Item 22 except for discharge.
36 Columns 21-30 contain total delta (elapsed) time -- in hours of charge. The restric-
tion is the same as item 23.
37 Columns 31-40. Same as item 24 except for discharge.
Instructions to computer operator. The following instructions are given to the operator when
submitting the data tapes and routine card deck for processing.
1. Mount endcard binary data tape on logical tape setting of A-8. If an additional endcardtape is
necessary to accommodate the raw data, the second tape is mounted on logical tape setting
A-7.
2. Mount outcard binary data tape on logical tape setting B-8. If an additional outcard tape is
necessary to accommodate the raw data, the second tape is mounted on logical tape setting
B-7. Caution -- The second endcard and outcard tape must begin with the same cycle of the
same battery.
3. The retrieved binary data tape has a logical tape setting of B-9 (Output).
4. The off-line (history tape) will have a logical tape setting of A-3. A printout of this tape
is requested (the list routine is not required).
5. For additional requests the operator is instructed to press START upon completion of run.
6. Fortran II -- EXECUTE
7. Average machine time for a run is 2 minutes.
Pseudo Generator Routine
The purpose of the pseudo generator routine is to enable the analyst to obtain cell, battery, and
other related parameters not present on the retrieved or raw data tapes. The method of generat-
ing pseudo data tapes is illustrated in Figure 12. The input required is a retrieved data tape or
another pseudo data tape. The pseudo generator routine deck including two sets of one to sixteen
pseudo equation cards supplied by the analyst are used to control the routine. The resulting out-
put is a pseudo data tape containing the defined pseudo fields appended to the original retrieved
data fields. The original request of the retrieve-formatter routine and the defined pseudo equations
are listed.
Card deck arrangement. The pseudo field generator deck arrangement appears in Figure 13.

















Run identification card -- must have an asterisk punched in column 1 -- any
other information may be punched in columns 2-72.
Pause card -- has an asterisk punched in column 1 and the word PAUSE
punched in columns 7-11.
Execute card -- has an asterisk punched in column 1 and XEQ punches in
columns 7-9.
This is a set of 7 cards which constitute the control information of the FOR-
TRAN source language subroutine mentioned in the input section.
Pseudo equations start card -- has a C punched in column 1 and the words
PSEUDO EQUATIONS START HERE punched in columns 7-34. This card is







The set of pseudo field equation cards is to be inserted by the analyst.
Pseudo equations endcard -- has a C punched in column 1 and the words
PSEUDO EQUATIONS STOP HERE punched in columns 7-33. The card is used
to indicate to the analyst where he must insert the pseudo field defining cards.
Return card -- has the word RETURN punched in columns 7-12. This is another
control card of the FORTRAN source language subroutine,
Endcard -- has the word END punched in columns 7-9. This card is the termi-
nal card of the subroutine.
A set of binary punched cards which constitute the main body of the pseudo
field generator program.
Data card -- has an asterisk punched in column 1 and the word DATA punched
in columns 7-10. This card is used to indicate where the analyst is to insert
the second set of the pseudo field defining cards.
CARD TYPE 13 _ END I
/ PS'EUDO FI'EL-'D "/7 I
/ EQUATION CARDS ./
CARD TYPE 12 __.,r/// DECK 2 (/ //I
CARD TYPE 11 J/*DATA | I //
/" BDINcKRY __.J- J/
CARD TYPES 10___.__ I /)
CARDTYPE9_ END J i/
CARDTYPE  RETUR. LJ-v
t/ PSEUDO EQUATION I I
]_ CARDS START
_-PSE'-U_ _-E_'D -/_')11_ 1 .CARD TYPE 7
/ EQUATION / I_
/ / J ,CARD TYPE 6
/__ CARDS ( /_
r DECK 1 I /
(PSEUDO EQUATIONS L3,"
| START HERE I_ - CARD TYPE 5
/ J____CARD TYPE 4
i/ FORTRAN SOURCE I /
I SUBROUTINE L,/
( *XEEQXECUTE cARD I_ CARD TYPE 3
/'*PAUSE
/ PAUSE CARD | _CARD TYPE 2
(*PSEUDO GENERATOR _ ]
L ID CARD I CARD TYPE I
Figure 13--Pseudo field generator routine card deck arrangement
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Card type Description
12 The second set of the pseudo field defining equations to be inserted by the
analyst.
13 Endcard -- has the word END punched in columns 7-9. This card is the ter-
minal card of the entire program.
Card types 1, 6 and 12 are prepared by the analyst and put into the proper position in the card
deck prior to submitting the routine deck to the computer operator. All other types remain un-
changed for every run.
Card type 1 contains a statement which identifies the specific request for the analyst. It does
not take part in the routine and is later printed out as punched.
Types 6 and 12 are identical sets of pseudo equation cards which must be defined by the
analyst. A comment (identification)card may be inserted among the pseudo field equation cards.
Pseudo field equation cards. The analyst can request from one to sixteen pseudo fields using
this routine. Each pseudo field equation must be punched on a separate card. Three examples of
pseudo field equations are given in Figure 14. Note that columns 1 to 6 are blank. The letter P
must appear in column 7 followed by the pseudo field number (1 in Example 1), an equal sign (=)
and then the equation. Columns 73 to 80 may contain any identifying symbols or code desired by
the analyst.
The equations are FORTRAN II statements which means that all operations valid for FORTRAN
II can be used. Some of these are listed in Table 4 along with the symbolic language.
The fields available from the raw data tape and from the retrieve-formatter tape, together
with their symbolic field names, appear in Table 3. The method used for referencing the desired
retrieved data fields and pseudo fields in the pseudo field equations is described using the examples
in Figure 14.
Example 1
After using an endcard raw data tape as input to the retrieve-formatter routine, a retrieved
data tape was generated. This tape serves as input to the pseudo field generator routine. In the
example, pseudo field 1 (PI) is set equal to the result of data field 2 (amp minutes) divided by the
sum of data field 6 (watt hours) and data field 4 (energy efficiency). Pseudo field 1 (PI) will be
calculated using these specific fields for every cycle on the retrieved data tape.
Example 2
This example is similar to example 1 except that in addition to the inclusion of a data field
(F01) in the equation, a pseudo field, the value for cycle (cyc), and a constant (7.24) were included.
In the equation pseudo field 2 (P2) is set equal to 7.24 plus the quotient of pseudo field 1 (P1) times
22
Table 4




























If the operations used in the expres-
sion are not explicitly ordered by
parentheses, the order of the first
five operations will be as shown.
The (ARG) above must be any legiti-
mate arithmetic expression.
For the availability and symbols of
other operations see any FORTRAN
II instruction manual.
cycle number,times data field 1 (time duration). Any constant may be used provided it contains a
decimal point and is in the range of -1 × 10 -36 to + 1 × 10 36 .
Example 3 - least squares fit of the data
A_ option of the retrieve-formatter routine allows the analyst to request a least squares poly-
nomial fit of the outcard data. In this case, as noted earlier, the retrieved tape contains the
standard deviation, the coefficients of the polynomial and the time duration for each cycle in place
of the actual single-valved fields. The polynomial which uses the coefficients is























P2 = P1 *X-F01 *7.24
123456 8910
EXAMPLE #3



















Figure 14--Examples of pseudo field equation cards
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where A, B, C, D are the coefficients and X is the time described in Table 5. The field designations
for these coefficients are included in the table.
In order to calculate the value for this polynomial at a given time, the pseudo equation card in
example 3 must be supplied. In example 3 pseudo 16 (P16) is set equal to the result of the A
coefficient of data field 1. (F01 (2))times the time cubed (X ** 3), plus the B coefficient, (F01 (2))
times the time squared (X ** 2) and etc., X represents the total time. If the value of the field at a
particular time were required, the specific time would be inserted in the place of X. If the value
of the field were required at the midpoint of the cycle, the symbol (X/2) would be inserted in place
of X.
Table 5
Symbolic names, least square fit data
Symbolic name Actual outcard data
X
F01 (1)




Time duration for all fields in a particular cycle
The standard deviation of the polynomial fitted
to the outcard data of field number 01
The coefficient of the X 3 term of the polynomial
The coefficient of the X 2 term of the polynomial
The coefficient of the X term of the polynomial
The constant term of the polynomial
F01 is the number of the data field requested for least square fit
Example 4 -- comment Cards
Example 4 in Figure 14 illustrates the format of the comment card. The letter C must be in-
serted in column 1 and the actual comment begins in column 7. The comment card is similar to
the run identification card because it has no functional use except to interject appropriate com-
ments among the a_tual field-defining equations. It was noted that the use of this card was optional.
Because of the nature of the pseudo generator routine, the analyst is not bound to insert only
pseudo field defining cards into the FORTRAN source language subroutine. Any legal FORTRAN
statement with the exception of a COMMON statement could be used, which means that a subroutine
could be written in FORTRAN H language, and submitted in place of or included among the pseudo
field equations if desired.
The details of other type statements are not mentioned because they are not to be used by the
analyst. However, they can be found in any FORTRAN II instruction manual.
Instructions to the operator. The following instructions are given to the computer operator
when submitting the retrieve or pseudo data tape and the pseudo field generator card deck.
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1. If a retrieveddatatapeis usedas input,mountona logicaltapesettingof B-9. If another
pseudofield tape is usedas input, mountona logical tapesettingof B-7.
2. Theoutputapeof thepseudofield generatorroutinehasa logical settingof B-7.
3. FORTRAN11 -- compile and execute.
4. The time required for computer usage depends on the number and type of pseudo field
equations. The average request would probably be 2 minutes.
Data List Routine
The data list routine is used to print out the data in tabular form of either a retrieved data
tape or pseudo data tape as in Figure 15. An example of a retrieved data tape with least squares
fit option as shown in Figure 16. The listing of a pseudo data tape (Figure 17) is also shown. A
non-least squares retrieved data list would be identical to the pseudo data list without the pseudo
fields.
Card deck arrangement. The arrangement of the data list deck appears in Figure 18. The
cards required are described. It will be noted that no control cards are required. The deck is
















H A T T E R y TEST D A T A
CYC FLD NA STD. DEV. X3 X2 X C
-IB02 V 0 o.q5535E-03 -6.T3033E O0 4,11483F O0 -I.03752E O0 1,35755E O0
V I _.545_7E-03 -5.68365E O0 3.58894E O0 -O.5984_E-O! 1.35496E O0
V 2 1,2626_.E-03 -2.30172E 00 1,69965E O0 -6.99512E-0[ 1,35754E O0
V 3 1.69028E-03 -_.,22769E O0 2.63438E O0 -8,090826-0| 1,35938E O0
V 4 3,70210E-03 -5,67T69E O0 3.S5046E O0 -9.63330E-0l 1.36S63E O0
Pl-8 _. 8999_E-01 4.92201E-01 4. 98380E-01 4.95353E-01 6.q491_E-O! 1. 80200E 03
Pg-lb 1.00000E 3b 1.00000E 36 [.OOOOOE 3b 1.00OOOE 36 I.O0000E 36 I.O0000E 3b
-ld03 V 0 6.92380E-03 -6.82923E O0 4.21276E O0 -t.ObT13E O0 1.36028E O0
V I 4.g475oE-03 -5.55977E O0 3.46991E O0 -9.31651E-0! 1.35383E O0
V 2 6.6711BE-04 -1.89820E O0 1.33945E O0 -6.07072E-0| 1.35218E O0
V 3 1.96650E-C3 -4.00127E O0 2.44929E O0 -7,b3697E-O1 1,35707E O0
V 4 4.49625E-03 -5.58380E O0 3.46785E O0 -9.3856bE-01 1.36446E O0
PI-8 4. 9007 IE-O I 4.92065E-0 t 4. g8425E-OI 4.95557E-OI 4,9525_E-0l 1.803COE C3
P9-16 1.00OOOE 3b [.O0000E 3b [.O000OE 36 I.OOOOOE 36 I.OOO00E 36 I.O000OE 36
1(_95 V 0 1.88803E-03 6.4939gE-03 -4.77360E-02 1.32626E-01 1.26768E O0
V I 1.32841E-03 5.70765E-03 -4.30713E-02 1,25745E-01 1.26434E GO
V 2 L.gb291E-03 5.54622E-03 -_.26860E-02 1.35166E-01 1.25665E O0
V 3 2.71783E-03 6.gB752E-03 -3.10326E-02 1.47195E-01 1.25470E 00
V 4 2,S05§0E-03 T,_89826-03 -5.38947E-02 1.52183E-01 1.25548E O0
I)1-8 3,571256 O0 3.5SSb4E O0 3,51_023E O0 3.S7999E O0 5,58810E O0 1,_9500E ('3
I)9-16 L,OOOOOE 3b I.O0000E 36 hOOOOOE 36 I,OO000E 36 |.O0000E 36 1.00DOGE 36
-1d_5 V O 8,gI585E-04 -2,511b_E O0 [.bTO53E O0 -6.4921[E-01 1.34679F GO
V I 1.0S770E-03 -1.51446E O0 1.1798_E O0 -5.68513E-01 1,34124E O0
V 2 8,6|9616-06 -2.023_8E O0 1.385706 O0 -6.G935?E-01 1.351926 O0
V 3 3.07707E-03 -5,32061E O0 3,25545E O0 -8.9526_.E-01 1,36228E O0
V 4 5.65903E-03 -6.73805E O0 4,23C35E O0 -I.07461E O0 1.37012E O0
Pl-8 4. 95379E-0[ 4.97251E-Ot 4.97988E-0 ! 4.94932E-0 [ 4.9_849E-01 1.8g5COE 03
P9-16 1.00000E 36 I,OOO00E 3b 1.00COOE 36 I.O00OOE 36 I.OO000E 36 1.00OOOE 36
J_g& V O 2.03353E-03 7.21898E-03 -5.16223E-02 1.38765E-01 1.2b_91E 00
V i 1.70958E-(`3 _,7c*_7E-0"3 -4.37436E-02 1.27491E-01 1.26246E CO
V 2 2,4469OE-03 6._C'_04E-03 -4.6glSOE-02 1.4190_E-01 1.2535gE co
V 3 3.22428E-03 8.50/01E-03 -5.89335E-02 1.58948E-C1 1.25011E O0
v 4 2.669G5E-03 8.51614E-03 -5.9741BE-02 1.62291E-01 1.25051F 00
Pl-B 3.57084E OO 3.55713E O0 3.57969E O0 3.57940E O0 3.58751E O0 ].BgbCCE C3
Pg-lb I°OOOOOE 3b I.OO00OE 3b I,OOCCDE 36 I.OOOOOE 36 I.OOOOOE 36 l. O0000F _6
-l_gb V 0 5.00252E-04 -2.63592E O0 1.75197E O0 -6.bb6O/F-Ot 1.34765F O0
V 1 1.03253E-03 -l.b491ZE O0 1.221ESE OO -5.b8493E-Ol 1.3_942E 00
V 2 5,74515E-04 -2.12428E O0 1.47056E O0 -6.30650E-01 1,35267E O0
V 3 2.6121BE-C3 -_.73674E 00 2.Sgb47E OO -8.35601E-01 1.35972E OO
V 4 4.26278E-G3 -5.9139bE O0 3.71922E 00 -9.9343LE-0l 1.3&709E O0
1)1-8 4. 94971E-C l _, 96464E-01 4, 97548E-01 4.94911 E-el 4.94820E-01 l, 99600F C3














































I O TIME CUR V (I V 2 V 5 V 6
2 P2 1)3 P4 P5 P6 P7
3 P10 Pll P1Z P13 P14 P15
I 2.62300E-C1 3.15500E On 1.25300E O(_ 1.2610_E fl_ 1.26000E on 1,2480_F _
2 1.25300E O0 1.26100E O0 I.26000E O0 1.248_0E O0 t.Z58nOE 00 1.e'OO_nE 36
3 1.O0000E 36 I.O0000E 36 l°OOQnOE 36 1.O00OOE 36 1.0DnnOE 36 I°O000(_E 36
l 2.89C100E-01 3.15500E 00 1.;D4TOOE O0 1.75430E qO 1.253D('E 0(1 1.241rifle 9O
2 l.Zw_TOOE O0 1.2540nE 0(_ 1.25300E O0 1.2_130E O0 1.2_lOnE nn 1._ODDOE 36
3 1,00OOOE 36 I,OOODOE 36 1,OOOOOE 36 I,O00O_E 36 1.OOOO_E )6 |,nO3_rE 36
I 3.14BCOE-01 3.1550DE 00 1,23BODE O0 1,24700E (10 1,246_0E (_O 1,2360OE _'_
2 I,23B{'OE 0O 1,2670_E O9 1.Z46OOE O0 1,236_0E 0t) 1,2&4_OE D0 1,(_0OOt_E 36
3 1.O0000E 36 I.O000_E 36 I.O00O_E 36 loqOO30E 36 1.(_O0_OE 36 1.e'O_lOOE 36
1 3,_0600E-C1 3.1_400E 00 h23100E O0 1,Z4100E _0 1,237COE ,mO I,_2TO(_E O0
2 1.23100E O0 1.24100E O0 1,23700E O0 1.22700E 00 t.23600E 0_ 1.QOOO_E 36
3 I.(`O000E 36 l.OOnOOE 36 l.O00nOE 36 1.nOO_CE 36 1.0_nDOE 36 1.OOPO_E 36
I 3.66500E-(_1 3.15500E OC 1.22300E 00 1.23300E On 1.22800E _0 1.220t_CE O_
2 1.22300E Of) 1.23300E O0 1,22800E O0 1,22030E Or} 1,228_0F no 1.Or)_OE 36
3 1.O000CE 36 I.O00nOE 36 I,O00hOE 36 t,qOOOOE 36 I.O_900E 36 I,O0000E 36
1 3.qZ300E-OI 3,1_500E O0 1,2150OE O0 1,22500E On 1,21800E O0 ],_I200E _
Z 1,21500E O0 1.22500E O0 I,_I800E O0 1,_1200E O0 1,220ONE _O l,_On_OE 36
3 I.OO000E 36 t_OOOOOE 36 I.O0000E 36 I.ODOOOE 36 I.O0000E 36 1,OOAA_E 36
1 4.19000E-01 3.15500E O0 I.ZO6OOE 00 t._l_Ore O0 1.Z_OOE _0 I.ZO500E ,,n
2 1.20600E O0 1.2190DE O0 1.25q(_OE no 1.2050_E CO 1,2_gOOE O0 1.O0_OOE 36
3 l.nOOOOE 36 I.O0000E 36 1.o0000E 36 t.O_O00f 36 I.O0000E 36 I._O_OOE 36
1 4.4_600E-01 3.15500E O0 I.I?TOOE 00 1.20930E tl(_ 1.19600E O_ 1.19700F r_o
2 1.19700E DO 1.20900E O0 1.106DOE O0 I.IgTOOE O0 1.20000E O0 1.000rOE 36
3 1.O0000E 36 l.O000flE 36 1.O000DE 36 1.00000E 36 1.00000E 56 1.00000E 36
l _,TlZO06-01 3,155006 00 1,1570f)E O0 t,2OIOCE nn _,_g2OOE O0 1,1BqO_E _0
Z 1,1gTOOE O0 1,ZOIOOE O0 1,18200E O0 1,18900E OD 1.19000E OD 1,0f_mOnE 36
3 loO0000E 36 lo00000E 3b 1,_O000E 36 l.qOO_OE 36 1,0000_E 36 I,_O000E 36
l 5.00000E-01 3,15600E O0 1.17qOOE O0 l,lgSOOE 00 1.16900E O0 lolSO00E O0
2 1.17900E O0 1.19500E O_ 1.16§OOE eO 1.18000E O0 I.I?$OOE O0 l. O000nE 36
3 I,O0000E 36 l.O0000E 36 l.O0000E 36 1,O00nOE 56 I,CDtIOOE 36 1.00f_)nE 36
P_GE 107
V 7 Pl [
1)8 1)g 2
P16
1.2580_E _0 8o27556E-01 I
l,O00n_F 3_ 1,0COOKE 36 2
1.0"OOZE 36
l._SlOOE On 9,117qSE-Ol I
1.non_3E 36 1.n_OOOE 36 2
1.2_noE nn 9,g31qCE-_! I
l.nn_E 36
1,23600E _0 1,n7_25E O0 1
I,_O*O_E 36
I._8_0E _0 1.13631E _0 I
1.O_OOmE 36
1,220_0E _0 l._3??IE On 1
1.000q_E 36 l,nnOO_E 36 2
l,OOnOOE 56
l._O_OOE nn 1.321qaE _0 l
1._O00E 36 1.0000_E 36 2
1,00000E 36
t.ZOOOOE O0 1.602TIE _0 I
1,000_E 36
l.)qOOOE O0 1.Ag6_6E O0 1
l,OOnn_E 36
l,ITg_OE D_ I,_7700E O0 I
l,_O_mE 36 1,_OBDOE 36 ?
1.nrODOE 36















ID CARD "-'= CARD TYPE I
CARD TYPE 2
Figure 18--Data list routine card deck arrangement
Instructions to the operator
1. Mount input tape (retrieve data or pseudo data) on logical setting of B-9.
2. Use 132 print position paper.
3. Multiple tapes may be printed by pressing start after completion of each run.
4. FORTRAN II -- Execute.
5. Average machine time for a run is 2 minutes.
Statistical Analysis Routine
The statistical analysis routine is used to perform statistical calculations involving the fields
and pseudo field# on the retrieved or pseudo field data tapes, and print out the results in suitable
data listings (Figure 19). The ana_st may select from a retrieved data or pseudo data input tape
the fields and/or pseudo fields to be processed and the statistical calculations to be made.
la
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The routine card deck, with a control card added by the analyst, is used to control the com-
puter operation. The selected fields are operated on statistically in three steps. In the first step,
the mean, variance, and standard deviation of the selected fields are calculated. In the second
step, a matrix of linear correlation coefficients is calculated. In the third step, the coefficients of
the multiple linear regression equation expresses the dependence of one of the variables
(the one specified by the analyst via input control card data), considered as the dependent vari-
able on the others, considered as independent variables. The program computes the regression
coefficients by "entering" the independent variables into the equation one at a time. At each
"entrance," the program removes from the equation a variable whose contribution to the variance
is insignificant, or, if no variable can be removed, enters into the equation that variable which
produces the largest reduction in the "unexplained" variance of the dependent variables. The re-
sults of each step are printed out at the conclusion. Printed out as a heading are the retrieve re-
quest, the pseudo request, and the statistical request. Figure 20 is an example of a printout of a
statistical analysis request when all three steps are requested. The headings are eliminated.
Card deck arrangement. The deck of input cards in proper order is illustrated in Figure 21.
The cards types are:
Card type Description
Identification card - asterisk in column 7 and run identifying comment in
columns 7-72.
Pause card. Asterisk in column 1 and the letters PAUSE in columns 7-11.
3 Execute card. Asterisk in column 1 and the letters XEQ in columns 7-9.
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Figure 21--Statlstlca] analysis routine card deck arrangement
De s c r iption
Data card. Asterisk in column 1 and the letters DATA in columns 7-10.
Statistical analysis control card No. 1.
Statistical analysis control card No. 2.
End of data card - a card with a 9 in column 1.
Card types 6 and 7 must be supplied by the analyst. The other types appear whenever a re-
quest for a statistical analysis is made.
Control cards. The first control card allows the analyst to select the fields to be processed
and the statistical operations to be performed. At least one control card must be prepared by the
analyst for the statistical analysis routine to work. To run multiple requests, an additional set of


























Independent variable field and
pseudo field specification
/
t 5 F level entry
t 6 F level removal
7 Addition field indicator















In column 1 is specified the type of statistical calculations, and the
retrieved or pseudo data input tape. The following are the choices the







Mean, variance, and standard deviation.
Mean, variance, standard deviation, and linear
correlation.
Mean, variance, standard deviation, linear correla-




Column 2 describes the fields or pseudo fields to be processed.
Field - pseudo field continuation requested
All fields and pseudo fields on input tape.
All fields and specified pseudo fields. (See items 3 and 4)
All pseudo fields and specified fields. (See items 3 and 4)
Only specified fields and specified pseudo fields. (See items 3 and 4)
Columns 3-5 contain the field or pseudo field designated to be the de-
pendent variable. It is specified in the form of a field number (F01)
for retrieved data, and a pseudo field number (P01) for pseudo field
data which is consistent with items 1 and 2.
Columns 7 through 63 contain all fields and pseudo fields to be
processed as independent variables in the statistical analysis routine.
Columns 7-63 are divided into segments of three columns, each for
fields specified by F01 and pseudo fields P01, etc.
Columns 64 through 67 contain the "entry" F level value to be used in
conjunction with a multiple regression type run (item 1 = 3 or 6).
Columns 68 through 71 contain the "removal" F level value to be used
in conjunction with a multiple regression type run (item 1 = 3 or 6).
Column 72 contains the additional input control card indicator. A value
of zero means no additional control card follows. A non-zero value
indicates the presence of an additional control card.
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Controlcard2
Additionalindependent variable fields can be requested by using a second control card. Col-
umns 1-60 of the second card are divided into segments of three columns each. The additional
fields and pseudo fields are designated in the same manner as described in item 4.
Instructions to the computer operator
(1) Mount input retrieved tape on a logical setting of B-9. Input pseudo tape is mounted on a
logical tape setting of B-7.
(2) Use 132 print position paper.
(3) Multiple tapes may be printed by pressing "START" after completion of each run.
(4) FORTRAN II - EXECUTE.
(5) Machine time for the average run is estimated at 2 minutes. (Since the nature of the
program tends to produce considerable output, a cutoff limit of 500 pages per run was
added to the program.)
Printed Plot Routine
The printed plot routine is used to abstract the information requested by the analyst in the re-
trieve-formatter and pseudo field generator routines, and to present the results in a printed plot





Figure 23--Prlnted plot routine functional
flow diagram
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computer so that the data is extracted from the input tape, recorded on an intermediate output
tape, and then printed out in the plot form with dimensions. Also printed are the retrieve-formatter
request statements, the pseudo generator request statements, and the printed plot request state-
ments.
Figure 24 is a sample of a printed plot. The term printed plot refers to the fact that the data
points are printed by an IBM 1460 computer which presents the curve in a discontinuous format
similar to that of a multiprint recorder. Either numerals, letters or symbols can be used to desig-
rate data points.
Any five variables (Y, Y_, Y3, Y4, Ys ) corresponding to any retrieve or pseudo fields can be
plotted vs. any other variable (X) which can be a retrieve or pseudo field. The analyst has the
capability of defining the coordinates and their sensitivity, setting the size of the grid spacing, and
the total width and length of the graph image. The maximum allowed for one continuous plot is 500
lines (8 pages).
Card deck arrangement. The card deck arrangement is illustrated in Figure 25. The follow-





Asterisk in column 1 and run identification numbers in columns 7-72.
Pause card. Asterisk in column 1 and the letters PAUSE in columns 7-11.
Execute card. Asterisk in column 1 and the letters XEQ in columns 7-9.
Binary routine deck.
Data card. Asterisk in column 1 and the letters DATA in columns 7-10.
6 Control card 1.
7 Control card 2.
8 Control card 3.
Card types 2-5 are always the same for every run in which a printer plot is requested. Type
1 is a statement defined by the analyst for identification purposes which does not affect the routine.
Types 6-8 control the routine and are to be supplied by the analyst. The three control cards are
required for each request of the printer plot. For successive requests, additional groups of the
three control cards are placed behind the first group of three.
Control cards. Control card 1 chooses the input tape, selects the scale factors, and deter-
mines the X and Y variables to be plotted. Control card 2 sets the Y variable maximum and
minimum and determines the direction of X and Y. Control card 3 sets the X variables maximum
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Figure 25--Printed plot routine card deck arrangement
Description
A "0" in column 1 selects a retrieved data tape.
selects a pseudo data tape.
A 'T' in column 1
To use actual scale factors and three places to the right of the decimal
for both X and Y, punch a "0" in column 2, and ignore items 3-6 (col-
umns 3-6). (A "0" punch means actual scale factors, and three places
to the right of the decimal point corresponding to 0, 3, 0, 3 in columns 3-6).
For any change punch a 1 in column 2.
The numeral punched in column 3 is equal to I where printed values of
the ordinate (Y) are 101 times the actual values. A zero in this column
as shown in the figure means the actual values are to be printed along
the ordinate.
The numeral punched in column 4 is equal to J where printed values of
the ordinate (Y) will have J digits following the decimal point. A "2"
punched in this column requires two places following the decimal so that
































11 X Variable field
12 Y Variable fields




















Column 5 is the same as item 3 except referenced to the abscissa (X).
A "0" is shown in the figure.
Column 6 is the same as item 4 except references to the abscissa (X).
A "0" is shown in the figure which indicates no digits to the right of the
decimal point for X.
Columns 8 and 9 denote the number of horizontal grid lines in the graph
image. The example shows 5.
Columns 11 and 12 are used to denote the number of spaces between the
horizontal grid lines. The example shows 10. NOTE: Item 7 times
item 8 is the number of horizontal lines for printing the value of a
variable. For a one page plot the value is 50.
Columns 14 and 15 are used to denote the number of vertical grid lines
in the graph image. The example shows 10.
Columns 17 and 18 are used to denote the number of spaces between the
vertical grid lines. The example shows 10. NOTE: Item 9 times item
10 is the number of vertical lines for printing the value of the variable.
For a 1 page plot the value is 100.
Columns 20, 21, and 22 are where the analyst places the X variable.
Column 20 must be an !'F" or "P" indicating a field or a pseudo field.
Columns 21 and 22 contain the actual field number. The example shows
that the "X" value is a pseudo field and for purposes of illustration was
set equal to cycle in a pseudo field generator routine request.
The Y variables are placed starting in columns 23 through 26 for the
first"Y," thru columns 39-42 for the last or 5th "Y". From one to five,
"Y's" may be plotted. The format for the control card for Y values is
the same as for the X value except that the last character of each "Y"
field requested is the plotting character. The example shows that the
value to be plotted for "YI" is Field 4 (energy efficiency using an
endcard data tape) and the plotting character is an asterisk.





Y MINIMUM - columns 1-10 contain the minimum value of all the Y

















No. of X limits








Figure 27--Prlnted plot routine control card 2
Description
but must be contained in columns 1-10. A decimal point must be present.
In the example, the minimum value of F04 (energy efficiency) is 0.50.
Y MAXIMUM - columns 11-20 contain the maximum value of all the Y
variables for a given run. Format is the same as Y MINIMUM. The
example shows Y MAXIMUM to be 1.00. Y MINIMUM and Y MAXIMUM
will appear along the ordinate grid lines outside the edge of the graph.
Columns 21 and 22 contain the number of X coordinate limits to be read,
from control card 3 (Figure 27). Every plot has two limits - an X maxi-
mum and X minimum. The sample control card in Figure 26 shows item








from control card 3 to be read. If a second control 3 were necessary for
additional ranges, the number of fields used would be included in the
count for item 15.
If column 23 contains a zero then the X variable will appear along the
abscissa, and the y variables will appear along the ordinate. Any non-
zero value in column 23 will reverse the above statement (Figure 28).
This is used only for endcard or outcard least square fit requests, where
each plot is a cycle range.
If column 24 contains a zero as in the example then all the pairs
of ranges on control card 3 are reduced to a single range.
If column 24 contains a "1" punch, then each pair of ranges on con-
trol card 3 is equivalent to a complete range on the tape. All ranges on
the tape to be plotted must appear on control card 3 if the "1" punch in
column 24 option is used, and must be in the same sequence as requested
in the retrieve-formatter-routine.
Control card 3 (Figure 29)
This control card describes the minimum and maximum values of X for each plot (range).
Item Columns Description
18 1-10 These columns contain the minimum value of X (X min) including decimal
point for the first range.
19 11-20 These columns contain the maximum value of X (X max) including a decimal
point for the first range.
20 21-30 Same as item 18 except it applies to range 2.
21 31-40 Same as item 19 except it applies to range 2.
22 41-50 Same as item 19 except it applies to range 3.
23 51-60 Same as item 19 except it applies to range 3.
The example in Figure 29 shows the first cycle range is 0 to 100, the second range is 100 to
200 and the third is 200 to 300.
An additional control card 3 can be used if additional ranges are required. A maximum o_

















































0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00
F02* (Y Ordinate)
PAGE 2































Xmi n range 1
Xma x range 1
Xmi n range 2
Xmax range 2
Xmi n range 3
Xmi n range 3
Figure 29--Printed plot routine control card 3
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control card 2. Only one range is required with Xml" equal to 0 and X x equal to 300. Item 15
(control card 2) would have to be changed to 02.
There are certain restrictions in this routine which must be considered when the analyst is
preparing a run:
1. When plotting endcard data, whether retrieved or pseudo, the program plots by cycle range.
The number of cycles in a cycle range must not exceed 500.
2. A tape to be plotted with least square fit fields must be a pseudo tape, and only pseudo
fields may be referenced.
3. The internal core image array is set at 7000 locations. Therefore, "N" must not exceed
this limit.
N = (Item 9 times item 8 + 1) × P,
where P = (Item 11 times item 10 + 1)/6 rounded out to the nearest integer.
4. Items 8-11 cannot be set equal to 0.
5. Item 14 (Y_i,) must be less than item 15 (Ym.x)"
Instructions to the operator. The following instructions must be given to the operator when
submitting the routine card deck for analysis.
1. Mount retrieved data tape on logical tape setting B-9 or mount pseudo data tape on logical
setting of B-7.
2. Use 132 print position paper.
S. Process multiple runs (additional sets of control cards 1-3)by pressing START after each run.
4. FORTRAN II- EXECUTE
5. Average machine time for a run is 2 minutes.
6. Request TONAP Carriage Tape
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CARD TO TAPE EDITING PROGRAM
APPENDIX A
CARD TO TAPE EDITING PROGRAM
The card to tape editing program will take the raw data cards
and record them on magnetic tape. This is followed by a series of
tests in which this data is sorted and checked for validity. Any
cycles found to be invalid are then deleted or have special codes
placed on them. The new data becomes the endcard and outcard raw
raw data tapes, and are merged in binary form with the other data
already on tape to become up-to-date endcard and outcard raw data
tapes.
Appendix A
1. Instructions for Use
General order of programs to run when merging new data with old data.












Do Preliminary analysis routine
1. Outcards
2. Endcard #1
Eo Delete and duplication elimination routine
1. Outcards
2. Endcard #1
Fo BCD to binary routine
1. Outcard
2. Endcard #1 and Endcard #2
G° Binary merge routine
1. Outcards
2. Endcards











































































J ENDCARD I J
STEP A-_
STEP B-2
















































Steps A-l, A-2 and A-3
1. Tit_e: Preparation of data cards to be put on tape.
2. * General description:
A. .Data to be limited to a maximum of one 2400 foot tape or less. This is approximately 15
boxes of cards.




C. Make sure on update runs that no cycles from new data are already on the old data tape.
Also make sure that the last cycle on each battery is complete for the new data to be
_aerged.
D. _ee illustration on Page 7 of data card formats before recording on tape. Also see Pages
5, 9, 10 for more detail on the data card formats.
3. Operating Procedure: Cards are put on tape using an IBM 1401 Computer FARGO Program.
Steps B-l, B-2 and B-3
1. Title: Data sort program
2. General description:
The purpose of the data sort program is to assure that all the data that has been put on tape is
in order, according to battery number and cycle number.
3. Input:
Use the raw data tape (A5), also use a 3 scratch tapes (AT), (t35) and (B6).
4. Output:
Generates output tape (A6). Examples of print out are attached.
5. Operating procedures:
Attach a job card and computer operations tape log card to front of binary deck.
6. Special considerations:
a. Call out on job card to use IBSYS system.
A-4
o Sample deck set-up
a. Identification card. An asterisk punched in column 1 and in columns 7-72 a program de-
scription is punched.
b. Pause card. An asterisk punched in column 1 and PAUSE punched in columns 7-11.









NOTE: This setup is same for endcard_l, endcard _2 andoutcards.
Figure A-3-Example deck setup - sort program
A-5











Remark endcard 1 data sort







Press start when all u_its are property prepared and in ready status.
O_er. action pause
.. Continuing
Unit A6 closing output reel No. 0001 *OUO1
End of sort
Steps C-I, C-2 and C-3
1. Title: Alpha check program
2. General description:
This program will eliminate any card images that contain alpha characters. This program is
used to place an additional record at very end of output tape that contains 999999 in columns 1-6.




Use the tape generated from data sort (AS).
4. Output:
Generates output tape (A6). Examples of print-out are attached.
5. Operating procedures:
Attach a job card and computer operations tape log card to front of binary dec.
6. Sample deck setup
Same as for data sort, Pagc A-5.
Endcard #1 tape and endcard #2 tape should be run separately.
7. Example of on-line listing for alpha check - C-I, C-2 and C-3:




Last A5. processing complete
999999
Prepare A6 if processing incomplete.
Step D-1 (for Endcards - See Step D-2_ page A-13)
.
.
Title: Outcard preliminary analysis program
General description:
This program computes the following for analysis:
a. Volts hours over a range of start and end time of half cycle.
b. Number of cards present on a half cycle.
A-7
c. Averagevoltagefor first andlast cardonhalf cycle.
d. Deltatime of first and last card punched during half cycle.
3. Input:
Use tape generated from outcard _:lpha check (AS).
4. Output:
Generates an off line listing from tape (A3) to all outcard cycles.
5. Operating procedures:
Attach a job card to front of binary deck.
6. Special considerations:
a. From the off-line listing that was generated it is possible to analyze any out-of-limit con-
ditions. Also to determine if any cycles are invalid and should be deleted.
b. An out-of-limit condition may actually be valid data. Cycles of this nature will be recorded
according to the condition, coded and used later in the BeD to binary conversion program.
7. Sample deck setup:
Same as for data sort (Figure A-3).
8. Example of on-line listing preliminary analysis for outcards - D-1:




927 Lines output this job.




Title: Outcard delete and duplication record elimination program.
General description:
This program deletes any duplicate records which may have accidently been loaded on the




a. Use the outcard tape generated from outcard alpha check (AS).
b. Any cycles to be deleted will be punched on IBM cards and placed directly behind a "*data
card." This is loaded directly behind the source program and the last card has a "99"
punched in columns 5 & 6 to signal end of data. This card has to be loaded directly behind
a "data card" even if no cycles are to be deleted. Below is example of card format.
Column Data Description
1 X 0 Complete cycle
1 Half cycle
5 & 6 XX Battery number
8 - 11 XXXX Cycle number
14 X Phase if needed
24 0 Signifies outcards
Output:
a. Generates output tape (A6)
b° Off-line listing from tape (A3) will list any duplicate records that were found and any records
which were deleted.
5. Operating procedure:
Attach a job card and computer operations tape log card to the front of the binary deck.
type as made out for endcards.
6. Sample deck setup:
Same
This will be the same as used for endcards, (Figure A-4, Page A-16 for example of deck setup)_
(Page A-15 for explanation of this setup).
7. Examples of on-line listing outcard delete and dup record elimination - E-I:




12539 Lines output this job.
A-9
Step F-I
1. Title: Outcard BeD to binary program
2. General description:
This program generates a binary tape with batteries 0-11 on it. It records on this tape the
format as shown on Page 41 for outcards. This program makes some final validity checks before
writing the cycles up on binary tape. If the cycles do not meet the requirements, it will not write
this cycle up on tape. Any cycles which are not accepted are listed on the output tape (A3) with the
battery and the cycle number, also the reason for not being accepted. Below are some of the checks
made.
a. Checks to see if the card is an outcard by sequence number.
b. Checks to see if there are 5 or more cards per half cycle.
This program puts codes on all cycles for which a code card was made. Also uses the endcard
code tape and places the last bad endcard cycle number in code "C" on every outcard cycle until the
next bad endcard cycle number is equal to or greater than the outcard cycle number and then this
number is used in code "C".
3. Input:
a. This program uses (3) input tapes.
i. Output tape of outcard delete program (B5).
ii. Outcard tape with codes (A7).
iii. Endcard tape with codes (A6).
b. Outcard codes which were made up from listing of outcard preliminary analysis program
are written up on separate tape. Format for punched cards is as follows:
i. Column Data Description
5 & 6 XX Battery number
9 - 12 XXXX Cycle number
14 & 15 XX Code number
16 - 18 XXX Time if any
24 0 Signifies outcard
ii. These cards have to be in order by battery and cycle number before going on tape.
iii. Last card has "99" punched in columns 5 & 6 to signal last card.
A-IO
4. Output:
a. Generates binary output tape (A8) containing batteries 0-11.
b. Generates off-line listings from tape (A3) of all outcard data that is on this update run.
Request (2) listings of this tape.
5. Operating procedures:
Attach a job card and computer operations tape log card to the front of the binary deck.
6. Special considerations:
a. Before running this program, a tape with endcard codes must be ready.
b. Include the last cycle coded from each battery from the last update run.
7. Sample deck setup
Same as for the data sort (Figure A-3).
o




12691 Lines output this job.
Example of on-line listing outcard BCD to binary - F-I:
Step G-1
1. Title: Outcard binary merge
2. General description:
This program will merge all the new data with the old. It generates (2) binary tapes, one with
batteries 0-7, and the other with batteries 8-11.
A-11
3. Input:
This program uses (3) input tapes.
a. Output tape of outcard BCD to binary (AS)
b. Old binary outcard tape containing batteries 9-7 (B6)
c. Old binary outcard tape containing batteries 8-11 (B7)
4. Output:
Generates (2) output tapes.
a. Updated binary outcard tape with batteries 0-7 (B6)
b. Updated binary outcard tape with batteries 8-11 (B7)
5. Operating procedures:
Attach a job card and (2) computer operations tape cards to the front of the binary deck.
6. Special considerations:
Duplicate the (2) binary tapes for spares, in case anything happens to the originals.
7. Sample deck setup:
Same as data sort (Figure A-3).










1. Title: Endcard #1 preliminary analysis program
2. General description:
This program summarizes any out of limit condition on any card image on the input tape. The
following are the fields it will check and if they are not in limits of the parameters set up, they will





e. Watt hours charge
f. Watt hours discharge
Should it be necessary to modify the out of limit parameters, it can be easily accomplished by
modification of the source program constants. See example with source program.
3. Input:
Use tape generated from alpha check (A5).
4. Output:
Does not generate any output tape, just an off-line listing from tape A3. See attached example
of this listing.
5. Operating procedures:
Attach a job card to the front of the binary deck.
6. Special considerations:
a. Do not use endcard #2 tape with this program.
bo From the A3 listing, it is possible to analyze the out of limit conditions, to determine the
validity of the information. Any invalid cycles will be recorded and are to be used in the
delete program.
c. An out of limit condition may actually be valid data. Cycles of this nature will be recorded
according to the condition, and used later in the BCD to binary conversion program.
7 Sample deck setup:
Same as the data sort (Figure A-3).
A-13
8. Example of on-line listing for endcard preliminary analysis - D-2:












Endcard #1 delete and duplication record elimination
General description:
This program deletes any duplicate records which may have accidenUy been loaded on the
Also deletes any invalid records located by the preliminary analysis
Input:
a. Use the endcard #1 generated from the alpha sort (A5).
b. Any cycles to be deleted will be punched on IBM cards and placed behind a "*data card."
The last card has a 99 in columns 5 and 6 to signal the end of the data. This card has to be
the last card even if no cycles are to be deleted. Below is example of card format.
Column Data Description
1 0 Identification
5 & 6 XX Battery No.
8 - 11 XXXX Cycle No.
24 E Signifies endcard
4. Output:
Generates output tape (A-6).
5. Operating procedure:
Examples of print out are attached.











Do not use endcard #2 tape with this program.
Sample deck setup (Figure A-4):
a. Identification card. An asterisk punched in column 1 and a program description punched in
columns 7-72.
Pause card. An asterisk punched in column 1 and PAUSE punched in columns 7-11.
Execute card. An asterisk punched in column 1 and XEQ punched in columns 7-9.
Binary deck.
Data card. An asterisk punched in column 1 and DATA punched in columns 7-10.
Delete cards.
Last card with 99 punched in columns 5 and 6.
Example of on-line listing for endcard delete and dup record elimination - E-2:




10732 Lines output this job.
Step F-2
1. Title: Endcard BCD to binary merge
2. General description:
This program merges endcard #1 and endcard #2 together and generates a binary tape with
batteries 0-11. It records on tape the format as shown on Page 28 for endcards. This also makes
some final validity checks before merging endcard #1 and endcard #2. If the cycle does not meet
all the parameters shown below it will not write this cycle on tape. Any cycles which are not ac-
cepted are listed on A3 output by battery and cycle number and the reason not accepted.
a. Checks to see if card is an endcard.
b. Checks for (2) cards per half cycle.
A-15








Figure 5.1-Sample deck setup -- delete program endcard #1
.
c. Checks for (4) cards per cycle and each (4) cards, checks for following:
1. Same battery number.
2. Same cycle number.
3. Cell activity agrees on charge and discharge.
d. Deletes cycle if there is zero efficiency on endcard #1
Input:
a. This program uses (3) input tapes.
i. Endcard #1 tape from output of delete and duplication record elimination (A8).
A-16
ii. Endcard #2 alpha check tape (B5).
iii. Endcard tape with codes (A6).
b. Endcard codes which were made up from listing of endcard analysis program are written
up on separate tape. Format for punched cards to use on code is as follows:
i. Column Data Description
5 & 6 XX Battery number
9 - 12 XXXX Cycle number
14 & 15 XX Code number
16 - 18 XXX Time if any
24 E Signifies endcard
ii. These cards have to be in order by battery and cycle number.
iii. Last card has 99 punched in columns 5 and 6 to signal last card.
4. Output:
a. Generates binary output tape (AT) containing batteries 0-11.
b. Generates off-line listing from tape (A3) of all endcard data that is up on tape. Example of
print out are attached. Request (2) listings of this tape.
c. Codes all endcard cycles that are requested.
5. Operating procedures:
Attach a job card and computer operations tape log card to the front of the binary deck.
6. Sample deck setup:
Same as for the data sort (Figure A-3).
7. Example of on-line listing for endcard BCD to binary - F-2:





Total numberof cycles processed- 5202.
End of tape writing A3 . Change and push start.
31986 Lines output this job.
Step G-2
1. Title: Endcard binary merge program
2. General description:
This program merges all the new data with the old data. It generates (2) binary tapes, one
with batteries 0-7, and the other binary tape with batteries 8-11.
3. Input:
This program uses (3) input tapes.
a. Output tape of endcard BCD to binary (BS).
b. Binard endcard tape containing old data from batteries 0-7 (A6).
c. Binary endcard tape containing old data from batteries 8-11 (AT).
4. Output:
Generates (2) output tapes:
a. Updated binary endcard tape with batteries 0-7 (B6).
b. Updated binary endcard tape with batteries 8-11 (BT).
5. Operation procedures:
Attach a job card and (2) computer operations tape log cards to the front of the binary deck.
6. Sample deck setup:
Same as for the data sort (Figure A-3).
7. Special considerations:
Duplicate the (2) binary tapes for spares, in case anything happens to the originals.
A-18
8. Example of on-line listing for endcard binary merge - G-2:











FOR CARD TO TAPE EDITING PROGRAM
B-1











































































NEW OUTCARD DATA MERGE
_i I= r 1
I 'NOTE: I
w OutcardData I Duplicate2Sets I








































i I CodeTapehasto Be I










Datatobe Deleted Jofall DataonThis Tape. I
t Note A_/ 'AnyOutcardDeleti°nsAre C 'i
L___J MadeFromListingsPunched CardTo
/--"7 in CardsandPlacedBehind OutcardCodes































































































































































































































7,(35H READ ERROR ENCOUNTEREDt CALL EXIT.I
7t135H INVALID CHARACTER IN RECORD ABOVE.I
7t136H WRITE ERROR ENCOUNTEREDt CALL EXIT.|
7t|29H PREPARE NEW A5. PRESS START.)
T.(29H LAST AS.PEOCESSING COMPLETE. I
















C**** FIRST INPUT TAPE DRIVE L
REWIND L
C**_* MEADINGS
2 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3tlO0




99 FORMAT |II6HO BAT
IULT-HOURS START-TIM
lOO FORMAT (126HI P R E
1 R D S U M M
2 I S)







L I N I N A R
A R Y A N D
STEP D-|
SEQ NO CARDS V
END-ET PHASE)
Y 0 U T C A
A N A L Y S
IOI FORMAT (I2.14,11_13,6X_FS.4,5Xtll,gX,lOF6.3tlI)
lOZ FORMAT (IH I
103 FORMAT {IH _318.IStI6tIlOtFIS.4tF13.4_Fll.6_F1O.3tFll.3t6XtA3)
IG6 FOKMAT (12HO END OF JOB)
C_ READ RECORD























































END OF TAPE ROUTINE
REWIND L















C ..... OUTCARD DELETE AND DUPLICATE RECORD ELIMINATION PROGRAM
C .... BELOW IS FORMAT EXPLANATION FOR RECORDS TO BE DELETED
C _l* COL 1 CONTAINS A O IF ENTIRE CYCLE IS TO BE DELETED
C "2* COL l CONTAINS A _ IF PHASE OF CYCLE IS TO BE DELETED ONLY {OUTCAROS
C *3e COL 5 AND 6 CONTAINS BATIERY NUMBER
C "4_ COL 8 TO 11 CONTAINS CYCLE NUMBER
[ _5_ COL I¢ CONTAINS PHASE |IF COL I CUNTAINS IItO=CHGt|zDISCHARGE
C "6_ LAST CARO SIGNAL CONTAINS 99 IN COL 5 ANO 6 (THIS ENDS ALL OELETIONS)
C _T* THIS DATA HILL BE PLACED BEHIND DELETE PROGRAN
Coo,o INITIALIZATION
DIMENSION NN(21|tHM(21|
2 READ INPUT TAPE 2tICOtEOwlBATtICYCtIPHAS
I REWIND 5
REWIND 6





102 FORMAT (27HODUPLICATE RECORD DELETED tl2tl4tlltl3_15tlXt215t|Itl5
It121_)
103 FORMAT (1Hlt45X,32HO E L E T I 0 N P R 0 G R A M|
lO4 FORMAT {13HG END OF JOB}
105 FORMAT (27HOREQUESTED RECORD DELETED tl2tl6tll_I3_15tlXt215,11_I5
I_1214)
106 FORMAT |36HOREQUEST FOR DELETION OUT OF ORDER w4161
107 FORMAT I67HOCOULD NOT LOCATE RECORD FOR DELETION REQUEST t216|
3 READ INPUT TAPE 5tlOltlNNll)tI=lI211




WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3tlO2t(NN(l)tI=l_21|




8 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,101_(MM(ll,I=ltZl|
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3e106
GO TO 22
9 IF (IBAT-99)IIvlOtlO

















20 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3_106,1BATtIIBATtICYCtIICYC
GO TO 22

































OUTCARO VALIDITY AND BINARY CONVERSION PROGRAM
TAPE NO 3 IS FOR ERROR MESSAGES
TAPE NO 6 IS FOR ENDCARD CODES
TAPE NO 7 IS FOR OUTCARD CODES
TAPE NO 8 IS FOR OUTCARD OUTPUT












TAPE A6 CONTAINS ENDCARD CODES
READ INPUT TAPE 6tlOItKEDBATtKEDGYC
FORMAT (161]6I
READ INPUT TAPE T_IOgtKODBAT,KODCYCtKODtKOOTIR
FORHAT (|6916t|3913)
TAPE 815 CONTAINS DUTCARD TAPE
_EAD INPUT TAPE 15tlO3t(lA(iltl_|tZ||
FORMAT (I2t14ellt13,lS,lXt2159It,lStllI6_Ill




kRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3tlO_
FORMAT (47HOCARD BELOW CONTAINS ILLEGAL PHASE OR SEQUENCE. I









































FORMAT (46HCOUTCARD DATA DOES NOT EXIS[ FOR CODE BELOW,)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,LO2tKODBAT_KODCYCtKODtKODTIM
READ INPUT TAPE 7tEO2tKODBATtKODCYCoKODeKODTIM
GO TO 8






CHECK TO SEE IF OUTCARD SHOULD




READ INPUT TAPE 6tIOItKEOBATtKEDCYC
GO TO 16
]MOD(g|=KEOCYC
READ INPUT TAPE bylOI,KEOBATtKEDCYC
GO TO 16
IF (IA(81)22_22_23



































HAVE LAST PREVIOUS BAD ENOCARD
IN AT THiS TIME
=IA(K÷4)
=FMOD(K,NODIS)#.OOI
READING NEW OUTCARD FROM TAPE
READ INPUT TAPE 15,103,(IA(1),l=It21)
IF (IA(II-99)2?t41t_I
CHECK TO SEE IF CARD READ
IF (IA(8)-t)28t28t29
IF (IA(21)-6)30,30,29






























kR|TE OUTPUT TAPE 39104
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 301050(IA(iloi=le21|
GO TO 25















ERROR RbUTINE FOR CYCLES WITH LESS THAN 5 CARDS
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 39109
FORMAT (52HGFOLLOk/ING CYCLE HAS LESS THAN 5 CARDS AND NOT COOEDI
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 391109IHOD(21tIMOO(3)
110 FORMAT (16HCBATTERY NO. 912912H CYCLE NO. 916)
GO TO 50
TAPE 8 iS USED FOR OUTPUT TAPE
I CNT _'NOC HG÷NOO l S
IF |NOCHG) T69 TbtTT




T8 kRITE TAPE BolNOtiCNTgIIMOOII)ti=1991gIIFMOCIIoJIBlultlbItJ'ItNOCH
1GI
GO TO 50
75 WRITE TAPE 89XNOliCNTo(iMODII)9I=lo9)w(iFMOC(IoJIgI_'IolbIgJ=ItNOCH








WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 39111






300 FO;IMAT (132HOLD BAT CYC Y DAY S A 8 C P TIME OEL-TI AVEP
lWR AVECUR PRESS V 0 V I V 2 V 3 V 6 V 5 V 6 V ? V
28 V9 )
301 FORMAT (IH tI2913plBti2o14oiZo13t14915tF3-OgF7-3_F8o492FT.3tF6"29
110F6.31
NUBAT=O
201 tCRITE OUTPUT TAPE 39303
303 FORHAT (LHIo4OX_41HBiNARY TAPE CONVERTED TO BCO FOR OUTCAROS)
202 READ TAPE 8tIND_ICNTt(IMODIiItI=ItgItI(FMOOIIeJ)mI=le16)gJ=IgICNT)
K-I
IF ( NUBAT- iMOO(2) | 203 o206o203
B-12
203 hUBAT=IMOD(2)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,3G3
2G4 IF IFMODII,I))2OSe2CSe208




206 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3m3CII(IMODIN),N=Ieg),|FMOD(J,II,J=I,|BI
207 CONTINUE
GO TO 212
208 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,300
DO 210 i=K, ICNT
































PLACE BINARY TAPE TO BE MERGED ON A5
PLACE OLD DATA TAPE FOR BAT O TO 7 ON A6
PLACE OLD DATA TAPE FOR BAT B TO II ON AT
PLACE BLANK TAPE ON B6 FOR MERGED BAT 0 TO 7




II IS BINARY TAPE TO BE MERGED
II=5
REWIND II











READ TAPE ROUTINES _




READ ROUTINE FOR OLD DATA
READ TAPE JI,INAtICA, IIA(N),N=ltg),I(AA(N,M),N=I,16),M=IeICA)
GO TO l13t20)eL2
WRITE TAPE ROUTINES #*_





C...o WRITE ROUTINE FROM 8B ARRAY

















20 GO TO 16


















31 IF I INBi32v32t35
32 LI=3
GO TO 1










C .... END BAT 7 ROUTINE
36 IF (KSW)3Tt3Tt47






























C .... PROGRAM ERROR STATEMENTS
49 PRINT lO1
I01 FORMAT 140HO ERROR IN STATEMENT 17,IMPROPER RESULTS)
GO TO 35
50 PRINT 102
102 FORMAT (4GHG ERROR IN STATEMENT 21.IMPROPER RESULTS)
GO TO 35
51 PRINT 103





























REHARK ENDGARD 2 DATA SORT
END








































































































































































































































7t(35H READ ERROR ENCOUNTERED, CALL EXITo|
7tI35H INVALID CHARACTER IN RECORD ABOVE,)
7,(36H WRITE ERROR ENCOUNTERED, CALL EXII. I
Tti29H PREPARE NEW AS. PRESS START. I
7,(29H LAST A5.PEOCESSING COMPLETE.)








WKAR t t 16.




































































































































































































READ ERROR ENCOUNTEREDt CALL EXIT,)
INVALID CHARACTER IN RECORD ABOVE,)
HRITE ERROR ENCOUNTEREDt GALL EXITe)
PREPARE NE# ASo PRESS START.)
LAST AS.PEOCESSING COHPLETE.)
PREPARE A6 IF PROCESSING |NCONPLETE.|
)
• PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS FOR ENDCAROS I STEPD-2
• PAUSE
• XEQ



























































































































































































_RITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t200
DO 300 NN=ItI2
NNN=NN-I




WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,202



















CEF CO NO P)
IIH ,10IB)
(12,14,11,13,1XelS,IZX,13,SX,IS,30XvI3,11tlll
(40HO ILLEGAL CARD NUMBER FOR FOLLOWING CARD)
BAT CHG-TI LIMIT DIS-If LIMIT
LIMIT CHG-WH LIMIT DIS-WH LIMIT
FORMATIIHOtI6IB)
FURMAT (IHI,4OX,41HOUT OF LIMITS DATA FOR ENDCARDS 1
READ ENDCARD I INTO STORAGE
WAT
ILLEGAL YEAR OR DAY FOR FOLLOWING CAROl
ILLEGAL PHASE FOR FOLLOWING CARD)
TIME DURATION OUT OF LIMITS BY.16tISH ON CARD BELOWI
wATT-HOURS OUT OF LIMITS BY,16.I§H ON CARD BELOW)
ENERGY OR CURRENT EFF. SHOULD BE ZERO FOR CARD BELOW)
ENERGY EFF. OUT OF LIMITS BY,16,15H ON CARD BELOW)
CURRENT EFF. OUT OF LIMITS BYtlb, 15H ON CARD BELOWI
INCORRECT NUMBER OF CARDS ON BATtI4t6H CYCLE. 16|
BOTH CARDS ARE CHARGE OR DIS, ON BAT_I_t6H CYCLE)T6)










WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3tlOI
6 kKITE OUTPUT TAPE 3998










HRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t[03
GO TO 4

















































29 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,110,KBATtKCYC
GO TO 32
30 IF (.JJ-KK)32t31t32














C ..... ENDCARD IDELETE AND DUPLICATE RECORD ELIMINATION PROGRAM
C .... BELOW IS FORMAT EXPLANATION FOR RECORDS TO BE DELETED
C "I* COL 1 CONTAINS A 0 IF ENTIRE CYCLE IS TO BE DELETED
C "2" COL I CONTAINS A I IF PHASE OF CYCLE IS TO BE DELETED ONLY (OUTCARDS
C *3* COL 5 AND 6 CONTAINS BATTERY NUMBER
C *4* COL 8 TO 11 CONTAINS CYCLE NUMBER
C *5* COL 14 CONTAINS PHASE (IF COL I CONTAINS II,O=CHG, I=OISCHARGE
C *6* LAST CARD SIGNAL CONTAINS 99 IN COL 5 AND b (THIS ENDS ALL DELETIONS)
C "7" THIS DATA WILL BE PLACED BEHIND DELETE PROGRAM
C.... INITIALIZATION
DIMENSION NNI2OItMMI20)
2 READ INPUT TAPE 2,1OOtID, IBAT,ICYC,IPHAS
I REWIND 5
REWIND 6





102 FORMAT (27HODUPLICATE RECORD DELETED tl2,14, ll,13.1X,lS, lX.lStIX_
llS,13,815t13t2Ilt14)
IC3 FORMAT (IHI_45Xt32HD E L E I I 0 N P R 0 G R & M)
104 FORHAT (13HO END OF JOB)
lOS FORMAT (27HCREQUESTED RECORD DELETED _I2,I_tIltI3,1X,IS_lXtI5tlXt
lI5tl3,815tI3t211tl_)
FORMAT (36HGREQUEST FOR DELETION OUT OF ORDER w416)





3 READ INPUT TAPE 5,1CIt{NN(I),I=I,20)




WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3tlO2tiNNlll_l'le20)




8 WRITE OUTPU¥ TAPE 6,101,IMM(I),l'l,20)
B-25
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t[06
GO TO 22
9 IF (IBAT-99IIXtIOtIO

















20 HRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3mlCAtIBAT_IIBATtIGYCtlICYC
GO TO 22

























ENDCARD I AND 2 HEKGE _ VALIDITY AND 81NARY CONVERSION PROGRAM
INPUT TAPE FOR ENDCARO CODES IS A6
INPUT TAPE FOR ENDCARO 1 IMAGES IS A8
INPUT TAPE FOR ENDCARO 2 IMAGES IS B5
OUTPUT BINARY TAPE IS AT
A3 wILL CONTAIN LISTING OF DATA ON BINARY TAPE AT IN BCD FORN




















C HEADING AND MESSAGE INFORMATION ON TAPE 3
C
I WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3riO0
|00 FORMAT (_gHIENUCARD I AND 2 MERGE AND VALIDITY CHECK PROGRAM)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3riO|
lOl FORMAT (_9HOLRL-MARTIN COMPANY NASA BATTERY TEST PROGRAH-REA)
C
C TAPE 6 CONTAINS CODING |NFORHATION
C
2 READ INPUT TAPE btZO2tKOOBATtKODCYCtKODtKODTIM
102 FORMAT IIbtI6tI3tl3l
TAPE 8 C_NTAINS ENDCARD | RECORDS
3 READ INPUT TAPE 8tgSOtiIA(ll_l=[tlql
950 FORMAT II2_14,IltI3t316tI3t815tI3tI2_[I|
lb3 FORMAT (IH wI4tl6ti3tlSt3i8tISt817tISti4tI3)
IF(IA(IJ-99]Sf46t46
C
C CHECK TO SEE IF A NEXT BATTERY HAS BEEN ENCOUNTERED
C
5 IF INUSAT-IAIIII6t7t6









C PLACE ENDCARD I IN PROPER ARRAY
C












C ERROR ROUTINE FOR ILLEGAL PHASE CODE FOR ENDCARD I
C
1_ kRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,109
109 FORMAT (45HOCARD BELOW HAS ILLEGAL PHASEe CYCLE OMITTED.)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,I03_IIAllItl=l,I9)
GO TO 31
C
C TAPE 15 CONTAINS ENDCARD 2 RECORDS
C
15 READ INPUT TAPE 15.951,(IBlII.I=l.211
951 FORMAT (12,14,11,I3tlll_t415tlgtIII










PUN OUT ENDCARO 2 FOR PREVIOUS BATTERY
IFIIOAIII-IB(I))200,200,600
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t601
FORMAT (#THOENDCARD 2 BELOW NOT USED, IMPROPER BATTERY NO.)
_RITE OUTPUT TAPE 3tlIG.IIB(I)tI=I_21I
GO TO 15
COHPAkE ENOCARD 1 CYCLE TO ENDCARD 2 CYCLE NUMBER
200 IFIIHIII-99)203w66.#6
203 IF (iOA(2)-IB(2)IXT_18wX6
16 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3_III
III FORMAT (47HCENDCARD 2 CYCLE LESS THAN ENDCARD l.OMIt CARO.|
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3.110t{IBIll_l=le2LI
GO TO 15
17 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,112
112 FOKHAT (49HOONE OR BOTH ENDCO.2 MISSING.OMIT ENOCDo I BELOW°|
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3.1b3.llOA(l|.l=1.19l





PROPER ENDCARD 2 SELECTED
CHECK CARD NO. AND PHASE
18 IF (IB(201-20125.20,19
19 IF (IB(201-21125.22.25
PLACE ENDCARD 2 IMPROPER ARRAY lOB OR |OD




22 DO 23 N=1,2!
IODINI=IBINI
23 CONTINUE
COMPARE CYCLE NUMBERS IN lOB AND 100 ARRAYS
2# IF (lOB(2)-IODI2I)IS,26eI5
ERROR ROUTINE FOR ILLEGAL PHASE IN ENDCARO 2
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,113
FORMAT (47HOENDCO,2 BELOg HAS ILLEGAL PHASEtCYCLE OHITTEDol
_RITE OUTPUT TAPE 3tllO.llB(i).l=l.21J
GO TO 31
IOA,IOBtlOCtANO IOO ARRAYS COMPOSE AN ENTIRE CYCLE. CHECK VALIDITY





29 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,11_
116 FORMAT 142HUBANOtCYNOtYEARtOR DAY ILLEGAL.OMIT CYCLE.|


























WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,110,|IOB|II,lmX,2|I
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,103t(lOGIll,l=l,191












CHECK FOR ACTIVE CELL BEING UNEQUAL FOR CHG. AND DIS,
IF (IOBII7)-IOD(17))303,302,303
IF (IOBIIBI-IOD(18II303,38,303
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t306
FORMAT (36HGACTIVE CELL ON HALF CYCLE DISAGREE.)
GO TO 30
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3_115
FORMAT (33HGEFFICIENCYS ARE ZEROtOMIT CYCLE.)
GO TO 30












THE IO ARRAYS ARE READY TO BE PLACED IN OUTPUT IMOD-FMOD ARRAYS
63 IF (ICNT-6)SOt66,66
ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN STATEMENT 39 OR 60
66 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3_I19
I19 FORMAT (34HOOATA WAS REJECTED FOR CODE BELOW.)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3tlO2,KODBATtKODCYCtKOOtKOOTIM
READ INPUT TAPE 6tlO2_KOOBATeKODCYCtKODtKODTIN
GO TO 38
65 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t120






WRITE ourPUT TAPE 3,121tFCOUNT











ROUTINE TO CONVERT BINARY TO B£O FeR PROAIRAM CN|_R
PRINT 12]oFCOUNT
NUBATuO
,01URITE OUTPUT TAPE 3o404
4e4 FORMAT IIHItAOXt43H BINARY TAPE £ONVERT|D YO |GO FOR |N_H_AROS,I





WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t404
TOO _RITE OUTPUT TAPE 3tBSO
6E0 FORMAT I|HOeL$[H 10 RAT CYC Y DAY S A I
111-DUR AMP-HI MAT*HI EEF AMP-H MAT-H AVCUR HICUR
2leNA MXPMR CEF I
kRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t_Ot liNOOlitJltleItI|)oiFNODlltJ)tln12t24|
kRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t_|t (IMOD(ItJItluIt|[)o|FMODIItJItIR38tSO!
kRITE OUTPUT TAPE )*651
651 FORMAT I|HOt|3[H IO BAT CYC Y DAY S A B C O|Z3456T09
1 Eli CYG O CYC | CYC 2 CYC 3 CYC 4 CYC S CYC 6 CYC ? CYC O CYC 9
2MAXVAR TIME I
kRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t5C2, (IMOOfltJltlmIt|[ltlFMODlltJlt1825t3Tl
kRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3tSG3, (IMOOiJtJleleIt[l|o|FMOOlltJItleSlt&3|
406 CONTINUE
IF IIND|AOStBOStA08
30@ FORMAT IIH tBMCD I CHGoJ2tl3tlSgJ2tXBti2tl3tlAtJ3tJBtJStFToAt
IgF?,2tFS,|t2F603t3FTe3e3FBe3tPS,||
501FORHAT IIH ,BHCD I OlSti2oi3ti3ti2tiAt|2ti3tlAtiStl6tlSoPT*At
12F?,2tF3,|e2F6,3t3FT, 3e3FBo3tFSe|J
502 FORMAT I|H ,BMCD 2 CHGtJ2913tiSe|2tIBtI2tI3tlAtl|t|BtlStFB*3t
||GFi*OtF&*3tF?*_|






LAST KECORD ON LAST TAPE ENGOUNTERED
46 INDUE
GO TO 66

















REHAINDING CONTENTS OF ARRAYS TO BE PACKED INTO FMOD ARRAY





















































































































































PLACE BINARY TAPE TO BE MERGED ON B8
PLACE OLD DATA TAPE FOR BAT O TO 7 ON A6
PLACE OLD DATA TAPE FOR BAT 8 TO 11 ON AT
PLACE BLANK TAPE ON B6 FOR MERGED BAT O TO 7
PLACE BLANK TAPE ON B7 FOR NERGEO BAT 8 TO 11













WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t601





WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3t901

















WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3_1701


















































IX IS BINARY TAPE TO BE MERGED
!I=5
REWIND 11











READ TAPE ROUTINES _s
READ ROUTINE FOR TAPE TO BE MERGED
READ TAPE II,INB,ICBtI(IBINo_I_N=IolI),IBBiNpMIoN=lt52ItM=I,ICB)
GO TO (12,25e33,_SltLl

































































































C .... PROGRAM ERROR STATEMENTS
49 PRINT 101




102 FOKHAT I40HO ERROR IN STATEHENT 21tIHPROPER RESULTS)
GO TO 35
51 PRINT 103













1. DATA RETRIEVE-FORMATTER ROUTINE ............ C-3
a. Flow Charts ............................... C-4
b. Source Statements ........................... C-13
2. PSEUDO GENERATOR ROUTINE ................... C-29
a. Flow Charts ............................... C-30
b. Source Statements ........................... C-36
c. Control Card Subroutine ....................... C-39
3. DATA LIST ROUTINE .......................... C-43
a. Flow Charts ............................... C-44
b. Source Statements ........................... C-46
4. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS ROUTINE ................. C-51
General Flow Charts ........................... C-52
a. Main Program Flow Charts and Source Statements ..... C-54
b. Subroutine READ Flow Charts and Source Statements .... C-67
c. Subroutine CALC Flow Charts and Source Statements .... C-75
d. Subroutine PRNT Flow Charts and Source Statements .... C-83
e. Subroutine MT BAT-CYC, ST, FINI Flow Charts and
Source Statements ........................... C- 93
5. PRINTED PLOT ROUTINE GENERAL FLOW .......... C-97
a. Flow Charts ............................... C-99
























































































la. Data Retrieve Formatter Routine Flow Charts (Continued)
tFNO = 1 i
Have We Exceeded _ I< T _nC_t_l>T_
_v_, ! Y i=r
,,,=_-tmi ,,,c-,,mI)Fo--t',°.,'.m_F,,..t,,.__ l
Pa _ Yes
I Write C_mment I('_ _ I ritec t.....
/ I Forma No. 923








_m_,,_ Were There Any Fields I-_m,,_ 4 I




Add 1 f Pa 9
c.o..c_..I L : .)
t ,,o I
A.,_e,e_ _ Lr=t I
I _c=to_t,.ct I -I LK;I I
cyco -.__
--_ Write t Yes I_
Retrieved Tape
" Are There More ] NoBatteries to Search
• I Yes
Did We Just Write ]Retri ved Tape
I ,o
Write Comment IFolmat No. 952
L










Put Negative Cycle No.
n Output Arrayl
p _ ^ ,, IMove Fields Requesed F om
ut nO_ip:t _Yr_a; "° I_m_'llnput Array to Output Array
j lusng Arlay " F ELD"
+
___ WereThere Any Fields Yes
That Contained -0
0 _ No
ICZER _ ChargephaseDiScharge1 _IL
Yes
Put Negative CycleNosIn Outpet Array ]
t
Move Fields Requested From
Input Array to Output Array
Us ng =K F ELD"
+





Write Out Comment I
Format No. 953 I
No
)
















la. Data Retrieve Formatter Flow Charts (Continued)
C-6














I This I - I ItemFor
J Cycle J J Phase






















Of The Cycle To i
Extract From
The _ nning 1
























lefs Are/O( The Fields
Rewe_l - 0 I
mite Out Comment





Are Them More Items
In This Cycle |
No
Is Cu_refltTape _Lm_m,._/*__
Cycle E'r" C°ded I
MisSing At F.ndOf Cyc e
































xecute 'LSQPF" Least Square Polynomial I
Fit Routine, Allay 'DELT' is De "X" i
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C-11
la. Data Retrieve Formatter Routine Flow Charts (Continued)




Have We Completed All The I v,_ y"_



















lb. Da_% Retrieve Formatter Rou_tae -- Source S£atements
SLOG 002101
* BATTERY TEST REIRIEVAL PROGI<A,-_
PAUSE
* XEQ














































CHECK FOR ADDITIONAL CYCLE GROUPS
IF(ICD(40)) 501,500,501











IxEAD INPUT TAPF IN,959,TAMPH,D,Aiq,TIDUK,DTID

















lb. Data Retrieve Formatter Routine -- Source Statements (Continued)
KCYC = 0
I)(3 23 1 = 2,13
IF (ICDil)) 24,23,24
___ ___6_ K]_ __
IBAT(KI): I-2
2_ CONTINIIF
C,,,,,,, LOCATE FIELDS REQUESTED
..... dC2._:-0-
IF(ICD_zI_)3,4,3
_.3 ...... LI_L= 2J. _ .......................................................
GO TO 5
_.__._____A_LI_=2_C_
5 DO 33 I=IIi,36
..... _I#_LLCD_LI_L.L3_I_'_2_'.LL ................................................
31 K2 = K2 +i
............ IFIEL_D(K_2_) = I(_U(_I) ....................
33 CONTINUE
__2_ ...... .liIJqZL ___..,i ............
C .... ALL FIELDS ARE TO BE SELECTED
.38 IF.(IC_(1)) 35_* __4 ,.35 .............................................
C.... OUTCARD
34 . d=15 ....................
GO TO 36
_.c_,_,_,__h;_.£i&D
35 J = 26
_36 ....... _D0__.37K.2 =1., .J............................................................
IFIELL)IK2 )= K2
. _ 7 ......... CONTX_N_UE ..........................................................................
K2 = K2 -i
.._.&0_........ LEA_LCAL{iit_-_Z/ ..... J3._.L&__6._.........................
78 IF(ICD(1)) 1780,85,1780
..17..8.C) .... I NQ=5_)0/_ [ R2.±JCZ+_ 2.1 ............................ ..............................................
INO= INO+I NO
.......... _.Q...]'_O_...8.& .......................................................................................................
85 INO = 500 / (I<2 + I )
• .&fa____I_..Y.._I-CD_ ...................................................................................
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO, 902, lhchLw
!.F ( I._b(1).| 4 __, 41 ,.f+_.2_...........................................................................
41 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO, 917
........... 5.0.._TO _#3 ..............................
42 wRIIE OUTPUT TAPE IO, 916
_,.9_ ..... __'.R.JLL_._._u T PUT T AP.E_LQ !_9_93 t__L_A_T_/(_ _ _l.--l__tl< .I_[_ _
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO, 904, ICYC
...............WR ! TE OUTpb_'T_T_A_P .E_ I_O.t_9_0._5_,_kC_b.Ll 5 } , ICD (_.6)...............................................
IF(ICD(17)) 45,44,45
44 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE I0, 906
GO TO 46
_4 5 I£(__[¢u_i_- 2_/ 5 z z, 51 o, _ 11
510 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 10,949
............ _6Q... T_O__46 ............................................................
511 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE iO,_907
. .g& .......... [E__(_LCD.{1J_)......54.,_z_7,5_+.... : .......................................................................
47 IF ( ICD( 38)-i)49,48,49
__..._Ii.... SR.LTE .D._Z.ELJ._I,&EE__LQ__90.0__ .........................................................................
GO TO 54
49 IF (ICD(18)) 51,5(;,51
50 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO, 911
GO TO 54
51 IF(ICI)(18)- 2 ) 53,b2,53
' l_ ....... _.R_.T.----E----O--.U {2 U [ . _]--Af_ . ! . 91Z • • 7!_.i '%-- ._5--q (. ,i7 } ............................................... ,- ........
GO TO 54
_ 53....... _R_L.{E OU.T_PgLIA_p_E_Lq,gZg..L_ICL_(A'AI .................................................
56 IF(ICD(2(,) )56,55,56
55 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO, V18
GO TO 57
56 WRITE OLJ'IPUT [#,PE IO, VI2,(IFILLO(1),I=I,,I2)
0-14
' lb. Data Retrieve Formatter Routine -- Source Statements (Continued)
57 IF(ICD(41)) 58,59,58
58 r:JRIIE £)UTPUI_TAPE I0, _13 .......
59 IF(ICD(42)) 60,61,60
60 ;';RITE OUTPUI IAPE 10,914,1CD(20) ....
61 wRITE OUTPUT IAPE IU,915,1Cb'I4B
L .... ',_'RIT_ C_I-<D I;,,IAGE ON RL:I_41E_L£_ _AP,- .......................................................
_,'_Rl[E IAPL IRL[R,ArLO,(ILO[I) ,i=1,4_)
IF(ICD(40)) 616,61b,016
616 v,Rllt l,kPt IREli_,,(lK_(J(1),l=l,16)
I=I
ICR = 2
617. WRITE OOTPu]--TAPE iO, 456, -ICR,Ii<_',KJ(I)-,IRNG(I+I),IR_G(I+.2) .....................
I=I+3
-ICR = ICR +i .................
IF (IRNG(1)) 617,615,617
--615 WRIIE OUTPUT TAPE I0, 957 ...........................
IFND = u
..... IFNDI -_. ]J............................................................... _____
IGI = IED(14)
IG2 : ICD(15) ......
IG3 : ICL)(I(_)
C,... CHANNhL CARD TYPE IKE_UESTb
IF(ICU(I}) I_,,200,I0
.C,,,, ENUCARU ..........................
i0 IF( ICD(17) )11,71,11
ii IF(ICD(17}-I} 14,13,14 .....
13 DO 12 I=I,K2
IFIELD(I} = IFIELD(1)+26
12 CONT I NUE
GO ._TO _71 ..............................................................
14 DO 15 l=l,K2
KPIELb(1) = IFIELO(1) + 26
15 CON1 INUE
71 IF(IFIN) b61,SGP_561 ..... i
542 IF (IBAT(K3} -IEN) 75,75,545 i
-25. READ [_ I.ENO, IEIN_./L.NTIILI_.ILD(K,J),K=L)_II.I,iF]EIJ(&tJ)__K=L_tbZI_t ....
i J:l, ICNT )
_ IF(ICHK) 76,72,76 ............. L
543 READ TAPEIEND1, IFIN, ICNT, ( (IED(K,J) ,K:1,11) , (FED(K,J) ,K=1,52) , 1
IJ=I,ICNT. I . . . ZL....
IF( ICHKI)76,72,76 I
__12 . IF( IEL_Li_)-IL 7___/_O,_Z/_ ...................................................... .i..__
?3 IF(IL6AT(K3) - IEN) 579,b/9,580 i
_79 PRINT 919,A8 .................................. L_ _
GO TO 58 1 i
• 580 PRINT 91__,A7 .................................. i .....
581 PAUSE i
62u IFIIISAT(K3) - IEN) 621,621,622 1
_621_ .... ICHK = i ..................................................................... i__
GO TO 76 i
__622 _ _ICNK1 =1 ........................................................................................... 1 __
76 DO 96 I=i, ICNT
,k=. _i
IF(IBAT(K3) - IED(2,1)) 77,81,96
.... 77 ...... iF (_IBAT (_K3_) -___LE_N_L. 5 45,545 __54_6 ....................................................... i.__
545 L_ACKSPAC E IEND 1
......... GO !q _59Z ................................................................ _i_
546 BACKSPACE IENDI 1
----___.I_E__LLE_. ) 80,79,80 1
79 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO,920,1dAT(K3)
.... ¢..,_,L _£'LO___!O_ NEX_.I--. _ _.I_
LK = i
_0__.._5_L ........
80 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO,921,1EDI2,1),ICYC_IBAT(K3}
IFND = o
C-15
lb. Data Retrieve Formatter Routine -- Source Statements (Continued)
C,.., GO TO NEXT BATTERY LOGIC
_5 61__ _J_L__ -2
GO TO 506
_.. _ jL, jj_.L_tLT_J. _LOf._A_T F_D _LEt$__F_LNd___ Y C L E
81 IFND = I
IF(ICYC - IFD(3,111 82,92,9_
C.,,, USE NEXT HIGHEST CYCLE
._._ ..... [ F_LLL I.M..._='__ ]_ED_L.3J J._).J____zl. 183_._










__ GO TOlll ................................................
83 _JRIIE OUTPUT IAPE IO,922,1CYC,IED(2,1 ,IED(3,1)
C .... CYCLe 04 CLQSfST.GY_L_ FUUI\D .... ............................
C .... CHECK VALIDITY OF CYCLE
..... c2.Z .... _LF.._ IlEDLT__.ILL .... 9.3.J._._2&
C .... INVALII) DATA PRINT ITLI4
93 _'_I_IIE OurPu[ TAPE I0, 923, IED(2,1) ,_IED.(3,I} ,J£D(./,/} ..............
1 IED(8,I)
C,,.. bHOULD WE BYPASS. INVALID DA[A .......
IF (ICD(41)) 94,96,94
._,.,_,_._L_.T J_!_-_£_ ..................................................
94 K9 = K9 +I
IpH = O ......................
ICZER =0 I
IDZER=u .......................................... _ ......
IF(ICD(17) -1) 52_,528,52_
...... ,_..2_ ...... [_13..(.K_) =..=._J E_.[._.ti.k ..................
GO-TO 530
_.529 .... IAR{K9)..__= IED(3,!) ...................................................................
C,,°° K2 = NO, OF FIELDS TO EXTRACT
.. 530 ....... DO....I.QU K12 E._K2 .........................................................................................
K8 = IFIELD(K12)
.............. IF..( F_D..(_.!.LL. 5_,582z58._ ..................................................................... I
582 IF(SIGNF(1.,FLD(K8,I)))5_4,b_3,b_5
584 IF(ICLEK.)_ 68.1,751,681 ..............................................
751 1CZER =i
......IF(ICC-IO) 680,681,680 ........................
..... 6aO WRITE OUTPUT IAPE IO, V53 , IAK(Kg) I
............... IC£_..._LQ_ ....................................
681 IF(ICD(39)) 682,583,682
. 682 ..K9 =_K9-1 ........................................................................................
GO TO 585 1
583 FAR(K12tKg)...ff_.FED(.k8,1) ................................ ........................................... _ .....
1o0 CONTINUE
......... !E.[_J._Z Et_ ) 585 _683_._ 8.> ................................
683 ICC =u
C CHECK CHARGE D!SCHAi<GE NEUUEST .......................................................................
58b IF(ICu(17)-2) 019,16,619 I
16 IF(K9..-INO) 586,_8t586 ..................... 1
_86 _9 = K9+I 1
DO 17 KI2 =I,K2
K8 = KFIELD(K12)





wRITE u_TpU] _!APL ty, y5_t_ !Ak[k_) .....................................
6B'/,58_,687 _ _
C-16
lb. Data Retrieve Formatter Routine - Source Statements (Continued)
589 FAR{K12,K9) = FED(KS,I}




C .... CHEC_ ,,_UK[- CYCLEL_




b92 IF( ID/EN} _6,593,_b
593 KCY.C = KCY(. ÷i - .
IPH --1
IFiKCYC - ICDi±6}} .Ib3,111,1(J3
103 IFIICYC - IEI){3,1)} 110,116,1171
116 ICYC = ICYC + ICDilD}
GO I0 lu3




llll ;'d'_ITE OjIP',J[ I_PL i.u,9#b,_.(_YL
GO ]0 III
.... lJ.3 .1F.( Kg-INia ) .96., 9b, _6
98 K5 : K9 "_ (R2+I)
_RITE [APE IRLTR,IZEK,K5,IdAT{K3),{ IAN
1, LI=I,K2),L2=I,Kg)
IFIIPH} 97,587,9Z
587 KI(; = K9
...... _.9. _.-. _J.........................
GO 10 586
C.... CHECK FO< M(JRE BATIENYb
IO# KCYC : u
ICYC = ICb(14) .....
IF{K3-K1 } _5,106,Vb
...... _5 ...... K5 .: K.£. * (k2+l.} ..................
IF{K9} 109,105,1C9
.....109 WRITE IAPE IRETR,IZER,KS,IbAT(K3),( IAR
i, LI=I,K2} ,L2=I,K9}
IO5 ...... _3 = K3 + 1.












.... 97 'KIO = k9 ..............
........... K9-0 ...........................
IEIN=O
9_. .... CONT I NUE._. .................................................
GO TO 71
• __ C ._,_.._.___AI..,_L__bA T_A__E_X__TR_A_CT.E D _._F.L'__ CUR REN_T..£ O___!_R__O_.L_CAB D ....
C .... WRITE LAST BLOCK,
__106 ..... !F_ i_o8_, io_7_,1o8 .............................................................




K5 = K9 * (K2 +i)









C..o CHECK FOR ADDITIONAL CONTROL CARDS
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GO TO 6
_ j_l[l OU T CAI_:D I_E uUE S_l .....................
200 FCYCLE : ICU(1 z+)




PCENT = PCENT/I00 ............ ' ...................
....C.-":-. CALCULATE THE NO. OF ITEMS THAT ','ILL FIT INTO A 500 WORD ARRAY
C.... LEAS[ ,3Q. FIT
1F ( ICD( 38 ) -1 ) 222 .,220,;"22
.... C__.. • ,,, .YES ................................................................................................
22U INO = 5U0/(F,,2{5+2)
KwD :.K2 * 5 - -
LC = XLL)CF(COEFl(12) )
LZ=3 . .........
C,,.° [SAT1ERY GI_ CELL CYCLE I<L_LIE.qT
C..** CELL CYCLE , LOCATE CELL FIELD
I 19(.) IF(ICD(2C)) 191,193,191
191 IF(ICD(20) -iC) 192,195,193
C,.,, CHARGE OR [)ISCIIA[_GE -- -
192 IF(ICD(17)-I) 239,197,Z39
..... _2L9 ......IC_LL.: _CD.i_QL+I_ ........................................................................
GO TO 206
197 ICELL = ICD(20)+41, .................................
GO TO 206
. 1.93 WRITE O0!P.dT_ TAPE 10,926 ........................................
PRINT 926
...-- ...... _REW I..hJJ_. I R_. [L4 .....................................................
REWIND IEND
....... REWIND l END.1 ......................................................................... I .....
GO TO 6
...... C,., ..... (_ELIL. CY.¢LE ........................................................................... :- r"I" :--
C**'* SEARCil ENDCARD TAPE FOR LIATTERY
218 IF{ IFIN) 562,5z+9,562
.... 5._9 IF(18AT(K_.3I _-. !EN). 22.3,223,-5._..0 ......................................................- ........ __L._I ___
223 READ TAPE IEND*IFIN,ICNT'(([ED(K'J)'K:I'll) '(FED(K'J)'K=l'52}'
I J=l, ICNT_) ...........................................
........... IF(ICHK) 566,551,566 1
..__55_U ........_E_.AD [APE IENDI,IFIN,ICNT, ((IED(K,J.}_ZK=!,II), (_F.ED_(K,J) ,K=I,_2), 1
1 J=l, ICNT ) 1
............... IF__{ I CHK 1 )156_6.? 5 _511,_56_6........................... 1
551 IF(IEDII)-I) 568,623,568 i




577 PRINT 919_A7 1
GO TO 549 I
' 1
.... 6__._3. ..... _[ .E_(!__..A_T____I_3_) __..-___J _ ) .6 -2--4- _'L-62-4,J-I-_ 2_5 ........................................................................ i .....
624 ICHK : 1
G0 T_' 56_6._____ 1
625 ICHKI : 1 1
.... _5_6_6.... D O 219 r.=!,LCNT
I=I
224 JFIICD(37)) 704,195,7")4 ......... ........
7oz, _IF ( I kA TTL-3-_=-iEb ( 2, I_ i "2-0-?T_-fi ,ZYO .................
207 IF(IbAT(K3) - IEN) 555,555,556 1
5"55 t_ACKSPACE lEND 1
GO TO 557 l




208 TgTF_Di-_,-2-T T-I-YI T1-30. i i_1 .....
C-18
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.................. GO I.O. 5u6 .......................................................................................
211 IFND :i
............ IF LI_CD( 4.2J.JL .2L_ ,.2}.5..,-21.4 ..........................................................
C,,,. BATTERY LOCATED,FIND CELL CYCLE
....21._--,.__IE(_CLE ....-'-_./ED-{I.CI"LL,.L}.I 2.12,213 _210 .........................................................
212 IF (ALIM-FED( ICELL, I } )225,221,221
.---22_ .-_ T-P.'J-T---T-AP-F_O _.gX._I-.............................................................................
IF (ICD(38)-I} 289,313,289
. .22.1.....WRITE_ 011TPUT TAPE _IO,_ 928, _FCYLLE ,_._IDAT_(K3) ,EEL).LI.CELL,_I} .................................
213 ICYC = IED(3,1)
-C-.,..- LOCATE BATTERY CYCLE .........................................
......23..5 ....... J..E/3...C.Y.C,- .J L.D..J.3, I Ll-._..i_a..g]- a21£; ..........................
216 wRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO,930,ICYC,IBAT(K3),IED(3,1)
__C_u__,__C bIAR_G.E_ ..........................................................................
217 TAMPH = FED(5,I)




_ _L,.._._...El RST_ LO_ZA_T.E LLAT.TERY ..........................
195 IF(IFIN1) 562,552,562 1
_552 ........ I F5 I.BAI_( K.3 } , I OUL_ 196 ,_ l 9.6. ,_553 ..................... .... 1 _
196 NEAD TAPEIOUT,IFINI,ICNT,(IOU(_.),K=I,V),((FOO(K,J),K 1,16),J=l,
________i ILZN I3 .......................................
1IF(ICHK2) 576,554,576
.__5_5._ ___ I___EAD TAPF.!.OUII__, __! N i_:I <NT • (i OD (K) ,K-.I ,.9.):( (EOD_( K,_J.I__J_-!.,16 ) ,J= i, ............ ]-_
IICNT) I
......... I_ I_CHAC3 )__5_Z____5_ 576 ..................................... i
554 IF(IOD(1)) 572,626,572 i
..-..._l.P...--_.. I E.ii.15 Al.(.lQ3]_----l-OIJ-LS]3a-_7-315-'Z-#- ............................................. L--
573 PRINT 919,B8 i
............. __O __I 0_ _5_7.5.................................................................................... 1 ....
574 PRINT 919,B7 i
_ 575 _ P_&USg ............................. 1
GO TO 552 i
62_._o IF(IBAT(_3)..- IOU}..____l,_.(z2.._____ L
627 ICHK2 : i i
GO TQ_._LT____...................................................... 1_ __
628 ICHK3 : i I
576 DAMPH : O, ........................ i __.
IF (IBAT(K3) -IOD(2 )) 202,205,195
202 IF(IBAT(K31- lOtJ) 558,558,559 1
558 BACKSPACE lOUT 1
GO TO 560 ...... 1....
559 BACKSPACE IOUT1 i
560 IFIIFND1) 204,203,20_ 1
203 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE I0, 925, IBAT(K3)
C .... GET NEXT BATTERY
LK=LZ
C-19
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_,_ AA To 50_6
204 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO,92I,IOD(2),ICYC,IBAT(K3)
LK=LZ
GO TO 506
,205 IFNDI = I
C..,, FIND BATTERY CYCLE
230 IF(ILIM-IOD(3)) 2510,2b01,2501
2.3!0 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE.IO,946,KCYC





.2501 vJR I T F _Ol.L.IB..kLT_._I/i.e..g__Y.Ca_L.lIE.tIZ-_._ LJ.L.(ID.LII
OCY:IOD(3)
__.C ,,_._ CNEC_ _VALLD LT_..OE_ _Y_LE .............................................
231 IDIF = IOD(3) - ]OD(9)
..... IE(XABSF(.IDLF) -2) 235,235,55.7 .........
C .... INVALID CYCLE
._._2_ _.IgR..I.I._.._u T P o T TAP E ..j_..,_9_ii.Ld_ A_A_I_g&i_jul _J,li._.k......
C,,,, CHECK INVALIO DATA REQUEST
.......... _E_J C.__{__.l.LL.__3___tl _.5._ _._.] ........................................................................................
C .... LOCATE HALF CYCLE




............... T r OU._R_--.DZ I.D..........................................................................................
520 L = I
........... J_7.._=_. 1...............................................................................................................
ICZER = 0 i
.__ IDZER : 0 __,L ....
IF( IPHAS_: ) 232,250,232
C... _... 0 ! SCL4_\RG E..._ L _OC,A.] F £ Y_c_!_E ..........................................................................
232 DO 234 L '= J7,1CNT




..... C_,..,.,_,___C_H_.AI_9_t P H(,SE. MAKE SURE_...F.!R..ST_I_TE._H ._I..S__CHA_RGE_
250 IF(FOD(I,L) ) 251,236,251
251 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE I0,941,10D(73)
IF( ICD( 17 _-2) 217,523,217
_._C,_,_,,.__.CH_EC..K__Fq!R_CODE__ ..............................................
236 IF(IOD(7)) 237,241,237
__2_37 ...... P.__E[L. -_ FQ 0 ! 3..,.L)._ .*_._E9D__(_.5_:L_L,_ _..I/&Q;__/_ I__At_!pH....
IF(IPHASF) 513,512,513
512 WRIT__E_QL__.TPUT TAPF IO,932,PFR,IOD(3),INAT(..K3),IOD(7)
GO TO 2_i
V/RITE OUTPUT TAPE 10,933,IOD(3)
I_F( I C O.I__l.7_}- 2_1_.2j 7_.rf__4t_, .2_17 .........................................
_ 51_'3 '..IVRITF (]UTPU_T.._IT(_PIF_ !.O___g!Q_?.E[_,IIO[).(_I)__..!!-L_.TI(IK_ ), IOD(7) ...............................................
C .... LEAST SQUARE FIT
241 IF(ICD(38)-I) 245,298,245
...... 2_),q ...... IF( iCD ¢-ii_)-{)- -2t_ 5 ;-2v v, 2.q co.......
C .... CHECK FIRST HALF OF CYCLE
2U5 LL = L
C-20
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IF(ICD(18) -2) 24_7,24.6_2&7- ..............................................
246 TAFPH = TAHPH -x- PCENT
GO TO 26[) .....
C.... (_HECK LAST HALl- OF CYCLF
247 IFIICD(1B) - 31 2609248.9260 ................................................
248 '_A!'IPH = TAVPH - TA!,!PH -_ PCENT
.... ILST=I .................................................
C .... SKIP TO LAST PORTIOtq OF CYCLE RE()LJESTED
-2.49 -. DO- -255 -. %1- ._-..L--_.-$_;N I ......................................................................
LL = LL
....... L E.LD-_-ki_ _ .&O..l.-, 4+0-0 ,_AO ..1..................................................................
400 DAM, PH = FOD(3,LL) "_ FODIS,LL)
.... GO _T_O.._02 ....................................................................................
401 DAMPH = DAI',_PI4 +(FOD(3,LL) - FOL)(3,LL-1))# (FOD(5,LL)+FOD(5,LL-1))
.......... .&--I -.2.-,,
402 I F ( ,BAi,:Pl4-DAr,iPI- i ) 260,260,256
C ....... CI4G.. OR DISCHARGE ................................................................
256 IF(IPIIASE) 255,257,255
257 .,....IF(F_OD(3..,LL) ) 258,255,Z58 .....................................................
258 J7 =LL-1
............ _GO_ ]_ ..Z._ ..........................................................
255 COMT I/'_UE
._ _.,... PERCENT OF_CYCLE_I<EuUkSTED I,;L)T_OI_ _IAP_E .............................
259 PER = iuO. -DAI.'.pH-x-IOO,/TAMPH
......... I.E (.I PHASL ]5_5, 14_, _ i>
514 ,;,,RITE OUTPUT IAPF IO,934,PER,IOD(3),IUAI-(K3),]O'..)(7)
. ____1..5..... ,_'R..LTJ__ QU_TP&iZ.._L&[_. F ....I.Q_z.9_6_2_................................................
IFIICD(17)-2) 217,524,2].7
52_4 ...... I F ( I PHASE ) 542D_,-523,542U .... ...........................................
542() IF(ICZFf_) 541,217,541
_ 515 "RITF- OUTPLT.TAPF IO_,c251__PE_R_,LO_)(3)_IBAT_!_[<31,10D(7) .........................
GO TO 516
.__ C_:... --.. S C L F C_T__R E CJ.IJ.E.-$T.F D ._.F [ k_k_L$. ........................
260 IF(ICD(38)-I) 261,299,261
. 261 ._ DO 275 L-LL,_IC__N_]_ .................................
L =L
. C_._.__.. _CHARGE C.Y_C.L.E ........................................................
IF(IPHASE) 26_3,262,263
._C_,.,.,_,..jrIA. l_C. 5HR E_ V_ I&E.._LQ.T.__I L..[?/D_GU_.A.B_E__RJ-L&_&E..................
262 IF(FOD(1,L )) 268,263,268
_ 268 J7 = L--1 ..................................................................................
GO .TO 276
413 ILST=O
414+ IF (DAMPH) 411_410,411
4k'O .... D__Aj_PU__.=_ FOP ( 3, L ) * _F_O_)_(_5_tL_).........................
GO TO 412
41 I__ D___NI_H _= DAMPH+ ( FOD ( 3 ,L ) -FuD_L_Lb_.L-_IJ_)_ _ _Fo[_A.D ,__L)__+E._uD3L__U=_I_)_ L/_?.: _
412 IF(TAMPH- DAMPH) 280,264,264
-.-.7...64 K9 = K9 +i
IF(IPHASE) 525,526,525
__5_5 [AR(Kg) =- IOD(3) ........
GO TO 52"I
526 IAR(K9) = IOD(3)
527 ISK =0
C,.°, K 2 EQUALS NO° OF FIELDS TO EXTRACT
DO 265 K12 =1,K2
C-21








.......... G Q_I_ ....
755 IF(IDD-IO} 756,691,756
75_6_ ...... LDD _=_P+] __
754 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO,954,IAR(K9),FUD(3,L)
--- 991_ I _ IF CICP_13_%)_) .692,b__6,692 ..................................................
692 K9 =K9-1
0............ _ ..... _2..72
596 FAR(K12,K9) = FOD(K8,L) 1
_ 2_65._ COI\ITINUF._ ................................................ ..............
C ..... CIIECK TO SEE IF ARRAY IS RFADY TO WRITE
|F(IPHASF) 598,5__)7,5 £8
597 [CZFR = I i
_2.&6_ ..... .I F__1 sK L _9._2.,_7.'&Tai9.2
757 ICC =O
............... GO TO 59.9 ......................................................................................... __
598 IDZER = 1 i
.......... i F.(_I SK ) 599 t 7__58 ,59_9_. ............... L ............................ _- ....
758 IDD =u
59.9 __LF (_L_o-. K__9)_ .275 t26T., 275 i.
267 K5 = K9 _ (K2+l)
........... ,..#..RI T E . TAPE l !_ E T R...,_I__Z_.R,__. 5., I B A.T.( K3 ]_z_(. I_AR_._(.L_2J t.(.F_AR.....[LI_tLZ
1) ,LI=I,K2 ) ,L2=l ,K9)
...... K l.O.....= .K9 ...................................................
K9 = 9
J7 = L-1
..C....,t, CHECK IF CYCLE IS C_OD_ED...........................................
276 IF (IOb(7) )277,280,277
_ ._C°. ,__ .._ cpHPU T E P E N_CE_N.T A.CEE- ,'4_.ISS_I..NG___A_T...E__D_.o_F ._#Y_.Ck_E..................................
277 PER = l'JOo - DAN'PH _ kUO° / TAI_;t_I4
IF (IPItASE) 51U,517,518
517 ',,;RITE OUTPUT TAPF IO,934,PER,IOD(31,IHAT(K3)_IOD(TI
............... G9 _TO .2_80..............................................................................
518 Wf_ITE OUTPUT TAPE IO,951,PER,IOD(B),I_.ATIK3)_IOD(?)
C :, .,_z. _CHEC_K _FO_R_?Q.R< .gY_bk S._W_! T__H_I.I:_ T ttl S__ L-}AT[E_I__ y ...................................





............... Ip_A;4 P .H = O _ ...................................................................................
GO TO 232
...... k2Z. ....... .I E (..I,.q..Z EIiL. (_6_.[__)_ t6_ 9,6_._0_3............. 1
629 IF(ICD(391) 693,603,693
693_ '/RITE OUTPUT TAPF I0,958,IOD(3) .................................................
GO TO .217 1
600 IF(IC[)(39)) 694 ,605,694
...... ,694 IF(ICI)(17)-2) 6_()2 , 6;.' 1 , 6(12
. .6f21 ....... [_IF.{ ! CZ FI__)_. 6 !' 3 t 6.02 ., 6JL_t ................................................. 1
602 IF(Ii';ZFI-_) 6='_,629,6.33 i
C-22
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._ 603 ____CC_¥C___=_ K£Y.C_+I 1
IF(KCYC - ICD(16) ) 281,289,281
120 IF(OCY) 126,125,126
-- _-26 . .-_4_F-C Y-C-L_.--_-C_t _- -L2-1 t.&2.j.___l 2.-.7.................................
125 IF(FCYCLE -FED(ICELL,I}) 121,121,1270
.... 12.1_ --_ C LE_-m -EC Y_ L£--4-- FI I N_ .....................................................................................
GO TO 120
----'_----OC" v= 0 --"
1270 IF(FCYCLE -ALIN) 224 ,224,12-/1
---.'I.-2-7-1.---WR!TE OLITp ItT TAPE !O-Q_YC
GO TO 289
12_ IF( ICYC -.I//D_Ll_LJ_I24,124_12_
124 ICYC = ICYC + ICD(15)
.GCL_I.O__I2 _
1240 I'F(ICYC- ILIM) 224,224,1271
_ ..289____LR_ =2 .........
LK =2
.......... GU _TO ] .........................................................................
282 KCYC = b
_£_Y__LE__= __L.E_D_L]_..q_t.
ICYC = ICD(14)
__£ ....... CH ECK . _F_OR.__X_T_ _L_A I T E_Y_ .......................................................................
IF(K3 - KI) 286,285,286
__c_.... _uID__kd=_JUSZA, LR..I_T_E......................................................................
286 IFIK9) 287,288,287
__¢_,_,_, • _s_) ._.__UklP...._uF_.EE_LL ...........................
287 K5 : K9 * (K2+I)
................ _'[{I]'_E TAPE IRETI£,IZE_.,KS,IUAI(K3),(JAR(L2)_tEAR_t_LL.,L21 ...............................
I,LI=I,K2) ,L2=L,K9)
........ KI{j_ _=.._kt9 ...........................................................
K9 = b
_ 28£- ...... K3..= K._l
I FND = _3
.......... I.FND1 _= O ...........................................................
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO,952,INAT(K31
........ !C_C=O ....................................................
IDD=O
........ IF IN _..q ..................................................................................................... 1
IFIN1 = 0 1
.GO TO 210 ..................................................................
-- 283 IFiK9) 285,284,285
284 _ .UACKSRACE IRE.TR ............................................
K3= K3-1
285 K5 : KO _<- (K2+I)
...... WR [ T____T_ApET[__I.RETI_ ,..][]'!E, K'5_, I_9.A_7 (K3),( ] AR (_.L2_)._L( FAR_._. ( L_! _ ...............................
1L2) ,,LI=I,K2),L2=I,K9)
.... _5_64 _ END FILE __IR_ETR ............................................................... 1___
kEWIND IRETI<
............. i._E'._!.N._uI .g.b.P_: .............
,._EX I NO IENDI i
.......... REWIND I_OUT ..............................................................................
NEWINu IUUTI l
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,- r T
_ _..__, ._d_£+&s _SI_UARE_EI-T--ON _FJ_ELDS P_EDUE&IED
C,,,,, STORE DELTA TIME ARRAY
299 _L-J_L
300 K12 =0
.......... !J_ERI _= _i............................................................................................" _L__
C,,,, L = ITEM WITHIN ARRAY
...... L)Q 305_LL=L_, ICNT .............................
Coo.° CHARG[ OR DISCHARGE
............ J .E.(.I P_id/kS.El _.3.Q2_,..3_0.D_3.O2
C .... CHARGE • TEST IF WE ARE AT DISCHARGE
_ 3.01 _..LFIFOL)_.(1 tLL]_). 5_31,3/2_&31 ................................................................
531 J7 = LL- ]
....... GO !O 3__;3 .................................................
3.b2 KI2 = KI2 +1
........... _PELT_ .(_.IZI._=_.__.E_ zL_ .................................
IF(DELT(K12) ) 650,604,650




___42.._ ...... I E _ !_.P_I..___2._._l _,_2_ ......................................
421 DAhIPH = FODI3,LL) * FOD(5,,.LL)
........ GO_TO 3.{)5 ....................................................................................
425 DAMPH = DAMPH+(FOI)(3,LL)-FOD(3,LL-1))*(FODI5,LL)+FOD(5,LL-I))/2°
6..6__',',..... I F (D AC!.P_H.-_DAt:'tPl ! )- 34.2, 3.Cbt 305 ....................................................
305 CONTINUE
C .... , FINI> FIELD 1 STORk IN ARRAY AND XEG LSQPF .THEN REPEAT FOR ALL
__C..: ,_.'.._o FIELDS ................................. ..............................
303 K9 = K9+I
............ 4c_-o ....................................................................................................................
IF (IPtlASE) 532,538,532
..... _ ..... XA[_ (.K._-_._-I_EL3) ....................................................................
GO TO 533
53a IARIKQ)=I<)FJ(3) ........... ............
1533 IF(IZF.RI) 606,614,6',)6
.... 6 0 6 WRITE OUTPUT TAP[ I0,955, IAR(K9) ..... i
GO TO 331 i
.... 6_.),4..... F.A.9!..K,9_1-. T I_I_DLJ3._. i
_.13 = K.12 + L -i
......... L X = XLOCF.(.DELT( i }I ) I ._ I_. } _. It--i.............................................................................
LY = XLOCF(FIELDil}) KI2 +i
D O I315_.__lI _ _311_1 _ ...................... .....................................................
KI5 = 0
.......... •.8_- ..... IE IE_LD_(..K._I.4.]._._+.1 ....................................................
P,O 325 LL =L , KI3
..IF(.FOI)(K8,LL)) 3__2',_06,332 ....................................................................
306 IZERI : I




3,24 TEST = L."LGPF(I:_.X2LYLK!2_z.3,LC__ !....................................................................................
IF (TEST ) 7129,307,329
307 DO 308 J=l,5
JC =JC,,- 1
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315 CONTINUE ....................................
I F ( I'.%_ASE ) 60R ,6(_7, A[hR 1
C. .... A FI ELI) CONTAI NEt.) Z_-P.O .U.'_. SLT.T .l.dG .Ut-! ..&iL_<A.Y EUL£..J_.E_AS_T SQ_._E,I..T_ ...................................
326 ',.,'RITE ?;TPL;T TAPE I'o,gBb,IH, AT(K3),_IOU(3),IFIELD(KI4)
GO TO 63(" l
329 ','!RITE OUTPUT [APE IC',936,1FIELD(KIq),IbA. T(L3),ICYCLE
630 ,RITE OUTPUI TAPE IC,;938,1FILLb(K14) ........ l
,..,RITE OOTPUT TAPE 10.-939,(FIELI.:IJ),J=l,K. 15 )
331_ . WRITE OLJTPUI.._IARE_.I.Q._,9.'47_ ............................................................
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO_ 939_(UELT (J)_J=]_K12 )
K 9 ---=-,--K 9-]- ........................................................................... 1__
GO TO 6,.)9 1
607 ....... /CZER-= , l ..................................................................... ]--.
GO TO 6(;9 1
_L'B ........ I DZE£..=_ .l ....................................................................... Z.___
C.,,,. CH,_r-CK TO SEE IF F,UFFER IS FULL
609 IE ( ',<9-1 NO ) 320 _309.,320 ................................... l_
309 FL5 = K9 -x (K!.,:[) + 2)
......... ,d_I[k I/\P'L iI_Lii_,IZL-b:,K.5_,IUAT(K3),(I/q_(L2),FAu(L2)_t.CFAR(LI_L2£_ .......
1 LI=I,KWD ),L2=I,Kg)
........... KIQ = ,{,9 ..............................................................................................
K 9 = 0
C.J_,, 15 _CYCLE CODED ...................
32U IF(IOD(?)) 335,311,335
I_C._.,. _C0_':PLJIE PERCENT AT END UP CYCLE _ . .............................
335 PFR:I,.,O.-DA:4PH*ICO. / TAMPH
.......... I E..._L I P HA S_E ). 5 _E, 539_, i&_- ......................................................................
539 WRITF OUTPUT TAPE IO ,tvB4,PER,IOD(3),ImaT(KB),IOD(7)
.............. GO TO 53_ .... . . 1
540 _RITE QOTPUT TAPE IO,gbl,PER,Iuu(3).,IL, AT(K3),IOD(7)
....... GO TO 610 ......... 1
C .... CHECK FOR WORE cYcLES _iITHiN THIS UATIERY
.... 3.1.1 ....... I F.{.I PIJASE )610,534_61£; .............................................................................
534 IF(ICD(I7) -2) 536,535,536
5 -- ......................... 35 I_HASE 1
TA_V'PH = DTA;4
....... I_IDLJR = D/ID .........................
DAr4PH=O°
................. GO. TO. Z32 ...........................................................................................
536 IF(ICZER} 613,217,613 I
_ 61Q .... I F..( I CD ( 17 ):'2 ) _ 6.12,6 t 1_,612 ............ 1
611 IF(ICZER) 613,612,613 1
_6_!2 .... IF!_IgZER ) 6_i 3_.2 !7,613. ................................. 1
613 KCYC. = KCYC+I 1
............. I..F..Ji<,._ C..-_!_CP(..!.6_ll_JZs_i..,.4k3__2_k .......................................................................
313 LR = 2
............ LK :_3 .........................................................................
GO TO 1
.... &Z2_ ..... KEY_C_ -- 0 .............................................................
FCYCLE = ICD(14)
........ LC_y_C.__..=....Lg EL1.A-L._ .............................
C .... CHECK FOR NEXT BATTERY
............. LFJ_K_3:KI__L___IA.,3! 7,_314 ........................
C .... DID WE JUST ',,,'RITE
._ 314 IF (Kg) 316,321,31__6 - ................................................................
C .... NO DUMP BUFFER
316 K._L-- K.9_..__ (r_V.___D+ _)
WRITE TAPE IRETR,IZER,K5,IUAT(K3),(IAR(L2),FAQ(L2),(FAR(L1,L2),
• C-25
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,','RITE OUIPUT 1APE IO_952_IBAT(K3) .....
IFIN = _) i
................ IE/&I1..__= ..._.......................................................... 3._ ....
GO TO 210
317 . IfffKg) ..... 319,3.1 _L__2_12..................................................
3"18 BACKSPACE IRETR
.... K9 =Kld ............
319 KS = K9 * (KWD + 2)
........... __LRI_T£__T.AP_Z_I._.E_T__I.Q_E.2.LS_5._.I.L!A__I__K_3] j./_L}'__R.,LI-2.] aE_ZACLI.L23_,]_EARLI_L_ L.
121 ,LI:I ,KWD ) ,L2=I _K9 }
GO. TO ..B64 ............. I
I IF( ICI)(4(!1 )594,5(16,504
504 IF (IRNG(J8}). _Q_,5o.6,SQ5 ..................
505 ICD(14) = IRNG(J8)
............ !FCY_._LF._..._.=__LB.bL_&46.L,
ICD(15) : IRNGiJ8+I)
. FI..NC - _ IRN_LJ8+I_) .....................................................................................
ICD(16) : IRNGIJ8+21
J8 .-d_8 t3 ..........................................................................................................
KCYC : O
ICY C :1_l)..[1._.
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO, 945 , ICU(14),ICD(15),ICD(16)
........ .I_LIM_.=.!_C,_D_(I_E).....+...LC.D_L.,I.5.)._*.X..I.CD.(16.).-_I1...........................................................................
ALIM:ILIM
.......... GO._TO._._.t_ 1 17____L2..2.__.L,.L_I.R...... ... .............................................................................
506 ICD(14) : IGl
I_p(is) ..-..IGi:
FINC -- IG2
ICD(161 = IG3 .......................
.......... ILIM -- ICD(141 + ICDClS)-;--i-i-4-di-l'g[--i-f ....
A L I M =.I_L_._I.M.....................................................
d8 :1





FOi .IAT (IHI20X,32HDATA RETRIEVAL RUN. REQUEST NO, 121
903
904
FORMAT (IHO5X,23HBATTERYS REQUESTED ARE 1214)













(6X,13HINCREMENT IS 13,22H NUMBER OF INCREMENTS
(6X,1211CHARGE PHASE)
(6X,15HDISCHARGE PHASE}
(_Xt}6HLEAST SQUARE FIT ON REQUESTED FIELDS)
(6X96HFIRST 12,27H PERCENT OF CYCLE REQUESTED)
(_X,SHLAST 12,27H P_RC:NT QF CYCLE REQUESTED)




917 FORMAT 6X,22HOUTCARD DATA REQUESTED}
IZ+)
6X,22HINVALID DATA REQUESTED)




lb. Data Retrieve Formatter Routine -- Source Statements (Continued)
91R :C ) /',T (6, X,2CHb'_LL FI[:LI S RI:CI, aESTLL:')
......................
')i 0 [--.,'.?,_< _P.T (t(,X,18_il;'.;{(.)i<Z;!/C[ T /',! i ,h+ ',2+ "_r • . _!'_I <(;q FCT TAPE AND PUS 1
lii ,_TART) .......................... ___L_
f r'),, _ , •92 : F. ,, ,T (IHJ6X, 7 "L'TTr[,_"FI'_+_27'.! i!. _,'jT /'i C:I!_(_ARC; T.',P[:)
92] F?:P.:AT (iHL!()X_2]JP..'L- ELCt.!t.L":I! P:y :,'.fl"!.,Y!4+]o! ', LC()I.ILG FOI.. C'YCLEI5
1,111_ :.:F CATT[RYI4)
':)22 F3R;.+AT [1HUOX_2E, IICI:.)ULL) !:_-[ FI;'.'.L, CYCLEIS,11H uF !_,ATTFRYI4_131t ,USIR
1(:, CYCLEIS)
.. 92:3 . FORi_I .( IH.O_X_.U+CJ._4MALI-D-D/L:i'A, _;ATTLRYI4, -_H. CY-CL.EI.5.o-5H- C.Ot)_3.(+-_. ...............
1 511 TIMEI5)
..... 924 .... FD.Ii_IAI__L&X_,_7f&FIPLEL.d_E. _I_,-_IU_E .b9 AND .LAEEL,..i_iOUNT. I'_W _d.9 /_ND .P-uS_:] ..ST ...............
1ART TO CONTINUE, RE(_UESTISs13H IS COMPLETED)
..... 9.2.5 ...... EOR_AI.I].HO&X,.7_IdbAlTEJ?,YI4,23H IS.NOT or,L QUTCARD TAPE) ...................
926 FORMAT (IHI6X,94HCEL.L CYCLE RE_UEST BUT CANNOT LOCATE CELL CYCLE F
............. _.l._I.EL. D-- .ON. _F.+O."¢IR 0 L. -C_.._L_D-.-.. -.'_S-F,-LP.32'..G.....I.O--N I_ X I-.. _Q,I.IgS-T-
927 FORMAT 1HO6X,21H;'!E ENCOUNTERD BATTtLRYI4,23tl LOOKING FOR CELL CYCL
_ £EZE6.0,11H OE BATTERY)4,1611 OF ENDCARD TAPE) .........................
')28 FORP,!AT llIb6X,25tlCOL, LD NOT FIF'!D CELL CYCLEF6.C,,lli.I OF i3ATTERYI4,18
........ lJ[ .USING LLLL LY'CL[TEG.U)
929 FORi'I!AT 1HI.)6X,2811CrJUL._ NOT FIN[, dATTLRY CYCLLI5s 11tl OE b/',TTLKYI4
............ ]_.,3..9_II_OE._c,'U]:..CAR.U..T.APE • US I_.C YCLEI5 ) .....................................................................
930 FOR:.'IAT 1FtO6X,28HCUULD NOT FIi'.lb BATTERY CYCLLI5_ llH OF P3ATTEkYI4
_ .l,29H OF ENDCAI£L_ TAPE, USING CYCLEI5)
:931 FOR4AT 1HO6X, 7HBATTERYI4, 6H CYCLEI5,24H OF OUTCARD TAPE INV_LID
....... l) ........................................
932 FOR_'_!AT 1H()6X,FS.1,34H PERCENT.AT ThE d,FGINNINCi OF CYCLEI5,21H IS
.......... lklI.SSLL'LG _,. _R_Y_I.4__I._q_-L EEROf<. CODE lSI_&._13ti,Cllik2GE. PUASL.) ...............................
933 FOR:-1AT 1H(,6X,43tlCOIJED NOT FINI) THE DISCtqARGE- PHASE OF CYCLEIS)
.934 __. FOR!"!AT 1HO6X_F5.1,28H RERCLNT A.T THE END C'F CYCLEI5_201i IS r4ISSlk ........
1G. BATTERYI4,14H ERROR, CODE ISI4,13H.CH,",RGE RHASE)
___935 . FOR;'.IAT (_1HO6X, 7d.r_ATTEI£YI4_4t_ CYCI_ _23.1-t.0F OUT_CARD TARE, FILLET ........
14,39H CONTAINS ZI-RO. DID NOT COMPUTE L.S.FJT)
..... 23b ..... FOR.i,AT_..,( IIlL!bX. ,5_2LI,LrI,HE__L,.&_IE,[T. R_UUTI,tE CAN' T FLT_.A. P,OLY_.,_O_,:_IAL F_j.l.<,_F.I ...............
1ELDI4_ 8H SATTERYI4, 6H CYCLE)5)
937 ..... FORMAT (1HO6X_24HDELJA TII,,IE VALUES FOLLOW) .........................
938 FORVtAT (1HO6X, 5HFIELDI4,141t VMLUES FOLLOW)
_ 939 __ FOR?.Z&T_(3X,8EI__,S_.) ............................. ....
940 FOR:"IA T (13 II, 14,13, 14, Ii,Ii, 12,1812,211,311, I 3)
.... 9 1 ....... FORKAT .( 1.HOI6X.,q_QL-ICOU_LD.NQI_JE.I.ND TJ:LE__C_/,I_.GE.. IPUAS.E_ OF. C'£,CLF._LS.J ..........................
942 FOR:.,IA[ (II_G6X,6OHPERCENT NISSING GREATER THAN PERCENT REQUESTED,CY
ICLE SK If)RED]_ ..............................
943 FORI,+AT (28H0 ....... RETRIEVAL REGUESTI3,18H CO_".PLET D .. ..... )
_ 94_: .... FOg+M&T .... !_6_LI4.,j3,_I49 ) ...........................................
945 FORMAT (IIIII7X,36H**** NEW CYCLE GI<OUP. STAkTING CYCLEIS,IOH INCR
IEMENTI5,21H NUMBER OF.INCRE;';ENTSI5.L ......................................................
946 I-ORMAT (1HO6X,27H**_* CYCLE RANGE LXCEEDED. 15,17H CYCLLS EX/RACTE
........... !P_I.........................................................................
947 FOR,,IAT (6X,5OHCYCLE RANGE LXCELL)ED SEAI4CI_ING LNDCARD-c#-[LL 'CYCLE.iS .............
1,18H CYCLES EXTRACTED.)
949 FORMAT (6X,26HCHARGE ANI) DISCHARGE PHASE)
950 FORi4AT (__._4H PERCENT. AT THE [_EGINNI/,iG Q_E_..C_Y_q_L.:E_I___a.2D_H___I_5_........
II¢.'ISSING. BATTERYI4,14H ERROR CODE ISI4,17H. DISCHARGE PIIASE)
.... 9___55.!. .. _FD_R'__4_A_T__(__I_UO6X__tES__..L,__28H__EER_CF_N_!_.6_!__TH£__END. OF_._.C.Y_C.LE_I__5_L2OH _!$ ;,IT SS_.!.N ...............
IG, BATTERYI4,14H ERROR CODE ISI4,17H. DISCHARGE P+_ASE)
__95.L_F_O_R_,"IA_T_E/_L//_i/_3__O_X__2_4__H_*_*2"<*_*_*__*__S_T__AI_LTJ_._LG__B-AI__I_%Jk_L_t:i *_*_**+t*_* LLLU.) ..........
953 FORMAT (1HO6X,I3HENDCARD CYCLEIS,40H A FIELD REQUESTED CO 1
_NTAINED -O) i
954 FORMAT I IHO6X,13HOUTCARD CYCLEIS,11H DELTA TIMEF7,4,47H A FIELD R 1
C-27
lb. Data Retrieve Form.atter Routine_. Source statem_en ts (co nb_'nued)...................
...... 1EQUES lIED _CObLTA 1RE D -0_ ..... ) .........................................
955 FORPIAT (1HO6X,L3HOUFCAI_{D CYCLEIS,40H SF. IPPE-D-.-DELTA TIME FIELD CON 1
........ /.TAI_LS _ZE BQ.] .... ]'
956 FORMAT (1H06X,IIHCYCLE RANGEI2,16H SIARTING CYCLEI5,11H INCREMEN
IT15,22H . [,IUH',bEK OF !NCkEMEi_I._I_; ..................................................................
....657 FORty,AT I1Hl17Xl
958 FORPtAT (IHL_;6X,1311OLJTC/_RD CYCLEI5,72Yi SKLIPPED, EACI_.CA_I£D_.DF THE CYC_ i
• F" r- r l1LE HAD A _,:b'U_T.oTEL) FIELr) THaT CONTAINFI) -r_)
__.959 . FORi',:AI. (4FI.0...4..I ................
E "! D
) i. 'ZZ _ . ) (p ................................................. LS_L_LI(LQLL _
-xIj (((PgXH G4'E 5' '' 54'( t '9 tq'Xt _)] '() '4'(7 b' '9 '74' 5 'G LSL4POO01
. _J7Z(P_VGP G4'54 _) .G ,z_ '5 7 94 '7 85_7G41.449' X' '9 (G51448' W75 , ,L.S_PO_OC12 ....
*J7(( (_,,,3 ' (7 ' 9' (4 X1 W' t, t, ' ' -IG6(Z+ (1 _,' ' ' t7 =5 '45 7 9-7tLS'-_PO003
...................,j7 7 l._._, yGT . 5....= 7._. L ..(_. ,_ ,cL.X__L&.--(-L.K?.-" £.' . '52.__X !__.L_.Iy.' ( 1 7___..t2 ...£.,.'. VL . L_.. J..L&_B.O_Z& ....
*J7i,_7GGGG ' '9 (8 X'9 (4 (i ( ' 7' '' ' ' =' ' ' ' ' 71 Vl' '' ' ' '4 (i (I (LSQPO005
. *J7('DPC..G,W ' 74 (' 91 ([ (' '' 'z4 (i (Q __7 ,2. {' 9E _-z+._l .(' '-t 7'_ '' 'LS(,_PO006
_JT(P(***_:V.. , ' 4' 7' ' ' '' Z' X' (' U' ( ' ( ' '75W' '45 ' XE5 -7' ' (7514 ILSLQPO007
_J7((G7GGC, G 95 -774 (P, X9 (! .(9 XR (' '4 T1 (' ' ' '8 X' 71 ( ' !' '' '' 7LSGRO_O_8 _
"_J7$X("_**V 1 X' 7' 7' ,z+ 'I (' '_ X' 74 (9 (75W4 '45 9 (65 9 (76(76 7 (LSQPO009
_.__J_5[]?., _ D_-., .0 _= 6..._t __ .- _. !J+ _...#_6, .Z7.__XZ,_Z.(___TZ-+._.__ .9,5 ..._7.-7_5..._t-_-= 1.7..G 5 X - 7 ' G 6 I L S (#P 0 010 _
*J6:,t:*PD:,T 77(A6 3 (9 (4 (' '-6'46 95 7 87 (E6 -7'06'' (iX7# 'D (9 U75ULSG_PO011
*47 (.).( 7GGGD 75.. 74 6_5. 95.-.77D X' ._U9 : '..' ' _-#'D .._71 ( ' 3.13__(_8_ _<9___t£ 7, _,_k,£_QPDO:[?._.
*J7**P*.m=,w , ,(X675,067G6(G4(D X, ,=4 95 -4'D '8 (' t-78-67G6(-7_D ,t (LS_POOI3
* J 7, _(R_IT.GGF 77.., 7_z_!G_ !r77_7 .. t.. ! D !.9 _.UD _( 8__ X 9 _ ( ? U '.._!.! _UD....(8_ ( 9. (.7 ..... t .__74 [_LS_P_O_Q 14 ....
*J7*)'TGGGD 75 74 66 96 07,04'047G470 '1 (' '067-5'D (1 X9 (A '_ ,04'D tLS£4POOI5
*J77X(**_*6 j__(--.,D '_1 .(2...'76_LT-.7_.ZO67_Z,_z._t...ig§,-6 '7___ _L9 ,7 X76 96 --__.4 (LSUPOOI&
*J4*(**7(*N 1 (' '4 (G4(448G 77 ',V2 (' '' (' '1 4' (4 (9 '5 '4 X9 '4 WI (LSQPO017
..... _.-J Z .[_X_(_***=VJ __6 ...( 3 .._.( 9_. 3 7_6 ,__4_._L96 {- A, 4 . 77/4 (.!Q ,_.G.5..X.G..4..X_ 6__95..r_4 .?- 2_7_.-_6_4_9A (.,6 ____Z_y_LS Q .P_O0 lJ__ __
*JT)$,NGGGG 04tG6(7_,55 5 '5 '5 '5 '5 t5 95 776'(X'7615 t76_(P'76V5 t76'LSQPO019
......*_J!.__..:*t _*f_* . [ ;! ! Z..6!!_ LT.&'3_U_%L6..!_5'Z6 7 '.._.'1i).'_16_7_._5..'Z&7. '__=_11L-]_#_'.5__LLX.'_L6_X-5-- ' L__ 0 _.L_
*J5*X(**:,W 76,4 (96(-6_7_(76,GSXG4(Z+6 95 -_t-77(XTG6(-6?G4(O4tG6(76WG4(LSQPO021
* 7*
*JT)$X*NG)W 4 ,_ (' (4 77 (G6(-6'96 4 (4 (9 ,5 'G4(G5(G6(5477 (7 ,9 X7 (LSQPO023
• _*_JZ',?_L[( "****_ .7..x2_!L ( L_( L_£Z_ LL3 9...].!_xl__(.9__.s._7...xL. ;_9._.Z.7___X.7__tg_._Z. 7 ( 7 ( 9 ZLSUPO024
*JT*I*****P 7 (7 (9 X7 (7 X9 (7 (7 (9 (7 (7 (9 (7. (7 (9 W7 X7 X9 ,5694 XLSQPO025
*J7I*XP.,,N _ (E4 ' (0474 S' VE4 ' (0_'4 ,z, Z= (4 (' Y_t !_E# ' (_O._4__(9__(_4__(LS_Q_Q-O-2- 6. .....
*JX,)**7G]V,_L_____4 (' (' XE4 ' (04(6 X4 (= W6 (= {4 (' (' ,_4 ' (Q_(4 (4 (LS_PQ028
*JX,*(NC81 : X6 (: xg_ _ (7 =5 [569 9 9 3X 8 ( LSQPO029
*JXXJ(1 ' 7 ' 6 p * . . p * p+ p * * P P * LSQPO030
*JX(*X 'N P P '94 ' P *'* 4 (5 X: (G4(U4' LSQPO031
* DATA .................
OIIIOG..#(>OOO:_O':COIC5U05(.,O02250607080910
2.000 _._uO 3,2_0 0.500
! EOF E SY"
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2a. Pseudo Field Generator Program -- Detailed Flow Chart
Set All 16 Pseudo
Fields = I.E 36 Initially
ReadControl Card From
Input Data Tape
Write Out Control Card
On Print Tape
t
Read Pseudo Eqs. From System
Input Tape and Write On
Print Tape
Write ControlCard and Pseudo
Eqs. On Pseudo Field Tape
DetermineNature of Data From
InputData Tape
Read 1 Recordof Data From
Input Data Tape
Generate And AppendPseudo Fields
Per Input Equations
Write New Record Of Fields Plus
Pseudo Fields on Pseudo Field Tape
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2a. Pseudo Field Generator Program --Detailed Flow Chart (Continued)
SetUp TapeAssignments
IN : 2 IRETR-- 19
I0 = 3tPSEDO= 17















TapeIs A RETROr Pseudo I
No _ N_Yes













2a. Pseudo Field Generator Program -- Detailed Flow Chart (Continued)
Set: J = + 1
I I+ 12
ReadPseudoFieldControlCards[










Set- JJ- 0, LX --0
No
I Determineif DataIs Outcardor Endcard
1
Set: LI -- 21 ]
I=LI I
Set: I=1+ 1 Ij _
JJ=JJ + l
S
Set: JJ : 15
1
Yes(End)
Yes Set: LI : 20
I:LI
2a. Pseudo Field Generator Program - Detailed Flow Chart (Continued)
J










(11, IX, IBATT(FED(I), I = 1, IX)
t
ComputeNo. Of Cycles ContainedIn
InThis DataRecord





ComputeNo.of WordsIn A Cycle(Not
IncludingPseudoFields).














2a. Pseudo Field Generator Program -- Detallea _'tow Chart (Continued)
DetermineIf Data Is Cycle No.,















ILl = LI + L - 1 I
ILl = (ICD(ILI))'5 + I I
IL : ILl + II I ..,.,
L:L+I I --
F(ILI) :FED(m) IILl = ILl + 1
I=1+1 1m=m+ 1
I Call Subroutine 1
To Calculate
Pseudo Fields
I :(L- 1)'5+ 1 j
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Set Up Indices For NextCycle
.I=IXX+I+ LP L--1
IXX -_(J-1)+ICC K:K + 1
WriteOutput Area OnPseudoField
Tape (IPSEDO)




Write End Of File OnPseudoTape.
RewindPseudoand InputData Tapes.
_'_ , EXIT } C-35
2b. Pseudo Field Generator Routine -- Source Statements
....... *_ ..... CARDS _CO_LUNN
* LIST
* ._YNIiI2L.__ _.
C PSEUDO FIELD GENERATOR PROGRAM.
............... CDMMO_._.EEDD.,/__ • X-_CX.C
DIMENSION FEDO(4500) ,FED(4500),F(130),P(16) ,ICD(42),ICARD(1200),
............ J_Eli 5 ) _2.-( 5 L.t_E! L53_,__E__L_] _,_E5151_, _i6 ( 5J • _ F1L53J_ E2J__ b--EEl 5_1
2F10(5) ,Fl1(5) ,F12(5) ,F13(5 ) ,F14(5) ,F15(5) ,F16(5) ,F17(5 ) ,F18(5) ,
.3EI._20 (_! "_21 _ ( _ _ .Fp_ (5 !_- F 2_-kS-k4_E2-G/_k4_K2-_l _--)_F26! 5 )
EQUIVALENCE (P(1) ,Pl ) , (P(2) ,P2), (P(3) ,P3) , (P(4) ,P/+) , (P(5) ,PS) ,
.............. --11 P-l.& ) , P 6 ) • ( PL2-)-,-127-L.I-LP-/.8-3._ P81 j-(dP-£-94-.,,9-_J--,,4-P-LLO_.-_---J.-O-L_ .LP--LLZ_.El&&,
2(P(12) ,P12) ,(P(13) ,P13) , (P(14) ,P14) , (P(15) ,P15) , (P(16) ,P16)
.... E(3ULVALENCE--C_I 1J-, Ell , [__[Z:_I_, F_23 J [_-L13_L_EI±J_C£-LL6 1 ,_I-,/Z [l13_tE5 1-
1(F(26) ,F6),(F(31),FT),(F(36),F8),(F(41) ,F9) 9
..... ] (FI"'A) -F1(I) -iF!51_) ,F1 ] _
2,(F(56) ,F12),(F(61),F13),(F(66),F14) .,(F(71) ,E15).,(F(76),F16),
........ 3_LFL81],F17J,IEI86)tE1BbIiF(91)sFIgI_-LE(£&ItF20J-,iEL//LL) tF2l-l-t ..............
4(F(lO6),F22),(F(111) ,F23) ,(F(116),F24),(F(121) ,F25),(F(126),F26)
. _EQUIVALENCE_ IBFLAG, ILLFL_AG] I(AFLAG__I AELAGI_(E[_IEND), ..................
1 (CFLAG, ICFLAG)
_ .... ___, _.%F_. _E.. / AP-E--A5 ii_ b • _
10 IN -- 2
_ 2C_......... iO = 3 ....................................................................................................
30 IRETR = 19
_#0 .... [P_SEDO__=._3.7 ........................................................
C..... SET PSEUDO FIELDS =--i. E36-INITIALL'Y'.---
__kc} c}._.__D/I_LLU_/_=_I. ]_
llO P(1) = I.E36
_12_0...... J._EW I.ND_ IRET R ...............................................................................
130 REWIND I PSEDO
........ C__,,_,_,I:_EAII CONT_I{OL CKR_I_E_./J_£U£_DAIA__LAPE, .....
200 BFLAG = 6H$$S$$R
220 READ TAPE IRETR, AFLAG,(ICD(11,I=I,421
........._C _,;;_.._T_g.STIF 2ND CONT_ROL._.CAND _E,XISTS ......................................................
IF (ICD(39)-1) 222,221,222
_ __221__ READ TAPE IRE_T.__N,_(_FED!I)_,I-].,!_S) ............
FED(19} = O.
____._.,_L;u E.J.K_I E&G,E JC_E.QBf__iqS_1%1.5/5. ,C.Q_/.J3P_L__C,J!t_D...........
222 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE I0,230
........ 2.3O..... FORH.AT (18H! .................................... } .............................................................
C.....WRITE OUT CONTROL CARD.
CA__LL..CCARD (ICD,FED) .....................................
......C--..-.-_.I:EST IF-i-_IPU--T--DAT---A--TAPEIS A RETR IEVED OR I_sELID-o-FIEI-D-DA'FA -i'A--PE;............
__.. C. .t.._** $$ $$$R = RE TR I EV.F=D....,_$$$$_$P __._._F_Iy.,.E_D_..* .....
IF (IBFLAG-IAFLAG) 241,2#0,241
...... C_.:...__SE_[ __AFL_AG = $$.__$_$_$_._P_.... .........................................................
2/+0 AFLAG = CFLAG
................... _LP_.._-0................................................................................................
GO TO 250
2/+2 LP = 16
.... q_...._._,, 5_j P_O__LE_R_p_5_£.U.pO E.Q_U.AJ_I_O__N___q_ARI2_.5...O__/..N_RU_T_P_%.EUD.Q_F LEk, D_ TAEE_, ..................
READ TAPE IRETR, ICARD(1)
C.....WRITE CONTROL RECORD ON pSEUDO F_IELD_.DA_TA T.APE_, .....
250 WRITE TAPE IPSEDO, AFLAG,(ICD(I),I=I,42)
IE._.-(_LCD_(.,3__L-1l..2,_l..t2_O.c2,2 5j ...........................................................
2500 WRITE TAPE IPSEDO, (FED(1),I=I,18)
............................................................................................... 4 ...............
C-_6
2b. Pseudo Field Generator Routine -- Source Statements (Continued)
_____ C ..... TFMPORARY P.ROCFDIIRF ..... RFAD PSFIJDO FOtJATfCJN CAI_.& FRNM INPlIT..,T_P E
251 END = 3HEND
252 I = 12
2.53 J = 1
254 DO 259 JJ=l,lO_O
255 READ INPUT TAPE IN,256, (ICARD(K),K=J,I)
__ 256 F 0 R MAE_L,I.2J_.L ....
C,,,,,TEST FOR END OF PSEUDO EQUATION .CARDS,
__. IF" ( TCARD[J+I)'-'TFND} 25_,261 ,25R
258 g = l+I
259 _.,T,.=____L_-Ir_. 12
C,,,,,WRITE PSEUDO EQUATION CARDS ON PSEUDO FIELD DATA TAPE,
..... _2.6_.L___J_qLI.'[LTAPE__LP__L, ( I CARD ( K l ,K= i • I }
C,..,.WRITE OUT PSEUDO EQUATION CARDS.
wRITF OUTPUT TAPF I0,262, (ICARD(K),K=].I}
262 FORMAT(ZSHO PSEUDO EQUATION CARDS //(2X,12A6))
..... C_._,,_. ,L._I2E_T.E R_t,'_iI_N E ._[_HE._ NILN_B.E R ._)E I"_ ELDS._QN_ _LNPJ..LT_D__&T A .._TAP_EL




.... 30.__. L I_- 2Z ..................................................
310 DO 33o I = LI,38
............ IF. ( ICD(_I )_) .3_2_0_.34C),320 ................
320 JJ = JJ + i
....._&_3'o.......coN.T..L_UE
GO TO 360
_C.__.,.._TEST. T O _D__ETERi'iI.!_N_F_I.F A.L _ FIELDS AR_E___OLI _T_HE .IN.P_UTI__DA_TA TAP_E ...............
340 IF (JJ) 360,350,360
C....,,TEST__I-O pETE RM!_NE I__F _DATA IS OUT CAR D .QIR__ENDCAI<D .DATA ....................
350 IF(ICD(I)) 351,352,351
..... __sA...... JJ.. _. _2_ .....................................................................
GO TO 370
352 JJ = 15
C ..... DETLRMIr-,_L-iF---CO-EFFICII.Z.NTS LXISI-ON-i-NPUT D-ATA TAPE' .......................
___380 ....... IF (_.ICD(18)-i) 370_,380,370
37C I I = I
LL = 5
371 GO TO 400
380 I I = 5
.....38i_ _.LX____= i .....................................
C.....I<FAD COMPLETE RECORD OF INPUT DATA TAPE.
400 READ TAPE IRETR, II,IX_IBATT,(FED(1),I=I,IX)
C ..... COMPUTE NO. OF CYCLES IN THIS RECORD.
!.CYC = IX/_.((JJ_II)+LX+Lr_+..!) ....................................
C;_....PIOVE DATA Fi£Oq INPUT BUFFER T(J OUTPUI BUFFER.
.... (-,.--..iNIIIAL.I/-E.F__.;_L-OCK__i','ITLL_DAT_A _Fj<Oi/j_Li_P.bT .DATA TAPE_F_OR.... # CYCLL. ...........
IC = (JJ_II)+LX+I
IXX = IC
52d L = l
_,30 J- = i ................................................................
IL = C
...... ILl 0 .................................. _' .............
540 DO 7/-+u K = I_KCYC
550 DO 592 i,I =J,lXX
0-37
2b. Pseudo Field Generator Routine - Source Statements (Continued)
.... 5&O .... E_._.DQ_L[1___--.EED_( MI
570 IF (M-J-LX} 5800,580,590
..----5.&O.. _ !F(LY_}_..59H_-58nn;_58]
5800 END = FED(M)
.................. -E-Y.G_--._LEN D
GO TO 592
_ 5 81 .... 3¢ _=_.F EDI..M 1 ..................
GO TO 592
5900 IF (ICD(LI)} 5901,5901,5902
I m
....... 5.90 l-...IL.4.-=--_ L- ! ) **5+_1_ ......................................................................
GO TO 5903




591.. El.ILl} = FEDiM} ......
ILl = IL1+1
592 I _= I + _1 ......
C..... CALL SUtJNOi.JTINE TO CALCULATE PSEUDU FIELDS,
. ..._I.J--...E.._ i E..1...lu_:2 ,E2L,___,.ES.*Z&, E Z.,£B..._F_9.,E2 O, E1 ]-,El_Z,£..!.3 _.E.J-__/.i.,.E/-6._
1 F 17 ,F 18 ,F 19 ,F20 ,F21 ,F22, Fi3 ,F24 ,[:25 ,F26,X,PI ,P2 ,P3, P4,
................ 2- ........... P.5-, P&, P 7, PS., P9, P 10 ,P 11J.P2 2, P 13_, Ei&., P .L5, PJJ5, CYC. L ..........................
C,..,.MOVE PSEUDO FIELD DATA INTO OUTPUT BUFFER.
_.6 £LO..... ..DO_.J&2{2. i E. -=.._1,16 .....................................................................................
610 FEDOiI) = PilP}
__._& 2_0._.....I-----i--._..i.......................................................................................................
C.....bET UP INDICIES FOR NEXT CYCLE.
....... Igg ...... _J.__=..IXX. :I-__I__+.._.L[_........................................................................
IXX -- (J-I)+IC
.....740_ __I..= ......l ...................................................................................
C.....WRITE OUTPUT BUFFER ON PSEUDU FIELD DATA TAPE.
_._iii/LL__ .._i .=_..i.--=...1 ......[ ......................................................................................
81(1 WRITE TAPE IPSEDO, II,I,IDATT,IFEDO(J),J=I,I)
..... £..,_.,_IES'[.IE.IvlO[_E..b&IA r._I,_]__.ON INPUT DATA .T.APE_. ..................................
820 IF Ill) 83[J,600,830
..... Ji_3Q.... END FI.L_. I.PSED(J ..................................
t.,(EWI ND IRETN
.... _g.#q .......RE.WI/ND I.E_,EI&O ..................................................................
CALL EX IT
..... L.,....IM_P_N. OPER. INPU! _D.AT_A__T,AP.E H.8._.L_-E.N._,/'tO_U_NTED, '4kITE ERI_.QR STA_]'_I_,ENT ...............
900 PRINT 910
91_0 .. _ FO.N_,"IA.T(8.Q['!.l_ _[,:_ENu_P_-K ...I.r_PUT __D_A_.T6..TAP_/ __.A_5 BE[-.N [.IUU_[_[E_D_.L.j'i_QUNT .__P.j_bP.E ..........
1K TAPE ANL) PUSH STAN]o
-_-22_ ..... -?_._/.- ...................... _ ......
93O GO TO i20
........... END ......................................................................................................................
.(3-38
2c. Control Card Flow Subroutine Used in Pseudo Generator Routine
Data Listing Routine, Statistical Analysis Routine,
and Printed Plot Routine
Flow Charts and Source Statements
C-39
2c. Co+ntrol Card Flow Subroutine Used in Pseudo Generator Routine
Data Listing Routine, Statistical Analysis Routine, and Printed Plot Routine
Flow Charts and Source Statements (Continued)















++_ • t# +






























DO _7 K2 hi, J
CONTINU_
::7= : "" ":'"
IFI ICOlll) 42,41,42
GO TO 43
n v_ _ulr_v i_r ILU_w •
HRITE OUTPUT TAPE I09 9039 ( IBAT(I ) ,I'I,KI|
_,-. : T( L'T.'_
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE I0, 905, ICO(]LSI,ICOIltS)
tiR|TE OUTPUT TAPE I0* 906
IF ( ICOllTI-2l S11,510,511
u_ i q_ _l *qP RI I_P qp AAI" IA Alia
GO TO 66
_:'_ ...... C"T"''" T'.P= :C._C?
IF 11£I)1 11 i 54,47, S+
• _v -lr A _ a
ilRITE OUTPUT TAPE I0, 908
CO TO =_
IF IICOIIBII St, S0,Sl
GO TO S4
• iiii
2C. Control Card Flow Subroutine Used in Pseudo Generator Routine
Data Listing Routine, Statistical Analysis Routine, and Printed Plot Routine
Flow Charts and Source Statements (Continued)
ql2 FORMAT (6X,I&HFIELr)S REOUESTED2214)
_I 3 ,'-C_;-',A-T- (6)_-,r?_.H_NY&L.[-O-- O_-RC-e-UESTEO) ..............
014 FORMATI6X.35HCELL CYCLE REOUEST ON OUTCAR3 FIELDISI
.",._ .... 3_¥_A4
916 FORMAT (&X.22HENOCARD DATA REOUESTEDI
qlR FORMAT (6X,20HALL FIELDS REOUESTED)
_"_ ". C_."," " ".CX.2_:'C::A_C_ A,';",......._: _CU'"C '_ " "'"F.*:,.





Control Card Flow Subroutine Used in Pseudo Generator Routine,
Data Listing Routine, Statistical Analysis Routine, and Printed Plot Routine
Flow Charts and Source Statements
I Locate Batteries RequestedFromControl I QCard Store InArray "IBAT" Yes
Locate Fields Requested From Control I
Card. Stere in Array "IFIELD". If Cell I Write Out Comment
Cycle Request Skip First Field When I Format No. 918
Storing In Array "IFIELD', If First
Field Is Blank, Store A]I The Field
I iWrite Out CommentFormat No. 916
L




I Write Out Comment I
J Format No, 917 I
Il
Write Out Batteries Requested,Startinl[ [
Cycle, Increments and Number IOf Inormests











t Test Least SquareFit Request
l,es

















e'_ COIl Cycle Request
l,es
Write Out Comment IFormat N . 914
1
Write Out Comment lFomat No. 9]5
l




Write Out lFields Requested





3a. Data List Routine Flow Charts
C-44
I RewindTapeToPrint
















































SetIPG= To TheNo.Of Fields
3a. Data List Routine Flow Charts (Continued)
RewindThe'InputTape t,3










Calculate The No. Of Items I





















Of Data (Pseudo, RETR,
LS.F.)
WriteOut Data In A Format
CorrespondingTo TheType
Of Data
L Increase Line CountIPENT = IPENT+ 1
Yes
No
I Do WeHave MoreCyclesIn This Record
1
Set HDFLG = 0 1
l Yes
I 'Have We ReachedMax.ItemsThis Page. IPENT= INO
No
C-45
b. Data List Routine Source Statements
,, ,b ,
* LIST8
* CARDS COLUMN "




___C_ GENERALIZED PR_2T PR '*'_'....... zRAJ_._WId_LL PRINT RETRIFVED OR PSEU[_ID
C GENERATED TAPES
........... 0 --L_fFNST(IN FNI) f2_I'DIIT(I RI ,PPF'(I 2(I(I_'PP(IAI-TFTFI D(PA_ oD/_T_(45NN} 1 ,
i HED(42) ,ICD(.43),IRNG(19) 1




_.__.C._.._._E._Ej__ARI) HF AD INGS
END(l) =6HTI bUR
........... END(Z) = 6 EtA _r__ [:! I_ ...............................
END(3) =6HWAT MI
............ E N EL( 4. )_._-_6_ _.EEE__
END 5) =6H AMP FI
........ ......F-I',LD..LI_)=_H WAT _ ....
END 7) =6HAY CUR
............... EED (.B.I_.-.6 La_I_._U_. ...............
END 9) =6HMX CUR
......... __F._D_LI,_L) - 6 H A V, E_/__
END 11)=6HMI PWR
...... FNr)( 12 I :__ ......
END 13)=6H C EFF
....................... _.DLI_)--6HEZI .R ..................................................................................................
END 15 ):6HCYC 0
END 17):6HCYC 2
......... _--1 181 =___/f_LC___/_ .................
END 19 )=6HCYC 4
.............. E_D 20. } = _ICY C.__.__5...............................................
FND 21 )=6HCYC 6
............... _,N_D _2 2 J.-..6 U.CY C.... 7_...........................................................
END(23)=6HCYC 8
END(25)=6HMX VAR
................ EIN D( 26 )_= 6_H_ _T_ LI_iF__.......................................................................
C OUTCARD HEhDINGS




.................. .QU.T (_L-.6_H.P_RESS ...................................................................................................
OLJT(6) =6H V 0
.................. _OL).T..(7) -6H V..l ...................................................................................................
OUT(8) =611 V 2
......... !XJT( _ ) T __6 _il " Vl. _. 3 .......................................
OI,,IT(I',,)=6H V A




............._OLLT,L_.) = 6H v
FR :6H$$$$$R
C-46
m. Data List Routine Source Statements --_d)
........... FP- :644-$ $4_ $$P ....
PPP=6HPl-8
P-&#-_ .... =-6 HP9 - 16
PP ( 1 ) =6H Pl
P__4.I_I I-P-2
PP ( 3 ) =6H P3
P-P-U4-._--=6N-- -#4
PP(5) =6H I)5
PP ( £ } -SH P6
PP ( 7 ) =6H P7
PP ( 8 ) -6H P£
PP(9) =6H P9
_P4-! 0 ) = 6H _--l-G
PP(II) =6H Pll
PPC,!2) =6 M PI2
pp(! q) =AM Plq
.......... ]_P-L14.Z-.-----4_H-- R&-& ..............................
PP(15) =6H Pl5
............... RAI ]_ 1.--_. &N___D16 ..............









....... kq.A V .---- 99 ......................
READ TAPE IPRT,IFLG, (ICD(I),I=1,4-3}
....... IREQ = I REQa-.£ .........................................
IF(ICD(40)) _34,3B _,34
_ ....3.& ........ ILEAD-_T_AP.E. /_E_L._ 12_L-._.J.&=__I_L&) 1
C RETRIEVED OR PSEUDO
__33 .... IF. (IFLG ..__LR)_3Z,3_Q_,3I ..................
30 ;:RITE ©LITPUT TAPE I0, 900, IREQ
........ CALL CCARD ( ICD_J.RNG] ...... .............................................. _ --
GO TO 41
_.__31 ...... I.E.. EIE.LG. - IE) t2_._.&(],3.2 ...........................
C INCORRECT TAPE
_. _2 ..... P_NI _9QI ...............................
PAUSE
.......... GO_ TO. _ 33 .....................................
40 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO_902_ IREQ
........ .CALL £ c_R.D ,.. L L_JP_.LLRN_ L ............................................... _.
C READ PSEUDO CARDS AND WRITE OFF LINE
........ I_EAD___TAPE .IPRI__IN_Q_, (PPS_(.I),I.--I__IJ_OJ ....................
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO, 903
...... WR_I_TF_.#_U_IPUL_T_ PAEE.IO, 90ztJ_..._LPF_S(I]_,L I-I-,/NO.) ...........
C DETERMINE WHICH FIELDS ARE USED IN ORDER TO SET LIP FIELD HEADINGS
....... .&3-- .... _ RI ,I E._QDLTBJ.LT_ _.TJLE LI.Q_.9..1.5. .....
K2 =0




___5 ............ _9.. 4_&5._I_1 !_!_L3 6___
IF(IED(1)) 46,47,46
......_4__6___K2 =_.K2± ! .................................................................
IFIELD(K2) = ICD(1)
45 CONTINUE
.... Z+7 ..... I F-{-K2-}-- -- 55 '48-;-_5 ..........................................................
C BI.L_..F_L.EI,,O5_A&E_ZQ._EE_$ELE._.T.EE ......
48 IF(IED(I) ) 50,49,50
C-47
3b.- Data-List Routine Source Statements (Continued) .................
.......C ....... D_T._R-D ..............................................
49 J = 15
C ENDCARD
_ 50 J = 26 ......
51 DO 52 K2=I, J
IFIELDIK2) : K2
52 CONTINUE
C SETUP FORMATS AND CALCULATE Tile NO. OF ITEMS PER PAGE
55 .... _ &5 i =1 J K2 ...........
I = I
_ _ IA =_IFIELD(I}
IF(ICD(1))61,62.61
_..Hi ....... itf/1ti £ ._-_ FNDil A_ .........................................................................................
GO TO 65
62 HED(1) = QUT(IA) .......
65 CONI INUE
_ _ I=I_-1 ......................................................................
IPG = 0
IF(IFLG IP) 77,70.77
-- 7 _ ........ i F.. [ J [ D _ [ 38 I ) i i _)I_21_,7_6,71 ..........................................................
C YES * ADD P HEADINGS TO HED(1)
lk ....... DQ IZSII J: 1,16 .................... ......................................................................... [ ----
72 I = I+I
.... HFI)( I I =-.-P-P-_.L.....
75 CONTINUE
..... _ ............ C A.L C U LIA IJF.__.[I.EMS _. P F.,..R_" P_'_ ............................................................
78 11 = I
79 IPG = IPG +1
GO TO 8u
.... _ .... !PIG =_ IpG+I ....................................................... .............
GO TO 83
C lEST LoS*F.
77 IF(ICD(38} - i} 78 74 78
7{_ .HEDEI+I} = PPP i
HED(I+2) = PPPP 1
74 IPG K2 ......................................................................
IFiIFLG - IP ) 83,82,83






CALC. NO OF ITEMS PER PAGE. NON L.S°F. COUNT INCLUDES HEADING
















IF (IFLG - IP ) 91,90,91
LP = 16
91 IF (ICD(38') - I ) 93,92,93
C-48
' ] _,t t!
• _l__Data_LJs_utJ_e Source.Statements (Contained)_ .......................................
92 LX =1 .................................
II =5
...... J5 = K2 ...x- I I-. ÷ 1 4,--L._-÷--_P .....
93 KCY = ICNT / ((K2 * II ) +1 +LX + LP)
IF- (ICD(58) -i)- . 94,110,94_ ...........................................
94 Jl = 1
.......... J3 =-2 .......................................................................................................
J8 = K2 + LP + 1
................. J_.-.= .48- ...................................................................................
DO is0 Kk =i , RCY
............. 1F---( -ND F J...-G-)....... 96,95-,98 ......................................................
95 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO,905, 1PAG
........... '_RIIE--_UTPU-L. TAPE- ID,906-'L-_ED_LsK=I-,I. _.............................................................
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 10,913
............. I PAG-=-I P._-- _ 1 ......................................
[PENT = 1
L v'_R;TE DATA ..........................................
HDFLG =i
_6 . z;RITE QUTPUI 1APE IQ,9_8,[dAI,DA_TA.(JI) ,(DAIA.(_L2_I) I, J2-J3_,JkJ ........................
_'_RITE OUTPUT TAPE IO,913
........... J1 _..JJ.+ J8 ...................................................................................................
J3=J3+J8
. _ J4=JZ+÷J8 ..........................................................
IPCNT = IPCNT + 1
........ IF (IRCNI _-._INO) .... 100,97,100 ..............................................
97 HDFLG = 0
- -_100-- CONII _ .................................................................................................................................
GO TO 89
_ C ...... SETUP LEAST. SQUARE HEADI.NGS .................................................
llu J1 = 1
...... J2- 2 .......................................
J4 = 3
DO 130 KK =i , KCY
....... iF (HDELG) i12,111,i12 .......................................................................................................
iii WRITE OUTPUT ]APE IO,905, IPAG
......... WRITW__ OUTPUT_ _APZ....I.O ,909 ...............................................................................................................
IPAG = IPAG + 1
................ HDFLG.. _- .l..............................................................
IPCNT = 0
__ C _. ._'RIIE DATA ........................................................................................................................................
112 J7 =i
........ WRITE OUT PUT__T_A_PE_ !.O,910,1BIA_T_,b,_TA(J!_)_,_I_H. EO(I_.[,(DATA(_IS_),JS=J4,J6), ...............
IDATA(J2)
____.Lkt .... I E.L-J_?.._-_.._.K.2_L. i.i__zl_l__7_Lil,3.
113 J7 = J7+l
_J6_ =_J__ +_5_..................................................................
JZ+ = J4 +5
........... _WL£I T E__Q_JIP__U_T__T_A_BE_ iO_,9._l_l_ _]tEI2JLJ_Z_Lt__LDATJBZ.JtLaJ3=__J_A_tJ_6_] ............................
GO TO 114
_ _{:.. .... El_F_ l...D_. __C_OJ._EL_T E D TEST PSFUDO
117 IF( IFLG - IP ; 122,118,122
...._z_18 ..... __6L_.--__J__6__+_ 6.......................................................................
J7 : J7 + 1
........... J_ _-___J__ + ._% ..........................................
ICT = 0 1
- i02_ WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO,912,HFD(J'/),(D_TA(JB),J3=J4,J6) 1
IF(ICT) 103,101,103 1
C-49
3b. Data List Routine Source Statements (Continued)
.....1(3-1.....LCT--._--I
J6 = .,16 + 8
J7 = J7 + 1
. . _ GO__]-O 102 ............................................... ._._
103 J4 = J4 + i0
..... G 0 TO 123 ..........................................................
122 J4 = J4 + 7






Jl = Jl + J5
.... J2 : J2__+ ,J5 .....................................................................................................
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE TO, 913
.... IPCNI = _IIRCNI *1 ........................................................................................................................
IF( IPCNT - INO ) 130,124,130
__.. 1 p _ ._ _Lti.LEJ_G_ .-:. _D_ _
13f) CONTINUE
GO TO 89 .....................................
140 REWIND IPRT




" -- _ 0 _I ...... EOR,fiAT...(iHi_E_X._ !IUB.Eg__U__E_S_T_.___!_,3_I!,___PRINI_ OUT PE_ A I_FTN_I___VEU .DA_TA ..................
i TAPE/// )
. -- 1 90 l .... F Q g M A T--( 6 X_ ___I N£--0 ffI_ E--E[----[--NE_--T -- I A--P--_-- JVL_T------_ RI_ E q T----! A P--E A N.D P _ _ H----&.TA ......................
IRT }
lED DATA TAPE///}
.: _9.03.. FORMAI.. (I_O.2.O..X,31H_P_&Ei_D_Q .SOURCE.. 5T_AI_IS.EQLLQWZILI .......................................
90# FORMAT (IGX,I2A6}




V08 FORMAl (2X,12, I5,3Xliil IPSEI4.5,4X,IHI/I2>',Iii28EI4.5,4X_iri2/ ......
_ I ! 2 X, J._H3 B E.!4., b ,4X, I H 3/! 2 X_,_!U48 E !4, b ,I4X ,_ljiG# ! 2 X, i H_b 8E ! _...5, GX., ._.bi51..................
I 12X,lH62E14,5)
.... .9,,.Q.9.... EOR _IA.L. ( 8.4 U._JI&IL _ £..Y.g........ E I. L_A__._ .__ I_i.l ,..._D..E_ ......... .._3
l_X2 x C24X,IOHTIME DUR,//)
910 FORMAT _( 2 X, I 2 __3X _ j 5 .__2__(__.A6._._._I_P.___IZ 4__.___I14 X.__.Ei I.L,_.5. ) ........................................
911 FORMAT ( 14X,A6,1PSEI_. 5)
912 .....FORMAl ( _I_#X,#,6..;..1P_8.E!.4• 5 L ........................................................
913 FORMAT (18X)
.... 914_ ........ P U_B,_A T .. (...1._Hi. 20X_._._t#].IJ, • ,.:_, • :., ., .,.___,.PI_ __IN_.T__.NE %.UE_.$.T_ L.Oj:'ip_&.C_T_.ED ,._, ,., • ,., ,.:_.,., ,_ .................
Vlb FURHAT (IHO2OX,5OHFIELDS NOT USED 'dILL HAVE THE VALUE I0 TO THE 36
irul .........
_o FORMAT_X,_SHPUS-, sTA_T iFANOTHER TkPEIS TO _F PROck_S_oi ......................
C- 50
4. Statistical Analysis Routine
C-51

























































4a. Statistical Analysis Routine Flow ChartS - Main Program
C-54




Set InputArray IIT = Blanks, I = 1
I IT(I)= IBLKI:J 1
Yes
r ReadControlCardFromSys.InputTape













L ICD(I) I -- 1, 42 /]
Read2ndCard









4a. Statistical Analysis Routine Flow Charts - Main Program (Continued)
I J=20























JJ : 26 I
C-55
C-56




I LL 5 IX = 1
@-.=°
I Read Pseudo Equations From IInput Data Tape
ICARD(K), K =
Write Pseudo Equations On /Sys. Output Tape
1
tead One Record FromInput Data_
Tape Backspace I.D.T. /
1
Calc. Loc. of Pseudos 2NLOC = JJ*LL + LX +
1















































4a. Statistical Analysis Routine Flow Charts - Main Program (Continued)



































4a. Statistical Analysis Routine Source Statements - Main Program
_ * _ CARDS COLUMN
_- SYMBOL TABLE
..... _ ......... l_I $ T_8- .............
• LABEL
C :'4AI-_¢P.R(IGR/_M FOR .F-I_L -S_L,.-ANA£YSIS-ROU.T_L_IE ...................................
COH:.ION BUF, IT, I F, ICD, ICARI), I FLD, IPFLD, I FFT, I FPFT, NFFT ,END,P,F,BLK,
1-FLP, ELR ,JJ ,,dP, JJF-_JPE gJDEP. I OP, I OE,J = 1J,_F 29 L"ID ,,LL,_ LK,, LP__IB AI __L!__ .....
2 ICNT,KCYC, IRAN
I L3,K _KK,K2 _K3 _ NOVAI_ _NOBS _NCYC _X _XBAIR _ S I GMA ,SB _V _ NF11 _ EMSQ _FI_ SUMWT,
...... _. "[Z]L_ _I]_H _S-'I T CH. PU2 .i b24:?_Y s Vi,iIRL. &LPIAX.SEIZA_X .i_[',iIJ_Lt_T AZ. [_NUL_J U I,_. ....
3 FINK.FF,IPIII,I I.JJN
..... COMMON LSCYC_Y_SY,ANN,TEMP_IEI_-_-IIE_I2-_ID_IFL_IN_JQ_IR_NLO(-_N_&_ _
1 RIIED,HE[),RBETA,PS_,END,OUT,PP,JA, IP,LC
1 [PFLD(16 ), IFFT (42) , IFPFT(42) ,NFFT( 42} , IRAN(19)
.... DIMENSION JJLI42) ,ICYCi20J ,R( 5 3 J 5 _ )" "J S [ 5--0 I_5 0 ) _ A £ 5 _ _ 5 0 1 'LE { 5_ _ 5 D ) j ....
1C(50'50)'X(50)'XP'AI_(50)'SB(50)'SVTX(SC))'I£_!(4500) 'RETA(50)
........... --E)L_'LF------NSI O--N----V(5EL_ S--LGLIA( 50 )--_--EL 50_--LS--0"LI--_ RUEL115--0 L_J3E IAL50--)--' ..................
1 RSB(50),END(26) ,OUTI15),PP(16)
....... _..EQLLL._&J.E_C____IE..I_ __EBLD_I ._l EJ_P. ,,.I.ELJ2.L_£.FJ_R • I FIR ) , [ F. _ _" ) . ( p • _ p ) ,,
1 (BLK,IBLK)
.......... _t_U_LV.AL.EJ_,i.C[- _. LI4UEI I_U l____.._tJ _ l.A ,.L$ , C] I, . . IX, ×BARI _ (S.W.TX.,.SB2 .................................
C ..... SET UP TA'PE NOS.




.................. ELR.... = _ 6H_$ _'$ $$R- .......................................................................................................
FLP = 6H$$$$$P
.............. BLK ...; 1H ..............................................................................................
S NPUT ARRAY IT : BLANKS.C ...... ET I
...._I.......... DO .2_..-L -_1._42 ...........................................................................................................
2 IT(1) : IBLK
.... IDJEP. : 0 ..........
(_..... NFAI) C()NTRuL CARD El<Or4 SYSTkN INPUT TAPE {IN).
..... IKEAD INPL, L]: TA.P_EI]N,I(JOu,IOP,IOF.,(IT(I),IF_(I},Ii-_I._ZOI,_'I_._EZ_I[_ .................
lOl, O FORMAT ( 211 ,IX,2(;(AI ,12 ) ,2F4..0, I I )
g "" ,,.,,_,}/R[T.E F..II-LST_.CDN..TJ-(QL....CALID. ON.._S_YS.,IIOUTPUT.._TAPE LIO)_ ........................................
WRITE OLJTPUT TAPE IO,i001, IOP,IOF_(ITIII,,IF(I},I=I,20)_FI,F2,1ND
10{)I FORHAT(20HII'{UN._I.Y]?F. DATA.OEI._.2AX_,.34_HSPECIFIED F IELnS.AND PSEUDO ..........
IFIELOS,26X, 2HFI_4X.2HF2,6X,3HIND //4X_II,gX,,II.TX,2r,(A1,,12,IX),
2 1X, FZf, n_, 2X _F4, q t_6 X.__I I ) ....................................... ...............
IF (IOP-9) 5,4,5
.... /4 .......... ._C &L,L..L_, I ...............................................................................................................
C ..... TEST FOR 2ND. CCNTROL CAR[).
.... 5 ......... IF ( IN DI l!0,_ll0,!00 ............................................................................................
iOO READ INPUT TAPE IN,IO02,(IT(1),IF(I}_I=21,42)
. 1002 F 0 _RM_AT_E22_( 6 I.,-I.2]_L..........................................................................................
C ..... WRITE 2ND CONTROL CAND ON SYS. O';TPUT TAPE (IO).
............. '" IQ ! T E.,.,._!J TEU_T __T.__A£__F_ i {..2' 1c.._C_,3,_ I(,.1.Z _E 2. U. _ L _, .. Z _ __ _ ...........
lOO3 EORilAT(//44X42HSPECIFIED FIELDS AND PSEUDO FIELDS (CONT.)//
........ ; __ 22_x__,Z2(A1,12.__1X_) ) .....
(: ..... DFTFR:_I,_!F IF INPUT DATA NO, IS 19 OR 17.
11',) IF (IOP-3) !29_,12_),]3n .................................
12:} IDT : IR
.......... _Q._T.QI__o .......................................
130 IDl' = IP
0-62
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.... _,__,.,..,_,_NDAD.--QbLI.G.t_NAL_ CDN.]IL_D4____I _LFOI<_-LA I.LON F1£0i4.. I%PUI_ ..DATA _IAPE _ ( lOT )_, -
140 READ TAPE IDT, IFL,ICD
__Q_,_,_ ,_,._,_I__..]___J.F_._I ___.g_O _T.L_._L_.L _E.O_<_L_Z_I.OJ ,.._.D_ 15 I..S_,. .......................................................
IF(ICD(39)-I) 160,150,160
____I_5_G ..... MEAD TAPE_. [D£__,__(II£AN ( i ) , 1-1 ,.18 }...................................
IRAN(19) = 0
..... C__....... WELIE__CQNTI'_OL INFORNATLDN-.OFL..IAPE IO .........................................................
160 CALL CCARD (ICD,IRAN)




.... E ,_ ._.,., _.T£S T.__L F_._I D T ... I S...QUI CRieD_. L ,._5.J_..I YP E_,_...........................................................
IF (ICD(1)) 190,175,19(J
__. ,],_7_5_.-_l/_.-(.l_..LSi-i3..19_?za./.ZS_t/3_
C ..... ERROR TAPE CANNOT fSE PROCESSED.
...... _]._7_6.... ',,t<j 1_ ,Jd rm'JT T/,P.E In zlt,'r)/4 _
1004 FOR/AT(9(;HOINPUT DATA TAPE IS OUTQARD LEA;_T- SiJ-.--';'ITli0-1]]---_]S-EiJb-O-FIE
..... 1LDS_" H£N.CE...NQ PROCES$ZNG__POSSLhLE_,] .........................
177 REWIND IDT
....... _. I_T.E .D_U_I PJJ.I_ I &E E_ .£ D. ., I L I Ym_........................
1116 FORiqAT(II-IO,32X,66H ***,*'_-m**** END OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PROGRAM 0
................. !_UTPUT. *****__9,*#__ _) ...........................................................
PRINT 1117
_ ._11j.__7 F_QRt%A.[_ ( 40_l-JO ....... P_U_Sti _START TQ._ CO.NT LN_U._E..__iI_T_d .NEXT__..RLIN_, _ ) _ _
PAUSE
__. GO TO 1
18U NPS = i
......... L_P___=_._1__6..............................................................
C ..... DETFRMINE WHAT INFO. IS PRESENT ON IDT.
___ 19_0 .... LF___EI_CgJ 441. ) )2.1_0 .,_2.U (-,', 210__ ......................................
209 J = 2O
GO TO 22.0.O....
210 J = 21
220 JJ = ()
IF (lED(J)) 260,260,230
..__ 2 3_.O____DO 2_5 9__ I .-_J__38_ ..............................................................................
IF(ICD(1)) 310,310,240
240 Jd -- dJ +1
250 tFLD(JJ)= ICD(I)
GO TO 310
C.....DETERMINE IF. IDT IS ENDCARD OR OUTCARD.
260 IF (ICD(,1)) 270,280,270
270 JJ = 26
OO TO 290 ---
280 JJ : 15
___29_0__DO_JZ__I:l,JJ
300 IFLD(I) : I
C .... ,_.LIF IDT IS L.S. TYPE.
310 LL = 1
LX = 0
IF (ICD(1)) 340,320,340
320 IF (ICD(18)-I) 340,330,340
330 LL = 5
LX = 1
C.,...DOES IDT CONTAIN PSEUDO FIELDS.
340 IF (NPS) 341,410,341
C ..... READ PSEUDO EQUATIONS FROM lOT.
C-_3
4a, Statistical Analysis Routine Source Statements - Main Program (Continued)
. ..... _.-i _.___I-,_AD±_AP-E.-_[DI-.-, _ I_,.(..LCAED_LJC_}_,.JLsj._-- L)
C,,,,,WRITE PSEUDO EQUATIONS ON TAPE I0,
___$I---_.O_--I-AJ_-E_IO-.ZO0__ (LCARD_K) :-K:Z_-! )
1005 FORMAT(25HO PSEUDO EQUATION CARDS //(IX,12A6))
""_ ...... RF=_ALL-ONE REEO-_._-. II.._I_A_ _EI_J.LP_-P_-EIELD IA_LE-X_P_LA_I
READ TAPE IDT,II,ICNT,IBAT,(BUF(I ),I=I,ICNT)
..... __Cg-iDI- ............................................................
C,,,,,CALCULATE LOCATION OF PSEUDOS.
NL_Q.C---_--4-.I_L X _-2
C ..... GENERATE TABLE OF CALCULATED PSEUDOS,
J_-O .....................................
DO 400 I=1,16
............. IF _(BUF_ NLOC-}_F.3&)-..- B 80_3g O-,_-S-80-............................
380 JP = JP+l
IPFLn(_ 'c') = !
390 NLOC = NLOC +i
._ 400 ...... _ON-T INUE ......................................................................................
GO TO 420
_.___.LO-___ _J___-__O
C,,,,,CHECK REQUESTED FIELDS VS, FIELDS ON !DT,
__- GO tn (a21:.a_1-z_40;46n)-tOF'.
C,,,,,MOVE ALL FIELDS INTO FINAL FIELD TABLE (IFFT),
.... 421- __i.E__t L._J.. _A23-,.i_.3._A 22
422 JJF = 0
........ .G0___0---4-32.- ..................................................................
423 DO 430 I = l,JJ
.___.__.._I_'F'TI T]= II_.Il_(1)
43 1 JJF = JJ "
............... E_.:__IUE ........................................ _-.............................................................................
432 GO TO (440,540),IOF
.....C_,,_,,_.,_,MOVE_ALL P.SEUDO_..F_IELLL5_ INTO F INALPSEUDO E.IELD_._IAL_LE...(.IEP£.T.)-, .........
440 IF (JP) 4419451,441
__. D.O..A.5._.-I _-cIJ.,JR .._ .....
450 IFPFT(1)= IPFLD(1)
..... /_51 Jp_F - JP ...............................................
P = flip
............... GQ_..._T_O_._(.6 20 ,_ 20_ • 460 J. i. I OF ............................................................................
C ..... CHECK SPECIFIED FIELDS, MOVE SPECIFIED FIELDS INTO FINAL FIELD TB,
..... _.._., .JJ _,I-?RI.._.T .. i.. I.,_I ._QF_.F_LELD _ _LU._5.1 _D.._._.U.I_ N O.T.._E OiJ_l D...Q/i_l_l _,.................
460 F : IHF
................ J JF_..= 0 ......................................................................................................................
I = 0
................. J JN '._- .0__ ........................................................
IF (IT-KF} 461,470,461
____C.,..u_,._L,5_ R U N .. _B.F_,_..I _LD..Y.9_E.__ ......
461 IF (lOP-3) 530,463,462
...... __62 ....... l_E_...LI OP--.6.L_ 5_2dZL,__6_.3J.SD_ ......................................... .
463 IF (IT(2)-KF) 530,464,530 I
.... (,_.____i_-_i .................................................................................................
470 I = I + I
..LE..,.LL.,Y_._4_ZI_, 471 • 5oi
471 IF (IT(1)-_F) 510,480,510
480 DO 500 J=1,JJ ......................................
IF (IF(1)-IF-LD(J)) 500,490,500
49d JDF = JJF ±i ........................................................................
IFFT(JJF) = IFLD(J)
GO TO 470 ,__
500 CONTINUE
C-64
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.... 5dI_____LF _li_Li/___"_ _E_IO,_OZ-,5_I_ ..................................................................
502 JJN = JJN + 1
B F_LL_._IE_.L/_/
GO TO 470
.... .C_,_,..,_,.,LL$T THOSE_ F_IELDS.LN.O_T_EQUND_,_ ...................................................................................................
510 IF (JJN) 520,530,520
_5.2.0 ...... WRIT E_ _0 U£P.U.I _I AP_E. _.i 0_L1Q0 &,_._ (_E E Tli)._,_i__JJl&) ..............................................
1006 FORMAT (63H0 THE FOLLOWING FIELDS WERE NOT FOUND ON THE INPUT DATA
, 530 GO TO (620,620,620,540),IOF
...SP_EC- P.SF[JDO F I FLI_.q. '_--/[O_V_E_Z__E£__P S EU D Q S
I C.....PRINT LIST OF FIELDS REQUESTED BUT NOT FOUND ON IDT.
I.... 5.4_0 -P..- INP_ ......
I JPF = 0
L__........... _.L .=_.,I
JJN = 0
............ _ K _=__IH ...........................................
541 IF (IT(I)-K.P) 550,570,550
._ 55_Q ........ !E_[ ]T(L)-_UL_) _60.___0_.560_ ................................................
560 I : I +i
....... G O._i_Q _5_4-I
570 IF (JP) 571,591,571
5_Zi_ ..... D_Q_590_ _J --1_, JP ...................................................................
IF (IFII)- IPFLDIJ)) 590,580,590




_ __5_91___ JJ____=__.JJ_l___+__ 1.............................................................................
NFFT(JJN) : IF(1)
_ GO_ T_0_._56___ ............................................................................
C,,,,,LIST THOSE PSEUDOS NOT FOUND.
.___6ZLQ____LF_I__6__
610 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 10,1007, (NFFT(I),I=I,JJN)
.... _I_QM I_J[OR MAT ( Z0 H0_I D.E___QLkOi'_ I_LQ .P_SEk_DQ_F I.ELD_$ __ E R E._ NQI_F QUND Q N.._T Uf _ i]3[_
IUT DATA TAPE.,./ 2514)
C • Lt" .].__ANY___.&_T A _ [_ P RO.<_[_SS_J_DI_ ....................................................
620 IF ( JJF + JPF ) 640,630,640
C.....NO DATA CAN BE PRQCESSED, .WRITE ERROR $.!_LLF.J.L_.NT.
630 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 10,1008
1008 FORMAT(43HO DATA CANNOT BE PROCESSED, RUN TEkHINATED,)
GO TO 177





660 IF (JPF ) 670,630,670
C_.,_,_,CAN LI_R CORRELAI!_N!_L__RUN,
670 IF (lOP-2) 800,690,680
680 IF (iOPr_.#J__¢2_O,O__ .....
690 IF (JPF+JJF-2) 630,700,700
C ..... CAN MVLTIPLE REGR_S$10N b_ RUN.
700 IF (lOP-3) 710,720,710
710 IF (lOP-6) 800,720,800
720 IF (IT(1)-KF) 760,730,760
l- 730 IF (JJF) 731,630,731
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GO TO 630 ...................................................................................
750 IDEP = IFFT(1)
....... GO _0 8.uO ..........
76L1 IF (IT(1)-_.P) 630,770,630
770 -IF (JPF) 771,630,771 ...................................................
771 DO 780 I = 1,JPF
._ IF (LEPFI(.I)- IF(IJ) 780,790.,780 .......................
780 CONTINUE
................. GO .-..I-O_. 630 .............................................................................
790 IDEP = IFPFT(I )

















ICYC(J) = IRAN (L) +
(IRAN (L + 1)* (IRAN (L + 2) - 1))
L:L+3
I Cyc. (1) = -1 I
N Ran= I I
r
I NRAN = J
Set Up Location Of I











4b. StatisticalAnalysisProgramFlowChart - SubroutineRead(Continued)
K=I
_ I JJL(K) = IFFT(K)















NOVAR= JJF + JPF
I=1
J=l I
R(I,J) = 0. IJ=J+l
Yes
[ SWTX(,)=O. ]BETA(I)=O. i=l+ I
4b. Statistical Analysis Program Flow Chart - Subroutine Read (Continued)
7
NOBS= 0 L2 = 0
L1 =0 II :1





I=JJF+ 1 JKK 2
No
=2
J=l K=I I_K3= NOVAR
J 1
JJL (K) : IJJL (K + 1)
K:K+I
C-69
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JJL (NOVAR) : K2
t
Read 1 Record ofData From I,D.T.
I Read: 1
11, JCNT, IBAT,






















I1=11+1 IMCYC = ICYC (11)
Extract Data To Be IProcessed
[ _cv_,!'_°''_'_L
X(I) = BUF(L3)J = l + l
-- No _s
C-70
4b. StatisticalAnalysisProgram Flow Chart - Subroutine Read (Continued)
I NOBS= NOBS+ 1I=1
t] /SWTX(I)= SWTX(I)+ X (I)J=l
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CARQS COL U,_,_N
LIST8
bYMBOL [ABLE ....................................... .......
x- LA{_EL
(14iAi) jjdI£OU]II_L POi£ 5TAT. ASU\LYCI __ PROGNA :.
:AJilI<OL!TINh F EAU
(O/..,Oil u_F,i[,IF,ICU,ILHI_o,It Lb_IPFLL,lt FT,il PrT,i FFT,F_u,P,P,bLKJ
i FLHgbLm_JJ,Jr_JJF _J_F _ibL_i_F,lWb 9Pi_r29 II_LL_LX_LP_ IL)l_][gli_
2 ICF.iT ,N(_YL,_I.kAh.. .............
.................... ;L-. ..............LtJidl lull JJL _ ICYC,F _bL 1A_£¢ TX,L(YL _mL YL,L, i ,J , 4KAN _ [i_AT ,14i AT ,LI
2 IOL,3.,:I(tt,.S] I(.!l,Pi_l ,IL, TP,.SY,V,.II,),'d*.;AX,r.!..,,',Xii',..I_:,gET/,Z_Iq:UL,JU,.,Pi
3 F IN_c,_Pi- , 1t)t_1 ,I I,JJN
L rl )A _bEYC,f3Y,AId_,TL :P,TE, ,TL 2, IDT,!I L, [,';, IO, IR,NLOL,NPS,
I Rlie 0, rl_-U, i._br_ ] _, k S _ ,.Lilu ,.ut.T, l-?i_.,JA, i U _ L EL
U] i4[:lqL)It)l\lt,tuP(qS(U) , I T(4Z) ,IY" (4Z) , I (-L)(4Z) , iLM[4U(Ii:) q ) , IP:LD(42) i
i IPl-,_b(16),It F] (#2),lf-I-'f [(4Z) ,;,IFt-T(42.I,II%AN(ig)
Ul_iEl>,laldr,_ JJL(42),ICFC(20i,K(bo,5c.I,O(5u,5CI,A(5(I,5ni,U(5C,50-i , ....
1(. ( 5.-,, LO ) , X ( bG: ) ,,;',UAK ( .b.J ) ,._b ( bU ) ,b,', rx ( 5.0 ) , i h'LJ (4bOO) , ULTA ( 50 ) ...................
DI,,1ENS1UN V(DOI,SIOi.,A(b") ,., il-p ( bO ) ,HED (5C.) ,Riilib ( ro ) ,I,_OETA (50) i
I Rbb( bOi ,khJb(Z6 J ,Oh f I I) ) _FP(I_ i .
EUU I VALEI'4(.i:. ( Fr,lb, I Ergo ) , ( I-LP, [ FLP ) , ( P LI,,, I FLt-_) , ( F, KF ) , l P ,KP ) ,_
..[ ( I:JLK _ I LILK ) .................
E(_UIVALENCE (bdF,IUd), (R,S,A,b,C) , (XiXbARI, (S,'TXtSB)
C.....I5 TF'ilb A CI1AR(._E-DIbCHANGL RUNo ................
IF (ICI)(].7)-2) 111,110,111
..IIO .... IPH =.,.l .........................................................
K1 = u
GO TO 112 ....
111 IPH = 0
(-.....bET JP CYLLL I<_NOL IA_4LL(I_.Y_).
112 IF tJCU 1)) 15u,12_,,15_
.I,2._ ....... IF (l_i.) 16lr"l).lZfD,.I.:i_,14b .............................................
13tJ J = i
ICYC(J) = lt.U(14) + (ItlJllD)_:(I(lD(iOJ-li) ..........................
IF (ICD(39)) I_0,146,140
140 L = I .., ..............
141 J = J + 1
............. [C.¥r2 (.J J.. =_ II_<AN ( L ) "v- [ I !{&N,I.L+.I ) _ [..I I:Q_.['i ELf_).-]..,2 1......
IF (INANIL+3)) 142,143,142
142.._ U. = L :+3 ........................................
GO TO 141
. 143 .... NRAN = J .......................................................
GO lO 150
.... k_._ ....... !.C Y.C(.il ---...=-1 ......................................
146 NRAN = i
. .L •,. :, 5E 1 LOQAT I.ON .OF..DATA [_0 i_!i .E X.TI4ACT I_Q ..'I'.A!SLE,.,__.(JJ_L) _...................................
150 IF (JJF) 151,260,151
..... !51 ..;IF _(1C[.)_(41) )_ 160,] Zo ,160 .......................
16C K2 = 21
............. r_o,_T_O_.. ..........................................
170 K2 = 20
....... !8.9.. IF (ICD(K2)) _19.9_,23uL190 ..........................................
190 K,3 = K2 + dJ
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2C0 - .-JJL-i-K _--=-4< K---K2 -4"1
22O CONTINUE
220 DO 240 K = I;JJF
.... -24.0 ..... _J =--_ T_J
250 IF (JPF) 260,280,260
--2_-- _ J_ 4
DO 270 K: 1,JPF
JJL(T_) = TFPFT(K) 4. t I l-X-iI _
270 I = I +i
--..C-,,-,_.,-..._,,._.ETU p INITIAL CONI")ITION g FO R RUN-
280 NBAT = 99999
MCYC = lCYCI1 )
NOVAR = JJF + JPF
2R]_ DO 30(J ! = I"Nfl\IAR
DO 290 J = 1,NOVAR
SWTXil}= O.




C,..,.COMPUTE NO. OF WORDS IN ONE CYCLE,
_3____KJ_y_£__= £,.LJ_-X-_LI ) -j- LX + LP :Li
L2 : 0
IF (lOP-B) 310,302,301
_ __O.3____E _ Li 0 E_--Za-L_3 I.CL.t30Z,3 LO ..................................
C ..... SET UP DEPENDENT VARIABLE TO BE EXTRACTED LAST.
. C, ,i_J_,,I S__J__P ,_ WAR ,__A _L-LE.__C)R_ P_Sf=LLDk>_EIF.._LD_,__ .......
302 IF (IT(1)-KF) 303,304,303
KK = 2
........... GQ_I_Q_ 3_02 ..........
304 I = 1
305 J = !
._K_, .--A_.W_kE--.
DO 3091 K= I,K3
306 GO TO (307,308),KK
_ __3D_7_..... I F_ LI_DJE_P__-_ _IY_E3J KJ__)_09 1, _3#_9.!_ .....................





C.....READ ONE RECORD OF DATA FROM THE IDT,
_3_Oj&.E.A__I_,.#_j___IDT , II,ICNT,IBAT_(UUF(I),_I_I,ICNT)
C.,,,.COMPUTE NO, OF CYCLES IN THIS RECORD,
NCYC = ICNT/KCYC
C.,,,.TEST IF THIS INITIAL TIME THRU THIS ROUTINE,
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LSCYC = LCYC .
GO TO 431
.... _3_Ci ..... 1E...£;q_EL£IL_LL1) I--_CY_C )I. 380 _38.0 _36 C ............. ............................
360 IF (MCYC) 361,37C,370
.36]. _ IF_.( XAIzLSF ( I BU ( L1 ) )-LCYC ) 40.0.,380,400 ....... _ ....
37o I I = I I +1
....... MCY£. -. 1GYC(II) ...........
GO TO 4bO
...... 380 ._ IE (LlzkA-I----NBAI. I 39.;1,440.,3.90 ........................................
390 MCYC = ICYC(1)
........... IT : 1 ..........
(......TEST IF ANY DATA APPEAI-<Eu FOR THIS CY(.LE RAi_uL.
400 _IF (NOU_I. 41'J,430G,41G
C..,,.(.ALL CALC UUbltL, UII_4E TU PERFUN,., CALCULATIONS AND UUTPUT DATA.
.... _1.0_ .... -._-._ ........ _ .....................................................................................
(......ZERO OUT BUFFERS.
NOB5 =__J. _ .
DO 43{_ I = 1,NOVAR
. . DO 42U J = 1,NOVAR
420 R(I,J) = O.
................. L_W.T_C(. I. 1.=.... 0. .............................................................................................................
430 BETA(I)= O.
._43DQ._.NHAT = IBAT ...............................
LSCYC = XABSF(IBUILI))
....... /,3.1 ....... I E..1 L&CY_C-_MC YC ) . 4k_.O_LE3Z_l_4_B 2 ....................................
432 IF (MCYC) 440,433,433
__._ ..... J__.__=.L.L_e_I__ ........................................................................
MCYC = ICYC(II)
........... --GO .. IO.. _ 3,1 ....................................................................
C.....EXTRACT DATA TO BE PROCESSED.
........ _+L+.Q.....J_:I_C .=.._AB._f_Ll bU. ILl.L) .........................................................................
IF IIPH) 441,444,442
.... 441 IF (IBU(LII} 444,4_7.1__4.7,._ ............
442 IF (IBUILI)) 443,471,444
...._ .____ML_=____...........................................................................................................
GO TO 471
__._44_ .... _Dp__45b__I_ = 1,NQVAR .................................
L3 = LI + JJL(I) + LX
_ __4_o x LLI. -._E_..._F.E.{.I._
NOBS = NOBS +i
....... D.O_4__.Z_u_L_.--._..L,_N_OV6B_...................................................................................
SWTX(1) -- SWTX(1) + X(1)
DO 460 J = I,NOVAR ..........................................
460 S(I,J) -- S(I,J) + (X(I) * X(J})
4!P C0 N_1"3_N22E
471 LI = LI + KCYC
LF__LIJ_Zf.JCU __ Q_±_.._.O............................................................................
C.....TEST IF MORE DATA EXISTS ON IDT.
..__.___&t)_O I F ( .ll___ .L_._ O..1-/-,_.(_ ......................................................................
C.....CALCULATE FINAL RESULTS.
490 I F {NOBSI 500,510,500
500 CALL CALC
510 IF (IPH) 560,560,520
520 IF (Ml) 560,560,525
.... 52 ___ _ RFyj_. Jp__ ....................
IPH = -I
READ TAPE IDT ,DUM
IF (ICD(39)) 530,540,530
-530 _EAD TARE_IDI. ,DL_ .....................
540 IF (LP) 550,280,550

















I V (I) = (A (I, N)* A(N, I))/A (I, I)
Neg _ o
C-75




M = NOBS EMSQ = SUMWT**2
N = NOVAR
_ J=l ]



















= 4 Yes _
':ni:
J:JA
R (I, J) = S (I, J)/(Sigma (I) ° Sigma (J))









4c. Statistical Analysis Program Flow Chart - Subroutine Calc (Continued)
I=i+l
Beta(I) = (B (I, N)*Sigma(N)Sigma(I)





V Max= V(I) i
NMax-- I IBeta(I) = 0
BetaZ = BetaZ + Beta(I)* X Bar(I))
No
I
Beta Z = X Bar (N) - Beta Z I
I
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Phi = Phi - 1.
_1Fink = V Max* Phi/(R/N, N) V Max)












A (I, J) = ((A (K, K)* A (I, K)) -
(A(J, K) + A(K, J))) A (K, K)
A(!, N + 1)=(- 1" A(I, K)/A (K, K))
A (N + 1, J) = A (K, J)/A (K, K)
A (N + 1, K) = I./A (K, K)
v
I j=j ' I
I I=1+1 I
i
A(I, K)= A(I, N + 1)I=l+l
<,>,o
4co Statistical Analysis Program Flow Chart - Subroutine Calc (Continued}
" FF (I)=V (1)*PHI/R(N,N)
A(K, J)= A(N + 1, J)
No
FF (I)= V (I)*(PHI- I.)/ "I










FF (I) = O'
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____C_C A LC.__._ .'_U BROU I_I_N.E_,__ .......
SUBROUTINE CALC
............... CQ_ION BUF, I I_IFJICD_t_I_C__,_RD___IF_LD_]P.ELD_J_F_ETL/J_EE'E_L'iEEI-_E_DJ-P-_F_L_' ......
i FLP,FLI_,JJ,JP,JJF,JPF _ IDEP, IUP, IOF 9F I,F2 _ IND,LLgLX_LP _ IBATT' I i'
............ Z_I .CN T_.d(.f..'LC.,-21LA.LL_ _
C Oivh,iO N JJL _ I CyL 91£ _UETA _SWTX,LCYC,MCYC,L, I _J ,IINAN, [BAT _NbAT 9L1 ' L2 '
.......... 1. L3 _X tRl_ _KZ.d_3_d_L_Y__A_±._2_OI_ _ ,J'_(Y _z)_ >(_AJ_ $]J3.NAzSJ_J V _NM1 __Ei4_Q, M__SSLLFHtJI.t
2 TOL_SWICH_bITCH,PHI ,IbTP,SY,VlV, IN,VMAX 'NHAX'I';[qIN't3ETAz'_KHUL'JUriP_
3_ .E I N K ,.EF , I Pld l,d l_,_J Jl& ........................ : ...........................
COi4HON LSCYC_YSY_ANN,TEiqP,TEM,TEM2, IDT,IFL,IN,IO, IR,NLOC_,NPS,
.............. L- FLU ED_ UED.,.B.LLEIAJ.L_S_._.U.I__-B.a..J-&_-2-J-L-Q
DIMENSION BUF(45()O) ,IT(42) ,IF(42),ICD(42),ICARD(1200),IFLD(42) ,
.. i IPFLU(16) ,LEEI_/_z*-2I._-IEPEI[_2-hNEE I(_22-_.[RAi_LL191 ...... , ............
DIMENSION JJL(42),ICYC(20) ,R(50,50),S(50,50) ,A(50,50) ,B(50,50) ,
1C(5U_bO),X(St,),XJ3Ak(_Q),SBI5U}_S'_TX.(.50),ICLI(_.I_O)_BETALSQ3 ....
DIMENSION V(50) ,SIGHA(50) ,FF(50),HEL)(50) ,RHED(50) ,RbETA(50) ,
............. _l. RS_( 5Q)_i26J.,J_LL]L.LL__J..,-EE LI&L ........
EQU I VALENCl- (END, lEND) , (FLP, IFLP) , ( FLR, IFLR) , (F,KF} , (P'KP) '
........ i ( BLK.,II_LKJ. - ...........
EQU I VALENCE (-BUF ,ISLJ i , iR, S,A", B-,'Ci'-"--iX ;XBA-iR-);---(S;;Tx,sB )
C.,,..,,,CAL.CULATE VARIANCE -_COV.ARIILNCIE.. MA_TJ_,I.,_._ ...................................................
100 N = NOBS
..................... ,SLIN_T..--- M ........................................
N = NOVAR
EMS_ = SUMWT-_*2 ........................................................................................
DO 11b I =I,NOVAR
....... DO llU J =.I.tNOVAR ........ - ...................
ilU s(I,J} = (SU,',4WT * S(l,J) - swT-)((i)- *-S;_'TX-(3)i}EMSQ ....................
.....(_.,._,,_.,._ALC.UL &I E-i'i._, ............................................
DO 12u I =I,NOVAR
1.2_ XBAR(1) = bWl X ( I )/_UM"_'T ........................................................
C .... ,CALCULATE STANDARD I)EVIATION,
................D_O 13U. I = I,NOyA_R_ ......................................
13U SIGMA(1) = SQRTF(S(I,I))
C ..... C_AJ,.L PP_L_4T _.j2_IIEE. T__. &LL_TI_T I_[EAbLz.V_&&IA[_CY.__ND.___.AN.D.ARD DEVIATION.
K3 = i
................ _C.ALL PRNT ..........................................................
C,,,..1S LINEAR CORRELATI(}N DESIRED,
. IF .(IOP-1). 5_].0L5.10,I4Q ............................................................
....[40 IF (lOP-4) 145,510,145
........ g ..._.;..._ _ A I. CU _L.A_.I L ._ L !___.e-___R_CpJ_,._ E_L.A Tj _N._LL. F...F.t..(-I_[2_;'iL,,5.__
145 NMI : NOVAR- i
........ DO 15O I..-I,NMI ...........................................................................
JA = 1+1
......... DO 15_u # =JA_,N .......
R(I,J) = S(I,J)/(SIGMA(I)*SIGMA(J))
__ 1.5.Q......... R ( J ,_t.I._-.. _RLL_ J L ................................
DO 156 I =I,NOVAR
156 R(I,I) : i, _ ....... - ............
C .... -,_ALL PRINT i<OUTINE TO OUTPUT LINEAR (.ORRELA'T[6N"c6#FF-ICi-ENTs,
K3 = 2............
CALL PRNT
{..,,,..IS STb_PWISE .WL_LTIPLE REGRESSION DESIRED,
IF (lOP-3) 510,161,160
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160 IF (IOP-6) 510,161,510
161 TOL = O.OOl
5_ICH = O.O .....
17',) SITCH = 1.0
PHI = SUMWT - l.t;
ISTP = i
















i_J 91I_ _ SI.!I.,WT / PHI )
IF ( A(I,I) - TOL ) 26G,26P,210




NI4AX = I .................
bETA(I ) = O.
GO TO 260
C.....COEFFICIhNT5 OF INDEi-.'E,_L]b,IT VA_<IAULLS.
240 dETA(I) = (u(l,N) _ SI(;;,L/\(N)) / blbmA(l)
(-,,,,,STI), Liili, o_ COEFFICIENTS.
.... 5S[l) = SY _ ,%C4RTF(CLI,I) / SUMWT) / &IGi4A(1) ...........................
IF (ABSF (VII)) - AB%F(VMIN)} 250,260,,260
25u VMIN = V(1)
NMIN = I
260 IF (I - (N-L)) 270,280,280
27U I = I+l
GO TO 2dO ............................
280 BETAZ = U.
DO 29u I : I,N_II
290 BETAZ = _ TAZ + (BETA(I _,_ XUAR(1 )
C...,.CONSTANI TERM ....




300 RMUL = SQRTF (i. - R(N,.N) )
(.[.....CALL PRINT ROU[I[4E FOR STEPWISE REGkESSION OUTPUT. ......
K3 = 3
........... gALL .PENT ..........................................................................................................
ISTP = I51P + 1
501 IF ( hi I C HI _i0,460,31_ ...................................
310 F = ABSF(VMIN) * PHI / R(N,N)
IF (F-F2) 3Zg,_30t_35Q .................................
-I32() K = NMIN
............... P]-ii--_ P4-LI. +L,._
C ..... VARIABLE IS LEAVING.
........ JUMP-- Z ........ .................................................................
GO TO 360
33o ]y (N!AX)I 3&__I_!31_,332 ........................................................
331 NMAX = -i
___ z_O _
332 PHI = PHI-1.
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FINK= VMAX*PHI/IR(N,N)-VNAX)
IF IFIN_ -- FI) 34n,%sn_.3_5_O_._
340 PHI = PHI + I.
.......... GO__IO _k_ 0 ................................................................
350 K = NMAX
............. ANN __=_AL ...........................................................
SITCH = SUMWT- PHI - ANN
___ % ,..,,.,_,_ .y._ &i:LLL___ _ ....
JUMP = ]
..... _36.0-- . DO_ &3_ I=_1_ ..........................................................
DO 43u J=I,N
............ j F ([_-K) _37(JJ3BO_3-L# .....................................................
370 IF (J-K) 390,400,390
__.____J.E_A.J -_Jkh _-I£k_W_LLLzd_O_
390 A(I,J) = ((A(_.,K)*A(I,J))-(A(I,K)*A(K,J)))/A(K,K)
.......... GO TO _43_0 ...................................................................
400 A(I,N+I) = (-1. *A(I,K)/A(K,K) )
....... GO TO _30 - ...............................
410 A(N+I,J) = A(K,J)/A(K,K)
GO__TO.._.&.Q. ..............
420 A(N+I,K) = 1,0 /A(K,K)
.... 4_30 _ _CONTINUE ...................................................
DO 44U I=I,N
..... 44__)_. A(].__K) = A(I.,N+_I) ............
DO 45'J J=I,N
..... _...&.5_ ..... & [ y-,__..J±_. - _.A_(+j'_..jj.J_t ...........................
SWTCH = l.C
......... _GO .TO 180 ..............
C ..... FINAL VARIANCE CONTRIBUTIONS° FINAL F-LEVELS,
_ 46u DO 50_, I .= I,NMI ........
IF (V( I ) ) 470,480,490
...... _.Z_ ..... F.F [] .) .-.. Y LI] _ t.. P_U I.l_ I{].N, N I ....................................................
GO TO 50U
48u __.FF(I) = 0 .........
GO TO 5ou
490 FF([) = V(I) .*(PHI-I.)/(R(N,_N)?V(I))
500 CON] INUE
.............. }.P.H I. _.=. _P_U.I .................................................................................................
K3 = 4
. <ALL Pf_NT ..........
5tO RETURN
I.E_N D .............
.......... - .......................................................... ............................. _ .....................
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J = NOVAR - 1
K]=I
1






J TO F tint J
_L_ __.J
_,_,'b.. __, _ _
















D (I), X Bar (J), S (I, J), )














LC : LC +
4d. StatisticalAnalysis Routine - Subroutine PRNT (Continued)
LC=LC+ 2
t







R NEO(L) = RED (I)
R Beta (L) = Beta (I)






















WRI'rE: Tern, JSTP, Lj_
HED (K), Tern 2, SYMUL,
Beta Z, R BED (J),




Te_ 2 = Fi_k
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4d. Statistical Analysis Routine - Source Statements
l I * CARD,/_COl UMN ........
• LIST8
• ._.__Y M_QL _T&BLE__ .....
• LABEL
.... CPR N I__--P-EI N-I _EOU I LN.E_._ .....
SUBROUTINE PRNT
............ E_ONMON _4UEt 1/. I E_ i CD, I (_ARL)_,_LF LDJ_L#_FJ_D_I_F E_T_,£FP_E]_,N.EE_ __N___F_ .....
i FLP,FLR,JJ,JP,JJF,JPF, IDEP, lOP, IOF,FL,F2, INU,LL,LX,LP, IBATT, I i,
.2,.. 14T,.N-T--_.Y._C.-, ! _ z_N
COMMON JJL, ICYC,R,bETA,SWTX,LCYC,MCYC,L,I,J,NRAN,IBAT,NBAT,LI,L2,
-.l,--4.__ _K-_.Kq_F-.4?.-_3- _-/_OMA_< _.NOB-._ ,NC-Y.C _X,-X4tAI_. ; S ! GMA ..,SB _Z ,-NM1 _ENSQ,Ng_Ll_43:-,,- .........
2 TOL,SWTCH,SITCH,PHI ,ISTP,SY,VMIN.,VHAX,NMAX,NMIN,BETAZ,RMUL,JUMP,
........ 3-E ]J_L, EF _.i PN-l__ l L_JJ_L ..........................
COMMON LSCYC,YSY,ANN,TENP,TEM,TEM2, IDT,IFL,IN,IO,IR,NLOC,N#S,
_.,.._[_I-4EILh.HF /.I.[3_._T/..& ,1_£}.{. FNI).(/I IT.PP. I&,_fP.I ("
DI MENS ION BUF ( 4500 ) , I T ( 42 ) , I F ( 42 ) , I CD ( z+2 ) , I CARD ( 1200 ) , [ FLD( 42 ) ,
....... 1 I PF LD [3.6 ) , I F F I ( 42 )-_-.LFP F I [ 42 )- ,NFF/(!*2_L, IJ2-&N/&9-_ ....................
DIMENSION JJL(42) ,ICYC(20) ,R(50,50),S(5C,50) ,A(50,50) ,8(50,50) ,
..... ZE.,.[ 50150 ) , X ( 5 O ) _, Xt4AI,[ ( 5G } .,S15 L50 ) , S_ IX ( .50_L_JJSLLLZ*&LZQ/tBEZ AI 5 O/ ...............
DIMENSION V(50) ,SIGMA(50} ,FF(50),HED(50) ,RHED(50) ,RBETA(50) ,
...l._..E_ I:LL .5.0.L.4W_.L_D_LZ6.J. ,,OJ.LLLLb-L _-.__{ J. _5-t
EOU IVALENCE (END, IEND) , (FLP, IFLP) , ( FLR, IFLR) , (F,KF) , (P,KP) ,
...... l (_LF.,I_LKI ................................................
EQUIVALENCE (BUF,IBU), (R,S,A,B,C) , (X,XBAR), (SWTX,SB)
_C_...LIEST IF THIS THE FLR_ST T/ME THRLJ THE PRLNT _ROUIINE. _ - -
IF (L2) 190,100,190
_ ___C,,._ .... ,_.SE._L._JP_E f i- LLL_.A.NJ3_ _.S.ELLL)..Q_.-E£E.L_ IdY_.AD.I N-GS ..................
i00 IF (JJF) 110,141,110
11(/._ IF (ICD(1)} 1Z0,130,120 ........
C,,.,,ENDCAND HEADINGS,
. 120 EN{)(I) = 6HTI DUI£
END(2) = 6HAMP Ml
........... F_ND.L3.L_-:. 6bJ.2_A] Ml ...................................................................
END(Z+) = 614 E EFF
• _END(5) = 6H AMP H ......
END(6) = 6H WAT H
._ END(7) = 6HAV CUR
END(8) = 6HMI CUR
............ tEND [,9 J _ = 6H,_]X- Lii[_ ................................................
END(I_)= 6H#V PWR
END(El)= 6H,'41 PWR
END( 12)= 6HMX Pt_R
END(15)= 6H C EFF
END(14)= 6HE/I N
................... _ND.JIi._ } = .6 H£ Y_(. .__ Q ................................................. .......................
END( 16)= 6HCYC 1
END(17)= 6HCYC 2 . _
END(18)= 6HCYC 3
. END( 191= 6HCY_ z{
FND(2,:)= 6HCYC 5




_ END(25)= 6HI.iX VAR ......
END(26) = 6FIN TIM_
_ __.(,_u. ,.,, ._ E. I_ LLE __iL,__LN G S ._.f Dll .. tiE_ _L &I._ O f:.-.L£.L_ 5, ....................................................................
DO 121 I =L,JJF
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J = IFFT(I)
121 HED( ) = ENO(J)
........ GO ._[D 1.4_0 ........................................
C..,,.OL)TCARI) HEADINGS.
13__ OUT(I) = 6H TIME
OUT(2) = 6HD lIME
OUT_3) = 6HAV P,,;R
OU[(4) = 6H CUR
..... UUT ( 5 }__=. 6HPJ4ESS ..............................
OUT(6) = 6H V 0
..... OUI(7] - 6H V t .
OUT(8) = 6H V 2
.... OUT(9]_.= 6H V 3 _
OI.JT(1L.)= 6H V 4
........... QUTL.!_LL=__6.1d V ..5................................
OUT(12)= 6H V 6
OUT(Z3)= 6H V 7
OUT(14)= 6H V 8
UL) I ( b)= btl V
C,,,,,3ET UP HLADING3 FOI< REwULSILD FIELDS,
...... DO 131 i = I,JJF ..............
J = IFFT(I)
131 tiED(1) : OUT(J)
_. .... WERE PSEUDO FIELDS REUJESTED.
140 IF (JPF) 141,150,141
C ..... PSEUDO FIELD HLADINGS.
• 243_ .... P_P[1 .= .4tt .PI ............................
PP(2 = 41-t P2
PP(3 = 4H P3
PP ( 4 = 4H P4
PP(5 = 4H ..P5
PP ( 6 = 4H P6
.................. k_P.(7-) --_4H P7 .....................
PP(8) = 4H P8
___ PP(9) = 4H _R9.
PP(lO)= 4H PlO
. PP(Ill)-_4H PII . _ -
PP(12)= 4H P12
............... P R.(.13L- ...# bt ... ?...t._ ..............................................................................
PP(14)= 4H PI4
........ PP_(_!_5)= 4H P15 .................
PP(16)= 4H P16
....C,.;,._,_,S_E_T..UP_ HEADINGS FOR kL._UESTED PSEUUU FIELDS,
J = JJF + 1
.... DO 142. ...... L.-_%,_JP.F ................................................................................
kl = IFPFT(I)
................ J=tED. i_J l _=_.PP (KI_) ..........
142 J = J + 1
__ £_.._..IS__LI%[5 A_NWLT. IP.LE I__EGRESSJON RUN.
150 IF(IDEP) 151,180,151
___c .__,o_,__--__li_T_L__._N_D_Z.ZLLV_A_R._L.A,_L_ _LA S_TT! !<A_ I?R A Y O F H E A D I N G S •
151 P = IHP
............ IF_.. !__ IT! i)) T_KP.)___I6.(!,I_TO_tI6(;-................................
160 DO 161 I =I,JJF
.............. IF (IF F__T_![!-IDEP) 161,i62.__161 ..........
161 CONTINUE
162 TEMP = HED(1)
J = NOVAR-I
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..-DO 16-3 K.I= I ,J-
1.63 HED(K1)= HED(KI+I)
W E I_ _-.,J._.I--_.=---TE.i_,# ....
GO TO 180
.... &_7_ --DO 1-7/- _. : 1 , JPF ........
IF ([DEP- IFPFT(I)) 171,i72,i71
..... 1-7_I----GONT4J_JD ......................
172 [ = I + JJF
TEMP = HED( I )
............. -D.O--&7B-4_ =_ I-,_J
172, HED(K1) = HED(K,I+I)
........... ldEO l J±ll = I E,;.IP
180 L2 = 1
c-;---IN[TTAJIZI- PAG_ E.QML_-T.-.
LC = 0
_ C.... o_,-.P,e I N T- MA I N TITLE.
CALL MT (LC)
__ C.,_>.... _TE-S.T FOR_ T.YP£ OF OUTPUT
1.90 GO TO (191,240,310,420),F. 3
____ .,._../_E.A/i_.d.IZV_IA_C.EJ-SI.D _._LZE,V-_....
191 J = 3 + (NOVAR+I)/2
. C_ ..... IF_ST LLN-E CQUN[ V3. 1-_x445..S TO
IF (LC + J - 59) 210,210,200
_1=_ PI_.LNTED - .................. -v -
_2_0_0__ CALL MT (LCI ....
210 CALL ST(l)
___,, ,,_,_P_.ZiA rl. ANI_ C..__CL_L 141kN._F ............................
CALL BATCYC (NBAT,L.<_CYC,LCYC)
C_.._._._PI£INI MEAN VAR.,5"[D. DEV .........
wRITE OUTPLJT 1APL IO,IuOg,(HED(I)_XBAR(I),S(I,I),SIGMA(I)_
i I : I,NOVAI<) , ,
1009 FORfqAI ( 2(5X,bHI-IELD,10X,411Ev, EAiI,IZX,SHVARIANLE,SX'9HSTD • DI-V.,IX)/
............. (. 5 Z_ 1A,_.}..I ,_..X i.J.P E..,,L 24l._,_.'2 5 _ E..LZ ,._ .% _._II..L.]. 2. i _,2 1 .SX ! A6 _.5.X.._E_L_.b_.5._Y_.._L1Z.-b_:5-Y_,-- .....
2 E12.b ) )




C,,,.,_,(.ALC, NO, OF LI&L_5 IU.x_E..J_/-LLLI.][_U E.Oi< A SJF_I..,. _ .
240 K1 = NOVAR
250 J : 3 + (KI+5)/6
IF (J + LC - 59) 2fU.,2/(1,260
26u CALL Ml (LC)
CALL bT (2 )
....... ¢A_!..!,._t_.A(c..Yq.. _Co.A.l, L u £Y.L_L_._'.L(,2_..........................................
GO TO 280
270 CALL oT (2) . _ .
280 LC : LC + J
_ C ..... PRINT A bET OF COEFFICIt.NTS,
DO .306 L : l,Nivll
............... vvX [T.E _ _JU.T PU J _.I A.V t.._J-.O--'_.!/il 0_.t __.(._H..EIZ.LII_.,j_ .(..L,_L2±i---_-N-q2-V-D_L--
lOiO FORMAT(/6(LX,bHFIELD,6X,611COLF_.,4X)/(LX,A6,2X,IPLI2.5'2X'A6"2X
1 E 12.5,2X ,AO,ZX ,E iZ. 5, iX, A6,2X,_L_I2. b ,2X,A6 ,ZX,_I2._ _2X,A6 _2X'Ei2,5
2 ))
C ..... iJOEb ANOTHR bLT OF DATA EXIST.
IF (L-Ni,il) 281,230,230
..... _L._'_! • -__.t.LL_T.. !It ...__ h.q_I !_U=IX _ ;._L .T. _AX .P.b..-P. It.l. !_ TJ_.L) u N..I...TH i __.P_.G.D..P__,__.
2Bl KI : KI-I
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.......... J ---2 _- IEi___5)16 .................
IF (J +LC 59) 3UO 30L 290
CALL ST (2 1
__ .CALL bATCYC. (NbAT,LS.CYC,LCYC) . .
LC = LC + 2
300 LC = LC + J ......
GO TO 230
Co I t I I
310 IF (15TP-I) 35U 32U 35b
IF (LC 59) 340,340,330
CALL _T ( 3 )
CALL LSATCYC r"IJAT,LSCYC,LCYC) ........
LC = LC+2
-- G O IlO--]" 5 --Q ............................. ...........
34-0 CALL ST (3)
1111 FORMAT(41X 9HDEP* VAR°,2X,A6,L2X,!JHSTD° ERRUR,2X,1PE12 5)
. 3_5_0 . L_ = U ....................
DO 36b I = I,NMI
IF (BETA(1) ) 351,360.,_5!
351 L = L +1
KBETA(L)= BETA(I )
RSB(L} = S B(!_) ..............
360 CONTINUE
J = 3 + (L+2)/3 ................
IF ( J + LC 59) 380,380,370
.... _ _ _ _ { L _ ....................... ......................................................................
CALL ST ( 3 )
.... CALL BATCYC (N_A] ,)L_CYC,LCYC). ............. _
LC = LC + 2
380 GO TO (390_400) ,JUMP
390 TEM : bHENTER
.................. !EMZ_---F INK .................................................................................
GO TO 410
.... 4 O ( ) [ E __ = 5HRE ,_QV ............................
TEM2 = F
410 wRITE OUTPUT IAPE I0,i!12, TEj'4,JSTP,HED(KI,TEM2,SY,RMkJL,BETA/ ....
1112 FORMAT(12X,4HSTEP,6X,5HVAR. AS,2HED,IOX,7HF LEVEL,8X,22HSTD. ERR°
24(IOX,IPEI2.5) )
wRITE OUTPUT TAPE I0,ii13, (RHLD(1),Rb_T6(1),RSB(1)_,_I-I,L)
1113 FORMAT(3(SX,5HFIELD,5X,IiHCOEFFICIENI,6X,IOHSTD- ERROR )/
........ i (SX,A6,grX,IPEL2.b,4X,EI2°5,4X'A6,4X'EI2,5'4XtEL2 5_4X,A.6,4X,EL2.5
2,4X,E12.5 ) 1
-GO. TO 220
E ..... TOLERANCE CHECK. ........................................
...... 420 .... IF (NMAX) 421,474,424 - .............................. .........
421 IF (LC+2-59) 423,423,422
422 CALL MT (LC)
CALL ST ( 3 )
CALL BATCYC CNBATtLS_CCY(_zLCYCL .........................................................
LC = LC + 2
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'_ L_23 _ _LR_ITF__OUTPU_T T_d_.E____ ........
1116 FORMAT(Z11HOTOLERANCE CHECK..,.REMAINING IND. VARS. HAVE TOO HIGH
LC : LC + 2
..... -C ....._IJ_kAJ_--V_RIANC_F-- CO_IR_IB_II ___ _a_D_E_IJ_k_d-E_LELS-.-- ......
424 J : 2 + (NM1+2)/3
IE _LLC_ _k__J__- 5_9.L__4.DJ_40_.30
430 CALL MT (LC)
CALL BATCYC (NBAT,LSCYC,LCYC)
I_C_ LC + 2
440 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO,1114,(HED(1),V(1),FF(1),I=1,NM1)
i (5X,A6,4X, IPEI2.5,4X, El2.5,4X,A6,4X,EI2.5,4X,E12.5,4X,A6,4X,E12" 5
?,4Y.E]__-_ ) )
C ..... WRITE DEGREES OF FREEDOM.
.............._P_II E--OUIP_ I_ ]AP E ,LO, I_L1_, _ IPHI -
1115 FORMAT (22H0 DEGREES OF FREEDOM = 15 )























Write Out Battery No. I






4e. Statistical Analysis Routine - Subroutine MT, BAT-CYC, ST, and FINI (Continued)
Enter
WriteOutThird I = 3 = 2 I WriteOutSecond
Sub-Title. I _ _ I Sub-Title.
L
Regressi [ Linear Correlation









CMT - MAIN TITLE ROUTINE,
_BR_T INE __(LCI .....................................................................
IF (LC) 2_,1,2
IO = 3
3 FORMAT(1Hl_27X,72HS T A T I S T I C A L A N A L Y S I S P R







......... GO TO L1_3,5)_I ..................................................
1 10=3
....... WRI!E OLJTPU[ I APE I09_2_ .....................................
2 FORNAT(25X,77HM E A N , V A R I A N C E A N D S T A N U A
GO TO 7
..... 3 ...... !#RITE OUTPUT TAPE_IO,4 ............................
4 FORMAT(32X,63HL I N E A R C 0 R R E L A T I 0 N C 0 E F F I
......... J _--l Jl _E_ N X SJ ............................................
GO TO 7
_9__..__. _E_ _Ru_I. LGEF Ill[ ()_ _ ...............................
6 FORMAT(46X,B8HS T _. P 'I_ I S E [_ E G R E S"S'--i"O N
...... 7 ......... RETLJRN .........................................................
END
• * ....... CARDS COkLt!:N ...............................
* LIST8
* LABEL ....................................................................................
C3ATCYC- BATTERY NO. CYCLE RANGE ROUTINE.
.............. SUbBOUTI N E BATCyC ( IhA_T:_LSCyC, LCYC ) ....
....tRITE OUTPUT 1APE 3,1,tBAT,LSCYC,LCYC
.__ ............. Ec)_R:I/__T_( z_5x ?TH'!4ATTEL£Y 12,10_X ,1 1HCYCLE 2A;'CGE, I 5, ]11-, I 4 )
RETURN
CARDS CO L Uk!l'l
....... R ...... LIST8 ........
L/_RFL
...... CFINi ..............
SUE_I_OUT I i"E FINI
RE T U R1'4
............ _ _ D ............................
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5. Printed Plot Routine
C-97
5. Printer Plot Routine - General Flow Charts



















DetermineIf They Are OnThe Data.
















































IT (7) = iBLK
(








































































Requested Field Types Are In
Array "IT". Requested Field
NumbersAre In Array "If'.
Requested Plotting Characters
Are In Array =As"










SSYM (1) Through SSYM (8)/
Contains The Ordinate /i -:
Label If =ISWE° = One. J
?
I
Store Current IF (I) I =
















Are There More Values I
In "IFLD" Array I
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5a. Printer Plot Routine - Flow Charts (Continued)
C-102



























Add 1 To JJAPage3 ASY(JJA)--AS(I)
ARE(JJA): BREQ(I)










J I SSYM(9)= BREQ(1)
v L NCHAR--54 J
C Page6





AddJJF To JJP And !
StoreIn JJZ I
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5a. Printer Plot Routine - Flow Charts (Continued)




































































5a. Printer Plot Routine- FlowCharts(Continued)
(
ISAV= IBAT _ Page9
Q










IGET = 1 I _
KK = KK+ 1 I
ExtractTheValue FromTapeFor "X"
AndThe RequestedY's (YI - Y5) For












5a. Printer Plot Routine - Flow Charts (Continued)
(
(_ _ I IGET : 0
I KK1 = KK- 1 ]
Sort X Array AndReorder Y Auays
KK5 : 1
ICRN = ICRN + 1
lEND = 0




Execute Plot 2 WithX
Along The Abscissa













5a. Printer Plot Routine - Flow Charts (Continued)
Q
I SearchThe X ArrayAndCount I
The NumberOfValues That Fall
In The Current Range
Is X Array
lEND : 1 Exhausted
I
@









SomeValuesWereNot Plotted In Plot
3 BecauseThey ExceedThe YMIN.
_YMAX nputVa ues. FormatNo.1012.
I jISWG: 0
I :
Execute Plots JJC TDMESWhereJJC : To
The Numberof Y Arrays To Be Plotted. The
X CoordinateWill AppearAlongThe Ordinate,
Execute Plots JJC Times WhereJJC : To
The Numberof Y Arrays To Be Plotted. The
X CoordinateWill AppearAlongTheAbscissa.
Yes I Error Return ]--I
__- II Execute Plot 4 } ( Page 11 )
C-I08











































I Compute Next Range I
JS= J8+ 3
I KRAN : 0
Check If There Are More Tape






I Endcard OrOutcard Tape
Endcard




Are All Cycle Ranges IComplete. IRAN(J8)
_ Yes





I KK9 : KK9 + 2IPG = IPG + 2




l Least Square Fit
No
I Store Current Tape CycleIn "ISAVI"
Page 8 )
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5b. Printed Plot Routine - Source Statements
SLOG ()oc,4,;3
_ HATTERY TEST DATA PLOT I<OUTI,qE Lkl_ PIBP
<- LRL. (AL FLI,';N) -PI.2J-? ........ ULDr-, i .............
PAUSE
* SYMBOL TABLE .......
-,','- CARDS C()LLJ!N





• L A [iEL ......................................................................................
BATTERY TEST PRINTER PLOT RCttTI,4E
_L_I24F-NS_L)J`4-_-_`_`A_GE_-7_F_,_,U_5ub),_C-A_L)(_2_(]_,ICD(42_sIRAN_19), .....
1 AS(6) s IF(6) ,IT(7),NSCALE(5),ARF(5) ,BHEN(6) ,/".SY>I(5) ,rqFFU(6)
..... 1__ I EDF.I l 6 )_,, I PFLD.(_I_L, ASY ( 5 ) ,,AREu { 8 ) ,,./LQC ( 63 .,-NE F I (.6) ,, I FF T ( 6 ).+ .........
1 IFLD(26),Xl(500),Y1 (5u,O) ,Y2(5U(,) +Y3(5bO),Y4(5_O),Y5(500),
.......... ],. _.-_i.,.L_._ _)4 .X. _._{ ._- L r_ _L)_._, !b_ .( !_ ..............................................
EQU I V?_LE NC[: ( F ,KP ) , (P,KP)., (L:.LL, ! _!_K } , f mlqF ,, IP.t!)., ( FLI_,, I FLR ) ,
. 1.( F L-P, I.FLP ) ..........................
C SET UP TAPE NOS,
.... I43 .... 3 ................................
IN = 2
.............. 12.._--. L.Z ..................................................................................................................
IR = 19




............. B L+<._-_I U............................................
ATT=6HTIIE
....... ATTL_=_6N____X _ X .......................................
ATT2=61+ VA
.......... __AT T 3 - 6HR I .A__B_LE...........................................................
ATT4=6H FIELD
,A_T5 --_6PL. 1 _ ......................................................
SSYM(1) = BLK
.......... " r,_ _.SSY.r ( 2 L__=._..BLJ_ ...........................................................
SSYM(3) = ATT
........... 52Wii(4_) -ALII ...............................................................................
SSYiq(5) = ATT2
SSY,.._ _L.,_ --._J_L,T_3__ ......
SSYM(7) = ATT4
............. _ SY.M _ .8 l _ = ___AIS_......................................................














READ INPUT TAPE IN,IO13,(BREQ(I),I=I,6)
FORMAT (19X,A3, 5A4 )
Coooo
1050
READ IN MIN.AND MAX. VALUES FOR Y
READ INPUT TAPE IN,]050,YMIN,YP, AX,IPG,ISWG,KRAN
FORMAT ( 2E10.4,12,211)
o-111
5b. Printed Plot Routine - Source Statements (Continued)
Z _. _,_I_E_AD I-N GP_I£) RANGFS
READ INPUT TAPE IN,1051,(XGRD(1),I=L,IPG)
__J.O_5-] _-.E_ IA F 1 0.4 )
C WRITE OUT CONTROL CARD
IF(KRAN) 501,500,501
5DI .....I£GG = 1 P'G ........................................................
IPG = 2
1 =2,6)
_. 103 L . F.DEfI4AI(_IPL16_.ZSZLDA'L&_I£L.OT._I.ELQLLES-T ,_ _PI LOBL__I_2 i2._8_t"J_.......... _ ...... V_AB......
1 FIELD IS ,AI,12,56H, Y VARIABLE FIELDS WITI4 PLOTTING CHAR
_ . _ 1ACTLf£5 AI_RE_,.L7X._b tAI__,_IZ_AI_3X] I ..... ...................................................
AREQ ( 1 ) = BLK
......... _L[;1F 0_[ Z L__=_--_ .LI_(_.._
AREQ(3) = BLK
C DETERI_,INE IF: DA%A TAPE T.O READ IS #.9._O]__B_ ........................
IF( IOP - i) 51,50,51
50 IDT=IP ........................
GO TO 52
51 ....... IDT._ Ii_ ..................................................................
C READ FIRST CONTROL RECuRD FI,_OM DATA TAPE
52 READ TAPE IDT_ IFL_ICD ..............
C TEST IF ADDITIONAL CYCLE RANGE CARl) EXISTS
IF(ICD(39)) 53_54,53 ...................
53 I<EAD TAPE IDT, (IRAN(I),I=l,18)
..._ ........ WR I TE. CONI_I_L..LF_O,_.QL__.OUTEU I __P,E ............
54 CALL CCARD(ICL),IRAN)
C RETRIEVED TAPE WITil L,S.F.IS AN ERRQI< REQUEST
IF (IFL - IFLR) 300,55,300
55 IF( ICL)(IP)-1)57,56,57
C CANN,qT PR()CESS T,IIS TA.PF
56 . '.,RITE 9OTPUT.ITAPE {.O,i.002 .........................................................
1,.)(_:2 FCR:.,AT (73H(;INPUT I.-)ATA TAPk IS OtJTCAI<D LEAST SO.'. WITHOUT PSEUDO FI
]El DS. CAN;4GI PLOT.) ............
68 I<EWIND IDT
P,_tJSE _ ---
GO T i_) 1 u
3ou .IF( IFL T I.._.L._P_)...._()-L..L=5-7t3--01 .....................................
g?l PRINT 1i 2c ,
1()2r3 FORPIAT (571H INPUT TAPE tS NOT A RETk:IEV_D OR PSEUDO TARE° SCI_:AP R .......
IIILI )
GN TO 68 ..
C JFTERFIINE '...,i4AT INFOR;_ATION IS AvAILAbLF CN IDT
57_ I F ( I Cb ( 4.1 ) ) 5_it58., 5.9 .....................................................................
5 £ J = 2
GO TO 6 L,' . .......
59 J=21
,6 (! .J J = '3
IF (ICI)(J)) 61,64161
61 LID 6.3 I J 38 ..................................................................................
IF( ICL)( I ) ) 62,71,62
A2 JJ = JJ +1
63 IFLP(JJ) = IC[;'(1)
C_ TO 71
C I FTI R .It'IE IF [ NDC",RI) OR 01iTCAWU
AI+ IF(IC!'(1) ) _b r(* A5
(_ A .J J = 2 (,
C-112
L










G O T :) .67
J J = ]
_..3 7:J l=j ,,.;J
iFL[:(I ) = i






,.;OE.S b,',T/x rAP!- C()V[/,I;_ PbgU'.)O FIELDS
IF(IFL - IFL!)) $3,/'<,?';
I.tE#[" PbEuDC Cv. JATIS'I"5
i<[-l'q) ['_Pi I'.,[, I ; ( [CAI'(!)(K),_.=I_I )
• :,kITE OUT PbLL.,wL.' ZL_bI',TLOII C/,ktPS ..................................................
:';Hilt ,;I;'_T r,,l'_ !")* It'(;'4 ,, (IC/dRl;(L),_.=l_I)
1023 FOl<;:t,l (25t[U PbL'..'D© i_L,iJA11L,;4 L/',',<U.b //(1X,IZlaO) )
C 'xrt!) %;)[ /f:C(:!-:!;, F!',;,' IuT /_i,,r_ Sf-T uP PSEUDO FIFLD TABLE (IPF-Lb)
i.'.FAD T,"..t:'E IbT, II_!£i'T_IL;AT, (!>UF(I),,I=I,,ICNT) .....
Ic?'V = I[:AT
......... ESAVI= XA:'SF-(It3U) ............................................................
L';ACK SP,_ C F 19T
C CALCULATE LOCATIONS OF PSEUL")OS ....
NLOE = (JJ e_- LL) + LX +2
C GE#,IERATE A. TAULE OF CALCULATED PSEU[,OS
JP = u
........... DO ..... 8Ll .I - l_.i& ..................................................................
IFIff, UF(NLOC) - I.F36) 81,82,*_,]
_ 81_ JP = dP+l ....
IPFLD(JP) = I
_ 8_2 NLOC = N_LOC +i ...................
80 CONT INUE
........... G_ I " ZlO " " _'g ..................................................................
83 JP =0
__ 8_4__........... JJA= u ......
JJB = 3
......... J_,LC _- .(2........
JJN = 0
.............. ,J£F = n..........................................................................................................
JPO -- 0
......... _ -_0_ ...........................
JJF=O
......... _I 8__= _.L.)__.....................
94 I=I+l
.... iE_LiL_.) -IntK_ 90 • 1 01._9.._L ...........................................................................
90 IF(IT(I) -KF) 95,91,95
___.£Jl.... _I.ELL¢_D_tlS_)_rJJ_._8_5_t9_.6_, 85_..........................................
85 DO 93 J=l_JJ
I F ( I F ( I ) - LFJ,J2 Ld 12 93 ,_92-__9.3_ ................................
JJF = JJF +i
IFFT(JJF) = _FLDIJ}
IF(18) 87 ,861, 87
18 = 1
GO TO 94
JJB = JJB +1
JJC = JJC +1






5b. Printed PlotRoutine- SourceStatements(Continued) ...............
GO T.O 9 4 ........................
9B CONT I D_UE
_ . 2& _ . J JR = J_L_.zt.3._ ...............
NFFT(JJN) = IF(I)
. _. GO TO 94 .......................................
95 IF(JP) 98,100,98
98 . DO 99 J=l, JP .....................
IF (IF(1) - IPFLD(J)) 99,97,99
_ _97 .... J P.E_ --,.LI2.E.:.-Lt
IFPFT(JPF) = IPFLD(J)
88 I8 =I
....... GO *f O. 9z+- ...........................................
89 JJA = JJA+I
(. _ r
.............. _A.,.W__ J. ,ZJ _.A_/-/. l
ARE (JJA) = URL _(I)
GO TO. 9z_ ........................................
99 CONT INtJE
i.(.)O JPO = JPO +1 ..............
NFFU(JPO) = IF( I )
# ......................................................... GO _.T .o _9.q ...............
C ADD ASY ANI) ARE ARRAYS TO ASYM AND AREO ARRAYS
.... iOl .... IF_(JJA). 103 ,_I_C8 _,l.O_ ...................................................
i03 DO 104 I =1, JJA
___ JJB =_J_J.B_+! ....................................
JJC = JJC +i
_!/d.?,_l/_LqL.-__-&.&Y-l/.I
AREQ(JJU) = ARE( I )
_1o4_ CONTIUUE ..........
C ARE WE 5WITCi41NG X,Y,C-{7OR-iDiNATE-S ............
C CAL,_CLJLATE TIIE NO. OF CHAR, .FOR ORplNATE LDBEL__IN PLOT 4
108 IFIISWG) 120,109,120
__ 120 .___.&Y _i.tg_2_e.B_ £.I_L ......... -
NCHAR=54
........... GO TQ 1)2 ...................................................
109 NCHAR=JJI4 * 6
___C ....... LIST _TH.OS_E_F_IELO_$ .NOI_ FOUR_D_ ......................................
102 IF (JJN) 105,106,105
lO______.,i{__lT__,_.QU__T_PUT TAP E._jO ,i004 , (NFFT( _ ), I=l ,JJN)
1004 FORMAT (63H0 THE FOLLOWING FIELDS WERE NOT FOUND ON THE INPUT DATA
........ l_ !_APE_- .__._/_ 6__!_k)_ .......................
C LIST THOSE PSEUDOS NUT FOUND
....._1o_6 .... I_E/_J_PP_)_i_OT,!lo, i o_7................................................
107 '.#RITE OUTPUT TAPE IO, 1005, (NFFLI(I),I=i,JPO)
__LQ05 FOBZ4AJ__HQ__T...Hj_FOLLOWIi_I_ pSEUL)O FIELDS WERE NOT FOUND ON THE INP
; 1LJT DATA TAPE.../ 614)
L £ ....... C.At_'(. QA.T.__t.kE2J3_QC_E,5_ED_
I llc) JJZ = JJF + JPF
IB_LJJZ-11 ._ 1 U._ _,_1_1 ,1 12
C NO DATA CAN BE PROCESSED
iii WRITF, OUTPUT TAPE IO,iO06
1006 FORMATI43HO DATA CANNOT BE PROCESSED. RUN TERMINATED.)
GO TO 68 _._
C CHECK TO SEE IF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE X WAS FOUND ON IDT
112 IF(IT(l) - KF) 115,113,115 .......................
i13 IF (IF - IFFT) 114,116,114
114 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO, 1007
I007 FORMAT (56H0 INDEPENDENT VARIABLE CANNOT BE LOCATED. RUN TERMINATE
C-114
5b. Printed Plot, Routine - Source Statements (Continued)
GO TO 68
-..I___ IF ILK I T_ F T ) i_j _ 1 1 1 _ I 1 1 _





.--C__..I_EP_ FIEI DS pFFhll_qT_B
IF (JJF) 130,140 130
-130 IF4-1-T - KF ) 135.'132;135 ..........................
135 ILL = 1
I_92 DO 134 -,I=I,JJF .......
ICNT = O
FIO 1Z1 I:1 • I1
ICNT = ICNT +I
........ _EFT I _.._-__I._D_[jJ I 1 "_1 , ] 33_L].'4 ]
133 ILL : ILL +i
GO TO 134
_ii._ I NI IE
134 CONTINUE
I _ ....... _ I F I [ _ "__ .................................................................
IF(JPF) 143,150,Ia3
.... -f.-LL-Z ..................................................................
C SETUP LOCATIONS FOR PSEUDO FIELDS IN ARRAY ILOC
___Z,Z,Z,Z,Z,Z,Z,Z,Z_..... jF_ TCI)IIRI--I I IZ_2.,I/.].ILL2 .................
141 LL = 5
LX._ =_ :_I ....................................................................................
142 LOCP = Jd * LL + LX
.......... O-1 .....................................
IF( IT-KF ) 127,126,127
.,LL Q..C__-__I E-P_-F_T_._ +_ J-0.£,£ ......................................
IF(JPF -I) 150,150,128
..... 1.2/3 ....... .J=2 ............................
..................................
126 DO 145 I=J,JPF
........... iLL__-7__ ILL_ +i ...............................................
ILOC(ILL) = IFPFT(1) + LOCP
--.LZ_.-5.....CO_LI _U.E.......
C COFIPUTE FIRST RANGE
....150_ _I LIY,_ -_ I C (__(_.1_4,_ Z_'__ I C _I[-').( _1.5 ) _. _- (_ICD (_!6) -i[ .........................................
C
146 LP : I[ _......................................................................................
IF(IFL IFLP) 129 147,129
__19 7 ...... L E _ ................................. L......................................................................
129 IGET = o
.......... KK .. = __..U ...........................................................................................
R = PLOT1 (NSCALE,NtlL,NSBH,r,!VL,NSBV)
......... _I_Ei_R ]_ _._I_49 ._ .]..4 _ .______8 ...........................................................
149 I I : u




151 __ IJEAD. TAPE .IpT, I1,.IL_NT,I_LAT,(pUF( ! ) Li--_I, IO"JT) ......................
14= 1
._.< ......... _qQ__':!.P..U_T__g. I.U.L.._.kL.Jbf !L_LJ.F._c .Y...¢.kK& i_.L.Zq2................
KCYC = ICNT I (( JJ _" LL) +1 + LX + LP)
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5b. Printed Plot Routine - Source Statements (Continued)
C . EXTRACT DATA TO .PLOT Ab.D STORE SEPARATE ARRAYS°
C IIAVE WE CHANGEI) HATTERYS
__A.L2, ..... IlQ._2-EL o_.I..-.1 ..._f,.£_C ...........................................................
IF(ISAV-IBAT) 20,:.,.,2]4.,200
.. 214 IFllCP) 1.53,136,153
C ARF WE IN THE SAME CYCLE IRAf',4GE(ENDC.Ai,_,D)
b o153 I F (XA_ F ( I BUIH ) l-I LIi"i.)..154,154,200
C /',.[RE WL IN Tile SALVE CYCLE (OUTCI',.I._D)
C ..... (..fJECI't LEA.ST SU...I,F[T ..................................
136 IFIICDIlS)-I) 137,153,137
< A13_7 I F(XAi_SF(IF',J(r'I) )-l,,oN1) 206,154t200
154 IGET = 1
KK = KK +i
J = ]
...... lAD = ILOC(J) + I' ......................
X1 (KK) = HUF(It\D)
J = J+l
15q IAU=ILOC(J) + f,
Y1 (KK) =L';LiF( I ?.L')
163 IF (J - ILL) I(,4,1U0,164
}-64 J : J+l ..............
IAID=ILOC(J) + !'
Y2 ( ,<4 ) = t_i.JF ( [ t_[_J)
168 IF(J - ILL) 17(,,I_u,170
170 J : J+]
IAf):ILOC(J) + i,'
.. Y3(KK) = 9UF(IAD] ...................................
174 IF(J - ILL) ]75,190,175
175 J = J+l
|A[)=IL()C(J) + ',l
Y4(_,,'t) = ',.)UP (|,413)




C CC),'I)IrT[ C,LIP.' CF:IP'f F('_,'< ;,_[ X T (.Y(.LL:
l')fJ !_ = '_ +(JJ -;," LI. ) +1 + LX + LI )
GO. T') 25':'
, ,,I,.t ,, .X Ar'll) Y ,',R_.".Yr ."\[.tF ::.;:T',_I > F_][! ;' (r]'_)L[ '[_: I.,'._": r- IF rrH'''r'rJ' _}r't /"
C,']"PL_TL CYCLe: IF (_It/C_,,-, .
::,2,RT X Ar,'t,!/'Y /i,,l_ I<FORI._EI< Y /'.x!,'/,Y {.







IF( IG_ T) 2.d2,Z4(',2t:2
,.KI : Y.l( -I
b.q 2t:[ L! =1,_.*K1 ...............
L4 = .
XXl = XI(L])
L2 = 17 +]
r: ) 2'_6 L.? = I 2,rLK
_!- ('<1(1_"1) -- X>'I ) 2"7,,2q6,2r'6
2"7 _ L4 = L "_
XXl = Xl (L _)
2'!5 ( O". T Ir:'!E
IF(t4) 2'_i _2 "5 ,2',':I
2) 1 ,J = 2
×l (14) = XIILI)
×i (I I ) = XXl
XXI = YL(L/*)
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5b. Printed Plot Routine - Source Statements (Continued)
YI(L4) = YI(L1) ......
YI(L1) = XX1
I
i IF( J - ILL) 208 ,2'35 ,208 ...........................................




IF (J - ILL) 209,265_2_.,9




- -- IF {J - ILL) 210,205,210 ....
21C J = J+l
×Xl = Y4(L4) .........................................................................
Y4(L4) = Y4(L1)
E4{L1) = XX1 _ .
IF (J - ILL) 211,205,211
211 XX1 = YS(L/4.) .....
Y5(L4) = Y5(L1)
........ Y5 { LZ)._=..XX1 .......................................................................
205 COt'.IT I NUE
2 C,'4. .KK5=I
ICRN = I CR,1+I
_ I _q D = -_ ....
DO 254 K = KK9,]P@,2
._.(- ._ PP_I3_T HEADII',IG_J',T_IHE.!QP OF_EACH .PLOT ..........................
IFIICD(18)-I) 212,227,212
I _212 IF(ICD) 227,228,227
l 227 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO..lbaS,ISAV,ICRN1008 GoFQRrIATTo405(lt414bX'7H'5'_TTERY'I4'12H CYCLE I<P. NGE,I3//)
.22.8 .... WRITE OUTPUI TAPE.I_O.,1L:O.g_.lS/\V,ISAV1 ......................1009 FORPIA]" (lII145X,71tUATTEI<Y,I4, 611 "CYCLE,IS//
. 405 J".ZER =0 ........
IF(ISWG) 451,450,451
(-1-5.0. __ I<=PL.OT 2 ( I i i/",qE ,XGI_D (K+L ) , xGI.q; ( K ) , YI,.!AX ,Y/,I N)
IF(R) 406,406,68
. __.4_51 _ _ K-PLO 12 ( I k'.A G E, .XE,A _, Y-' LI._, _ XG R.D (. F,_+.1 )._ X G R L) K )
INOI=KK
452 IF(R) 411,4.11,66 ...............
406 DO 41(, J=KKS,KK
IF(XI(J) - XGRD(K+I) ) 408,408,409 ......
409 INOI = J - KK5
............ _IZA.&I...-KK5....................................................................................................
' KK5 = J
............ GD_T_Q z_l 5__.............................................................
408 KZER = 1
III_O-- ___C0 NT_INI/E .....................................................................
i I END = 1
IMAXI = KK5
C CHEC T EE IF ANY _ALUES "'ERE FOLZL'4D IN uro:__EN_T._.......... K__jLQ___ ............................... C RAN C_ _ CHARGE .....
415 IF(KZER) 411,226,411
IF(ISWG) 454,453,454
453 N=PLOTB(AbYM(J) ,Xl( I MA2£.I_.Y__£;A.._ I NO 1 )
: GO TO 45 5
..............................
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5b. Printed Plot Routine - Source Statements (Continued) .........................




233 IF(JJC-J) 222,226,222 ................................
222 J = J+l
IFIISWG] 457,456,457 ......
456 I_:PLOT3(ASY,,_IJ),XI(I-iAX1),Y2[ Ib'.AX1),IN01)
GO TO 458 ..............................................................
457 K= PLOT 3 ( A.SY:._ ( J ) ,,Y2, X l, i N(-)I ]
458 IFIR) 23/,,235,68 ...............
234 LSO : 2
GO TO 27V .......
235 IFIJJC -J) 22:3,226,223
-- " " Z 2 ] , _ e .. J + 1 ........................ .......................................................




K: PLOT _ ( A SY _' ( J ) , X 1 ( I F".AX 1 ) , Y2 ( I ;._AX 1 ) , I NO 1 )
GO 10 461





.............. GO TO 464
463 ,<:PLOT 3 ( A.bY:',(J ) ; Y'4,X i ,'Il;Ui )
/*64 IF(R) 238 , 23'?', (,8
23R LSO : 4
GO TO 270
234 IF(JJC -J) 225,226,22b
__ 22_ . _J = J+.].. .
IF( I S ',','G) 466,465 ' 14'66"'
L5(% : 3 ...................................................................................
GO TO 270
IF(JJC -J] 224,226,224 ....
J : J+l
I F ( I S,,,'G) 463,462,46;!
c<=PLO T 3 ( At, Y"" ( J ) , X ] ( I >AX 1 ) , Y4 ( I fAX I ) , I N(_)1 )




_51 . LS0 : _5 ..........................................................................................
GO T() 27C
226 fF(ISWG) 469,468,469 .....
468 I<=PLOT4(_CFIAR,ARFT(_]
GO TO 47O
460 14: P L 0 T 4 ( t'iC HAI{ ,.,S S Y;'! )
....57Q ...... ;F.{R) 25£3 #. ? 5:..3t A 8.......................................................................................
C 'I*/RITE OUT FIELD ItE,,',DINO FOR Ii,.ID[-PLINDEi'4T VAkIAbLE
253 .IF ( I S',vG ) 471,472,471
472 v;RITE OOTP,JI TAPE IO,1011,bRE_(1)
. 1,.)11 FORI,_AT[IHO,qOX,34hT[-IE X _ _ VAI<IAbLE FIELD IS ,A3)
GO TO 473
.... <+71._.... :#a.I I_E. OU.I.F_UZ..r.AP E_.I_Q_,_O.C'.._?., _._E g.(..J. , J = 1_,J 4LS..J...............................
1052 Fr)RI. AI (IHU,25X,8A6)
473 IF(IEt';D) 240,25z+,24(# .......
27P ', PlTE OIJTPlJl TAPF IQ'ioI2, ASYm(J)
1012 FORYAT(6X,q4HPLOT3 FAILED TO PLOT ALL POI/!TS FOR SYKBOL ,AI)
¢,r_ TC) (233,235,2"47,239,226),L50
254 (oF!T INUE
C ALL PLOTS F(JR A CYCLE O1< RANUE A,<E COI'._PLETI::L). SETUP FOR NLXT SET
0-118
5b. Printed Plot Routine - Source Statements (Continued)
C HAS BATTERY CHANGED .................................
240 IF(12) 260,2449260
2.44 .... IF(ISAV-lUAT) 241,24 Z_2_L4_.i..............................................................................
241 ISAV = IBAT
ICRrI=_ .........
J8 = 19
.242 IGET --O - -
KK = 'J
C .... END.CARD- OR QU,TCAR.r:). .........................................................................
IF([CD) 243,248,243
_ C . EN-DCAL_D .........................
C /',RE THERE AD!)ITIONAL RANGES
-243- .... IF(ICD(_39 ) ) 245,214,245 ..............
C ARE ALL RANGES CO_<PLETLL
_....2._ ....... LE.L .IJ:_MI.-C-JS.I .),.__2__6 _2._-_7_..5,_.._&............................................................................
"_.,- NO, _FTIIP NEXT RANGE
246 _LL..,[J4 =. _ II£AP(J8.) + lt£,A!'iiJS+l) "_ ( iNAh(d8_2.). -l) ....
J8 = J8+3
........ IF (KRAN) 5U2,214,592 .........
502 IF( IPG - IPGG) 5C'5,504,5C4
..... 5.0.4 .... _B-LIS ._J/-P._I IM?B-/-%_-.ICS_ ........................
1054 FOR:,,IAT (IH1,IOX,66iIRUt'I TEXPINATLL). TAPE RANGES [-XCEED INPUT RANGES
..... 1-. ON CONTROL CARD 31 ................................
GO TO 68
_..5_5 _'<_._ - Lkig. +2 .........................
IPG = IPG +2
............ GO__I 0.- .21.._ ..........................................
C SETUP UP FIRSTIRANGE
267._ ILl[d._= IED(IZ,) +_ ICD(15) *_ (iCu(16)-l) .........................
J8 = 1
..... IE (KRAN) 5C3,214,503 .................................
503 IPG = 2
............ _K9 =.,,1 ................................................................................
GO TO 214
_24.8 IE(ICD(18)-IJ 249,2qB,2<_9 ......................
249 ISAVI= XABSF( I L_U(PI) )
......... GO TO 214 ...........................................................
25 0 CONT I r,iUE
............... GQ I ___ 1/_8 .....................................................
C TAP[- CO, IPLET[,LY PROCESSED
. 2.(>(3 <E'.'_IND IDT ..........................................
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO, 1010
.... lOIQ .... FORtAT (!HI,]O.X,.22HPLO[ REQUES! COi,iPLET_ED) ............................
PRINT ]053
__.._1..,0,5_,,.ED.[_HLL_IoL3..2_. __21LSJi_2].T._R[_J[O.Q_ C_Q._J_LI._L_E_'.'/!.I-LLNF_LT__) ...................
PAUSE













.. SUBROUIINE CC_RDLJC_,IRNG-k .......
DIMENSION ICD(43),IUAT(15 ,IFIELD(BO),IRNG(Iv)
IO = 3 - -
IRNG(19) =0
_i: 0 ........
UO 23 I: 2)13
.......... iF I_£DIi.I]..24.._2_,-2_ .........................................................................
24 kl: KI +i
IBAT(<I) = l.Z ......
23 CONTINUE
C,,,, LOCATE FIELDS REgULSTED
k2 = O
_.LF ( l.CD.(_Z }._3 _.L_ ..................................................................................
3 Ill:21
GO TO 5 ........
4 111=2'_




55 (-C)C T I _!LJC _ . .
32 IFIK2) 40,38,4_)
C .... _,LL FIIILPS ARE TO t>E SELECTED
3£ IF(ICD(1)) 35)34,35
_., ._., OUTC,\I{L> ..........................................
_,/÷ J= 15
GO TO 36 .....
C .... L >41)C AI< :.',
35 J : 26 . .
30 LJ() "_7 K2 =1 ' J
IF ,[FLb.(.i<2 ).- r<Z ..........................................................................................
57 CONT I tJtJE
/÷O ICY( = ICD(!4) . .
IF(ICU(1)) 42,&1,42
41 <'RITE .QUTPUT T ALPI-=.IO, 917 ........
GO TO 43
.... k.2 .......... ':'_LI.T.f..9LL!.R.q.! _Z6_2tL I_LO.__..kL__. .........................................................................
43 WF'IIE OUTPL,'T TAPF I0, 903,(IbAT(I),,I:l.,K1)
',,'[{IT:-- _C'TPLIT T6.P_E IO_) Y_O_,__IC_Y_L ...............
'.,,'RITE CUTPUT TAPE IU, 905, ICD(15),ICD(16)
IF._C I CD (.i 7. 1 ) _ .__-_9,9 _, &5 .............................
44 ',','RITL OUTPUT TAP[ i0, 906
........... G,,0_..T2q,__/* 6 ............................
45 IF(ICD(17)-2) 511,510,511
51. ,,'RITE OUTP<,T TA?_E I0,947_ .........................
GO TO 46








I F ..!.LC__!LLS_L=_LL z,9 4.__.4_%__8_ 4_4.2_....
!_RITE DUTPL;T TAPE IO, 908
GO TO 5,'* ..................
IF ( ICD(18) ) 51,50,51
',.,_1<I T E OLJ T Pb_UT . T_AP %_ I Q =,_'41_1 - .......................
_0 lu 54
IF (ICD(18) - 2 ) 53,52)53
C=120
5b. Printed Plot Routine - Source Statements (Continued)
52 '::_RITL] OUTPUT IAPE I0, b(!9, IfiD(I9)
..... _G T b. 5.B .................................
53 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE IO_910, ICb(l_)
3,4 .. i F EI Cb (2 C ) ) 56._55_ _ 56 ..................
55 _,PITE OUTPUT TAPE IO, 918
............ G.__I__.5. L_
56 .',RITE OJTPUT TAP[{ I{)_ 912,(IFIFLD(1):I=I_K2)
57 IF(IQD(_+! )) .58,_9,5 _
58 .,'RITE CUTPUT TAPE I0, 913
59. IF(ICD(42)) 60,61,60
60 v.RITE bUTPUr TAPE Io,'giz_"-IC-L)-i2C) ........................
_. 6 l ......... ',._R LIE ._Orb T P LLI _! A_Rf__.I..Q..,2..1..bj.I _U.LAz,i] ...........................................................................
IF (ICD(40)) 63,62,63
$.3. _ .i.-! .................................................................................... 1 .
tCR : 2 1
64 ',','RITE OtJT_t:)t;.l_..T_6_PE [0., 95_5_LIC.J_,tI[{.'l(](I)L).IRFG(I!-lJ_,LIRkG(It2) ............. 1_
I = i+3 1
............. 1CI£__--_. I _ _+.1...........................................................................
IF( IRNG( I ) ) 64,62,64
62 . I<EIU R_; ...... _i__
903 FORMAl (1Hu5X,23HbATfERYS REQUL.%IkiD ARE 1214) .........
.904- FONL4AIT. (6X,2111STAiiIING QYCLL_ Ixio..I_S_!4_.}_ _
905 FORMAT (6X,L3iiINCKLi.,LNI 1S I3,22il P_U,,ibbi< OF I_CRE,4ENTs i4} ..............
I I £9b-- ...... b--q!!'/! &L-- (b__x,. 12LrIcrj 6.j£G[2._Pj2.8SEJ_ .....................................................
')07 FOR_V.AT (6X,15rlDISOIARGE PriASL)
908 FORHAT .{ 6X, 36HLEA_ST SQLJA_I_£__E F I T ON i!L_C'ELST.BD__fLi E LE5 ! ................................
909 FORHAT {6X_6HFIRST 12,271-I PER(-ENT OF CYCLE I<EQUESTEB)
21.0 F()RMAT (6#,5HLAST ..I2.L27H I-:EI:<(IENT Q F C_Y_C_LE_.iR_L,b_.ESTE_D) ....................
911 FORMAT (6X,31HiOd PER CENT OF CYCLE R.E_UESTED)
. 9__I_.... COB [¥L.AT._.( .6_.I__I-J.EI__{ih_ S___ E___ < _ !E [.22L2..L.4_. .
913 FORMAT (6X,22HINVALID DATA REQUESTED)
.9__..!4_. .I_O R!TIA T (_6. X., _.5 HC E L_L __CY _CL h_N _ Qi.] __S T_ 0 N O U! C 6{_.L_ F 1_E.kO 1.5 }
915 FORMAT (6X,IIHEXPIRED DAYI4)
_17 FORHAT (6X,22HOUTCARL> DATA I_E(..jUI'-STLD)
918 FORMAT (6X,2OrlALL FIELDS ltE,.,_UESI-EU)
949 FORMAT (6X,26HCHARGE AND DISCHARGE PIt/',SE)
._. 9 B_5 FORMAT _ ( IHC 6__.X_,!_IHCY_C_L_E - R.AN.GE 12 ? 1_61__._ .S._T,_.I_<IT.ING C Y_C.L.E.I 5, l:!,i. _._I_I_'_CI£L_/:I.EN_........ i_
lTI5,22H NUHBER OF INCREMENTSI5) I
END
EOF E SY
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